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INTRODUCTIO¡I

contemporary polit,ical theory appears to be in a state of
disarray. There seems to be little agreement about what

poritical theory ought to do, and what it can hope to achieve.

Traditionar divisions arnongst poritical theorists alongi

ideological lines have deepened or been replaced by divisions at
the met,a-l-evel. Foucaultians, Criticat Theorists, Libertarians,
Rawrsians, and so on, are divided not so much (or not only) over

traditional questions about the structure of the just polity, but
over questions of the nature (and possibility) of the grounding

of political critique.l The reception of Rawrs's Theorv of
Justice ill-ustrates this welI. originally heralded as a return
to traditional normative political theory, it was met in the

Iiterature most often by criticism not. of the substantive theory
of justice it contained, but by criticisms of the elaborate
justificatory scheme Rawls had developed to ground his theory of
justice.

Inasmuch as this thesis is concerned with political- meta-

theory, Rawls's book, and its reception, set the climate for the

lrhe di=tinction I am drawing is a matter of degree. I am
not suggesting that meta-Ieve1 concerns have been j-ntroduced intoporitical theory only recentry, but rather that such concerns
have been given an atypical amount of attention within the last
few years. Concerns that would have, until recently, be
relegated to the philosophy of natural and social science have
inserted themselves into poritical theory. The philosophy of
science itself seems to be experiencing a similar preoccuþation
with its own methodology, as evidenced by the increasing -

attention paid to methodological naturalism.
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concerns that r address here. perhaps more significantly, in
this context, the publication of A Theory of Justice served also
to introduce Kant as an important figure in contemporary

political theory. since its publication (though tikely not
entirely due to its publication), scholarship in Kantian
politicaì- theory has grov/n significantry. However, r do not plan
to review much of this scholarship, nor to assess Kantrs explicit
politicar theory. Rather, r wish to employ Kant largery for his
utirity in herping us to sort out the bewirdering variety of
approaches to politicar theory currentry availabre in the
philosophical marketplace. rn this thesis, r wilJ- argue that
within the apparent disunity in contemporary politicar theory, a

certain unity can be found along both historical and theoretical-
lines. Specifically, I will argue that voices within
contemporary poriticar theory as apparentty disparate as John

Rawls, Jürgen Habermas, Richard Rorty, Karl-otto Aper, and. Michel

Foucault' can be understood as responding to certain questions

left to us by Kant.

This craim, in itself, is reratively non-controversial. Arl
the philosophers r have mentioned have, to a greater or resser
degree, articulated their positions in terms of their
relationship to Kant. This is most explicit in Rorty and Ape1,

who often use their self-diagnosed relationships to Kant as pithy
staternents of their positions on the phirosophical map. Much of
my argument, however, is more a matter of reconstruction than

catalogue. Rather than taking the self-diagnosís of these
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theorists to be exhaustive statements of their relationship to
Kant, r take these moments of refÌection on their positions in
the Kantian tradition as clues to a more comprehensive reading of
contemporary political theory. As such, r am concerned more

often with the assumptions and implications of these contemporary

political theorists than with their stated critical and positive
agendas.

Kant is not a transparent figure, and the theorists with
whom r am concerned often disagree not only in terms of their
relationship to Kant, but on the interpretation of Kant against
which they articulate their own positions. central to the

defence of my thesis is an interpretation of Kant that is in
itself controversiar. r resist certain popular trends in the
l-iterature concerning the question of what it is we ought to read

in Kant's corpus in an atternpt to articulate his poritical
theory. of his explicit writings in politicar theory, r treat
only one, a brief paper entitled rrlrlhat is Enlightenment?t' My

interpretation of Kant's politics--as evidenced by my reliance on

this essay, and recourse to certain passages in the first two

critiques--emphasizes the general Kantian question of what

authority reason may be said to have, and how this authority is
to be grounded. I argue, in Chapter One, that this
interpretation suggests that we not read Kant so much as a
philosopher who had, among his offerings, a political theory, but

rather that v/e recogrníze a poritical element to the entire
critical phitosophy. The Kantian picture that emerges from this
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reading--and, as r argue in the rernaÍnder of the thesis, stil1
has a hold on contemporary politicat theory--suggests that there
is something of an interface between epistemology and poritics:
that reason may be said to have authority if certain epistemic

conditions (impartiality) are secured, and Lf certain political
conditions (freedom) are secured. fn other terms: \the authority
of reason' is secured only when both certain de jure and certaÍn
de facto conditions obtain. At the center of this Kantian

picture are two key claims: (1) The rnethodorogical question of
the grounding of radical political critique and the substantive
question of the nature of autonomy are inexorably rinked, and (2)

Autonomy has both a transcendental and a poriticar element,

neither of which can be reduced to the other. This second clairn

essentially recasts the de jure/de facto link introduced above:

in Kantts terms, autonomy is both noumenal and phenomenal, that
is, a question both of free will and the poriticar conditions

that must obtain for the free will to be exercised in the
political realm.

But the Kantian picture contains what A.c. Genova calrs a

\philosophical liability': Kant's transcendental idealism and the

rel-iance of this position on the noumenal/phenomenal distinction.
As r wilr argue in chapter Two, both Rawrs and Habermas have at
the core of their respective meta-ethics an attempt to naturalize
Kantian autonomy so as to save the possibility of ethics from the

need to posit the noumenal real-m. The basic move in this
naturalization is a re-interpret,ation of what Kant call-ed the
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\pathological' motivation of the wiII. Rawrs reinterprets the
pathological substantively, identifying it with the intrusion of
morally arbitrary knowledge in the process of moral del-iberation.
Habermas reinterprets the pathological procedurally, identifying
it with ideological forces that distort the procedure of
consensus-formation. However, neither Rawls nor Habermas can

complete this naturalization without \transcendental residue.'
That is, as Habermas admits expricitry, and Rawls irnplicitry, the
neo-Kantian account of autonomy must take recourse to the
transcendental. So at a basic level, the neo-Kantian account of
autonomy remains faithful to Kant, insofar as autonomy is stilr
understood by neo-Kantians to have both political and

transcendental elements .

fn the third and fourth chapters I consider criticisms that
approach the neo-Kantian account of autonomy first from the

transcendental and then frorn the politicar side, respectivery.
rn a nutshell, r argue that the former approach fairs, and that
the latter succeeds. r deverop my defence of the neo-Kantian

recourse to transcendentalisn regressively, that, is, r begin with
a strong position--Kant's original formulation of transcendental

arg'urnents--and pare it down to a weaker position--Habermas, s

argument for the transcendentaL preconditions of communication.

So my argument approaches transcendental-ism in two successive

stages. First, r entertain criticisms advanced by Barry stroud

and Richard Rorty against transcendental arguments, arguing that
while these criticisms may be tetling against certain
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contemporary neo-Kantian metaphysicians, they do not appry to the
current of neo-Kantian political philosophy that r am defending.
Along the way, I make more precise this neo-Kantian position, and

argue that Rorty's critique of Kantianism gives us good reasons

to prefer Habermas's revision of Kant/s meta-ethics over Rawlsrs.

Second, drawing on Apel and Putnam as well as Habermas, I sketch
a generarized version of the neo-Kantianism that r argue can

withstand Rorty's criticisms. r argue that this generalized
position can be understood as a procedurar interpretation of
ideal linit theory. So the second stage of my argument j-nvolves

a defence of this procedurar interpretation of idear rimit
theory, which r argue is a contemporary successor to Kantian
transcendentalism. I arg'ue, final1y, that Rortyrs critique of
ideal limit theory, while holding against certain interpretations
of ideal l-irnit theory, does not apply to ídeal l_imit theory when

given the procedural- interpretation f defend.

In the final chapter, I turn to criticisms that approach the
political side of the neo-Kantian account of autonomy, focusing
on Foucault and a current of the ferninist critique of 1iberalism
represented here by rris Marion young. simply stated, Foucault
and Young question the assumption in neo-Kantian political theory
that the mark of the moral is the universalizable. rn this
context, wê can read Foucault and young as arguing that it is
precisely those interests that do not admit of universalization--
what, in the Kantian tradition, would be called \pathorogicalr--

that ought to be the object of our moral concern and agenda for
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political reform. I then turn to consider the irnplications of
the Young-Foucaurt critique for the question of the nature of
autonomy.

fn the conclusion f review the basic elements of my

argument, and set the reflections on the nature of autonomy that
conclude the fourth chapter in the context of broader concerns in
political theory. r end on a programmatic note, offeringr
suggestions concerning the lessons which emerge from the
contemporary dialogue in politicar theory, and suggestions for
what I think are the most important avenues to be explored in the
dialogue that is to come.
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CHAPTER ONE

rEE KAIITIÀN PICTURE

rrln some respectsrr, writes Hans Saner, ,Kantrs political
ideas are rocated at the periphery of his work. rt was not until
late in the seventh and chiefly in the eighth decade of his life
that they were put into cohesivery written forrn, and the space

they occupy ín his writings is infinitesimal: between a/2 and 5

percent, depending upon the scope accorded to the word
\poritic¿1r.rr1 The interpretation of Kant that r wish to defend

maintains--arong with saner, but, more crosely, arong with onora

O'Neill--that despite the peripheral status of Kant's writings in
the field of political theory, there is a strong political
element in the entire critical philosophy.' More strongly, I
suggest that there occurs in Kantrs writings something of an

interface between the epistemic and the political. This

interface is hardly peripheral to the criticat philosophy; as

o'Neill argues, it occurs at the point of the grounding of the

authority of reason.

My defense of this interpret,ation wiII develop through four
sections, the first three concerned primarily with textual
security and fiderity, the last with theoreticar clarity. rn the

lHan= Saner, Kant's Po1itica1 Thought (Chicago and London:
Chicago University Press, L973) , p. 1.

zonora otNeil1, rrThe Public use of Reasonrr, political Theorv
1-424 (1986), pp. 523-551. subsequent references to this paper
v¡il1 be inserted into my text.
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first section r will consider some general problems with the
place of poritics in Kant's philosophy, focusing here on patrick
Riley's influentiar reading of Kantrs porítical phirosophy. rn
the second, I wiII defend the claim that there is a greater role
for poritics in Kant than Riley's interpretation ad.mits. This

will be done through an examination of Kantrs short poriticat
essay rr$lhat is Enlightenrnent?rr and. O'NeiIl's picture of the place

for politics in Kant's philosophy. fn the penultimate section I
will- explore themes highrighted by o'Nei11's reading--the
subordination of theoreticar to practical reason, and the
centrarity of \freedom' in the critical phirosophy--and take a
renewed look at her interpretation. Finally, r wirl step back

from the type of close textual work that characterizes the first
three sections of this chapter, and describe the picture that r
see emerging from Kant. rt is a picture that finds a place for
politics among our cognitive and practical activities thatr o¡
the one hand, praces on a par the epistemic and poritical
conditions that must obtain for the assertions by which we claim
knowledge or defend action to be warranted, and, on the other

hand, offers a critical space from which to engage in radical
politicar critique. rt is not a picture without problems,

however. As we will see, it shores up the most difficult
problems with Kant's solution to the third Àntinomy and his meta-
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ethics in general.3

It is a picture, however, that has a hold on many of the
seemingly disparate elements of contemporary political theoryr âs

r witl spend much of the remainder of the thesis defending.

on the very idea of a Kantian politics
As Patrick Riley suggests, perhaps the central question in

Kantian politics is why Kant had a poritical phirosophy at arr.a
To be sure, Kant did argue that 'a constitution atlowing the
greatest possible human freedom in accordance with laws by which

the lreedom of each is made to be consístent with that of arl
othetstt $tas a necessary idea5 and an ideal- toward which we ought

to aspire, along with other political id.eals, especially
perpetuar global peac"ó. However, Kant was al-so at pains to make

clear that as r,cre progress toward these goars 'the profit which

sThese are the probrems thatr âs we wilr see in the next
chapter, Rawls and Habermas attempt, to overcome by \naturalizj-ng'
Kantian autonomy and reformulating what is to couñt as what Xantcalled the pathoTogíca7 or heteronomous determination of the
wil-I.

aPatri"k Rirey, Kant's political philosor¡hy (New Jersey:
Rov¡man and Littrefield, l-983), p. vii. subsequent referencês tothis book will be inserted into my text.

5rmmanuel Kant, The critique of pure Reason, trans. Norman
Kemp smith (London: MacMillan, L929) | p. A 316/8 373. Further
references to the first Critique wiLl be to this edition and wil_I
be inserted into my text in the forrn of the pagination form thefirst and second German editions, as indicatèd by N.K. smith inhis edition.

óCf . rrPerpetuaJ- Peace: A philosophical Sketchil, in Hans
Reiss (ed. ), Kant's Political- philosophv (cambridge: cambridge
University Press, L97O) , pp. 93-l-30.
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will accrue to the human race...wilI not be an ever increasj-ng

quantity of moraTity in its attitudesrr.T No empirical
approximation of the kingdon of ends can transcend the rnerely

regar. such worrdry kingdoms can, at best, offer incentives to
act as though one r{ere acting out of duty with respect to the
moral Iaw. In so far as incentives to act for fear of
punishment--or otherwise in accordance with the constitution
spoken of above--are not, by Kant's account, moral motives, such

incentives cannot produce moral actionss.

Thus, there seem to be two probrems with the very idea of a

Kantian poritics. (1) rnsofar as Kant thought that non-moral

motives, because of their contingeDCy, do not command us at al1e,

polítics appears somehow superfluous. AII we would need, it
wourd seem, is the categorical imperative. And further, if we

are bound by duty onry to the categoricar imperative, then the

construction of a just polity cannot be a matter of necessity--as

Kant, suggested in the quotation above--but rather a matter of
prudencer or whinsy. (2) Perhaps vre could say that this is too

strict. !,Ie coul-d understand politics as the handmaiden of
morals, appealing to the non-moral motives of the coercive pov/er

of the state as positive habituation devices that courd bring

7ttTh" Contest of Facultiesrr, in Reiss (ed. ) , p. 1,87.
8Cf. Kant, The Critique of practical Reason, trans L.W. Beck

(New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., l-965), p. t_55.
gKant, Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Mora1s, trans. H. J.

Paton (New York: Harper and Row, L964), p. 96.
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about morar action. G.A. Kelly argues, hovrever, that such an

appeal would violate Kant's architecture of pure reason, insofar
as rra false juncture would [thus] be made between the realrns of
autonomous and heteronomous causation. r,l0 To make room for
ethics in the Newtonian worrd, Kant distinguished two types of
causation: that which obtained in the phenonemal--or empiricaì---
wor1d, gloverned by the laws of physics (heteronomous causation)

and that which originated in the noumenal--or intelligible--
worrd, governed by the moral raw (autonomous causation)11.

Kelly's claim is that speaking of non-moral incentives leading
one to act morally is to violate this distinction.

Riley argues that, despite these probrems, there is room for
a Kantian poritics. rrKantian public legat justice is purposively
rerated to morarity in two v/aysrr (Riley, p. 4), one stronger than

the other. rn the weaker sense, Riley argues, politics creates
the practical conditions for the exercise of the good wirr rrby

expanding rnegative' freedom so that one can be ìpositively'

free, oy self-determining through the moral lawil (Riley, p. 4).
rn the stronger sense, polítics legalry enforces v¡hat ought to
be, even in the absence of the good wilr, furthering the moral

end of treating persons as ends in themselves. Although I think
he is correct in this, there is a more important third prace for
politics in Kant,s architectonic, Iocated by O'NeiIl's

loceorge Armstrong Ke1ly, Ideal-ism, politics and History
(Carnbridge: Cambridge University Press, L969) , pp. j_16-l_l_7.

llThis will be treated in detail below.
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interpretation of Kant. r will review Riley's argument, and

then, in the next section of this chapter, make my case for this
third place.

According to Riley, rrKantian pubric regar justice is a kind
of intersection between the facts of anthroporogylz and the

categorical imperative; if there r^rere a kingdorn of ends, the
kingdoms of earth would vanishrr (Rirey, p. 3). Against the first
of the two objections r listed above, Rirey argues that politics
is not superfluous, given Kantrs description of human nature. rn
the tradition of sociar contract theory, Kant feers that, reft to
our or,rln unbridled devices, human beings would fare little better
than in Hobbes' state of nature. Insofar as acting morally means

respecting persons as ends in themselves,

if pubtic legal justice sees to it that some morar ends
(such as nonmurder) get observed, if not respected,
then public legal justice in Kant rnight be viewed as
the partial- realization of what would happen if a1I
wiIls hrere good. (Riley, pp. 3-4)

As such, the fornuration of the categoricar irnperative that
equates the rnoral with respecting persons as ends in themselvesl3

allows us to understand potiticar action as ínformed by duty, and

at the same time, not force us to collapse legar into moral

12Best presented in Kantrs observations on the rrradical
evilrr in human nature in the opening sections of Religion !'Iithin
the Limits of Reason Alone trans. T.M. Greene and H.H. Hudson
(New York: Harper & Row, 1-960).

13and recaIl that Kant claimed that al-I three formulations
of the cat,egorical irnperative are 'tat bottom, merely so many
formulations of precisely the same 1aü/., GroundworÈ, p. l-03.
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incentives.

Against the objection voiced by Kelry, Rirey argues that we

can understand politics to be in instrumental service to morality
if we say that ttpublic legal justice is instrumental to negative
freedom (e.q., freedom from fear) r so that persons can be

positively free by deternining themselves to act from the moral

lawrr (Riley, p. 11).

Mere freedom from fear, taken by itself, would not be
moral; but public legal justice, by restricting fear,
night diminish an obstacre to morar conduct. t'toraliùy,
for Kant, is objective; but we can know, from
subjective facts of human tpathology,.t that something
like fear may deter us from acting moralry. Thus there
can be a duty to block--1ega11y--the effect of
morarity-def lecting fear and appetites. lrlere that, not
sor Kantian politics would not be possible at aII.(Riley, p. 11)

Kant makes a similar point with respect to the attainment of
happiness as the end of actions. vthite attaining happiness

cannot be the end of moral activity, one ought to act to attain
happiness in the servíce of morars: ilTo assure oners happiness is
a duty (at reast indirectry); for discontent with one/s state, in
a press of cares and anidst unsatisfied wants, rnight easiry
become a great temptation to the transgressíon of duty.l

(Groundwork, p. 67).11

so, in Kant, poritics is rerated to morarity in two v/ays.

In the weaker sense, the forrner creates the practical conditions
for the exercise of the good wirr rrby expanding \negative/

14Kant hints at the same distinction in
Judqement (Oxford: Oxford University press,

the Criticrue of
L952), pp. 47-48.
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freedom so that one can be rpositively' free t or self-determining
through the moral ravrrt (Riley, p. 4). rn the stronger sense, it
legarry enforces what ought to be, even in the absence of the
good wilt, furthering the moral end of treating persons as ends

in themselves.

r will argue that, while Rirey sorves an important probrem

in rendering poritics compatible with ethics in Kant, politics
has a greater role to play in the criticar philosophy. rndeed,

as o'Neill argues, the entire critical philosophy has a po1ítical
element. Vte will get into this interpretation, however, through

one of Kant's politícaI writíngs, rwhat is Enlightenment?r.

The task of enlightenment and the authority of reason

rn L784, Berlinische Monatschriff, a cerman periodicar,
solicited from its readers an ansv/er to a most direct question:
rrI{hat ís Enlightenrnent?rr, and in November of that year they
published a response written by Kant. His ansvrer r,ras simple and

unambiguous: ttEnlightenment is man's rerease from his self-
incurred immaturity. rr15 rf rmmaturityt,, Kant goes on to exprain,
is a person's inabil-ity to make use of her or his reason I'without

direction from anotherrr; this immaturity is rrself -incurred.rr when

15Kant, ttAn Answer to the euestion: rlrthat is Enlighten-
ment?'il, in Hans Reiss (ed.), Kant's political I,iritinqs
(Canbridge: Cambridge University press I j,g7}) , p. 5¿: AII
further references to this text will be inserted into my text in
the form: (WrE, p._) .
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its cause lies rrnot in rack of understanding but in rack of
resolution and courage to use it without the guidance of anotherr!

($rrE, p. 54). \Enlightenment' is not so much a state of being or
knowing, but rather a process of shrugging off the craims to
authority made by anything other than reason itself. As Michel

Foucaurt notes, Kant speaks of \enrightenment' in an almost

entirely negative v/ay, as an \exit, or a .way out., nHe

characterizes it as a phenomenon, âh ongoing process, but he arso

presents it as a task and an obligation.ttló
rrFor enlightenment of this kindrf , Kant claims, rall that is

needed ís rreedom, freedom, that is, to make public use of reason

in aIl- matters (VüIE, p. 55). Here Kant introduces hís initially
ptrzzling distinction between the public and private uses of
reason. The private use of reason--which may remain restricted,
and, indeed, whose restriction may in fact further the freedom of
the public use of reason (wrB, p. 59) --is tthat which a person

rnay rnake of it in a particular cívi7 post or office with which he

is entrustedrr ($rrE, p. 55). That is, for exampre, a sordier has

no right to question an order given to him17, nor a citizen the

right to refuse to pay taxes (WIE, p. 56). By contrast, the

total freedom of the public use of reason--rrthat use which anyone

may make of it as a man of Tearning addressing the entire reading

ltuicnet Foucault, rrlrlhat is Enlightenment?r, in paul Rabinow
(ed. ) , The Foucault Reader (New york: pantheon Books , Lgg4-) | pp.
34-35.

17r h.n" suspended use of non-gender specific ranguage here
in light, of the need for historical fidelity.
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pubrict' ($IrE, p. S5)--rnust be defended and upheld. The soldier
mentioned above rrcannot be reasonabry banned from making

observations as a man of learning on the errors in the nilitary
service, and from submitting these to the public for judgementrl

(wrE, p. 56). simil-arry, whire rrpresumptuous criticisms of taxes,
where someone is carred upon to pay them, may be punished as an

outrage which could lead to general insubordinationr,
the same citizen does not contravene his civil
obligations if, as a learned individual, he publícly
voices his thoughts on the irnpropriety or even
injustice of such fiscal measureè. lwrn, p. 56)

sirnirarly, while a member of the clergy is bound to discharge

his duties as the church sees fit, he ought to be free to
criticize the teachings of the church as a scholar addressing the
public.

As Foucault notes, insofar as Kant demands that rrreason must

be free in its public use, and rnust be submissive in its private
usert, his formulation is rf term for term, the opposite of what is
ordinarily called freedom of conscience. "ls part of this
inversion is accounted for by the fact that Kant is not ernploying

the traditional liberar public/private distinctionle, but, a more

significant aspect of this inversion ries, âs o'Nei1r argues,

deep within Kant's thinking.
The priority which he assigns to the toleration of

lsFoucault, p. 36 .

lewhi"hr âs r understand it, would ensure that the private
use of reason is free--incruding here, freedom of worshÍps,
freedom of opinion--but would restrict--in respect of thé value
of tolerance--the demands that can be made on the pubric order.
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public uses of reason has its roots in centrar Kantian
craims about the rimits of theoreticar reason and thepossibiliÈy and grounds of practical reason, and the
connection of both to the notion of a possiÈle
community. (O'Nei1I, p. S31)

Kant's claims about the limitations of theoretical reason are

well known and need not be rehearsed here. His claims about the
possibility and grounds of practj-cal reason wilt be discussed

below. The key, ât this point, is what OrNeill calls ,the

connection of both to the notion of a possible communityr. Kant

introduces this point toward the end of the critique of pure

Reason.

Reason must in all its undertakings subject itserfto crití9i!*; shouÌd it rimit freedom ór criLicism by
any prohibition, it must harm itself, drawing upon
itself a damaging suspicion. Nothing is so irnportant
through its usefurness, nothing so sacred, thaL it rnay
be exempted from this searching examination, which
knows no respect for persons. Reason depends on thís
freedom for its very existence. For reaÈon has no
dictatorial authority; its verdict is arways sirnply the
agreement of free citizens, of whom each one must bepermitted to express, without let or hindrance, his
objections or even his veto. (A 738-739/B 766-767)
[rny emphasis]

Thus the authority of reason--the transcendental boundaries

of which v/ere estabrished by the first critique, and upon which

the dictatorial force of the categorical imperative is grounded2o

(o'Neir1, p. 541)--is vindicated onry through rthe agreement of
free citizensrr, that is, citizens free to make pubric use of
their reason. In OtNeillrs hrords,

The contention is not just that toteration and free
discussion will lead to or are necessary for the
discoveries of truths...Nor is it that toreration and

20see Kant, Groundwork, pp. l-i-Bff .
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free discussion will be poriticalry effective...such
instrumental justifications of tolãration all
presuppose that we have independent standards o-f
rationality and methods of reaching the truth.21
Kantts thought is rather that a degree of toleration
must characterize ways of life in which presumed
standards of reason and truth can be charrenged and so
acquire the onry sort of vindication of which they are
susceptible. The development of reason and of
toreration are interdependent...practices of toleration
help constitute reason's authority. (OrNeil1, p. 535)

This is the rrinterfacerr between the epistemic and the political
of which f spoke earlier.

But, it rnay be contended, why is this a meeting of the
epistemic and the politicat, if the type of reasoning with which

Kant and o'Nei11 are concerned is largely moral t or, in Kantrs

terms, practicar? The answer ries in Kantrs subordinat,ion of
theoretical- to practicar reason (or, in comtemporary terms, the
subordination of epistemology to ethics). This subordination, in
turn, ries in the fact that the rdeaz? of freedom, which can only
be assumed as a regulative principle by speculative reason--as v.'e

wilr see belohr--can be granted objective reaJ-ity by practical
reason.

Kant's defence of this latter claim occurs in two steps. rn
the Critique of Pure Reason he argues that there is at least no

21As orNeill points out, traditional justifications of
tolerance within Iiberal discourse are instrumental; tolerance
serves to respect either individuats or reason and truth
themselves. (O,Nei11, p. 523)

22that is, rrldeasrr in the precise, Kantian sense: not
rf categoriesrt, which are concepts like rtcausalityil that order ourpossible experience, but rather concepts of purã reason that do
not admit of empirical verification: specificarly, freedom, the
existence of God, and irnmortality.
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cont'radiction involved in irnputing freedom to the action of moral

agents. In the last section of the Groundwork and the Critique
of Practical Reason, Kant argues that practical reason licences
not only the assumption of the free will of morar agents, but
proves the objective rearity of such a causarity. r wirl turn
now to retrace the development of this arg'ument.

Practical and transcendental freedom
rFreedom' is arguably the central concept in the criticar

philosophy." Kant himself saj-d as much in the second critique:
The concept of freedom...is the keystone of the whore
architecture of the system of pure reason and even of
speculative reason. (practical Reason, p. 3)

But if \freedom' is the central concept in the architectonic, it
is also the most problematic, for while we are \constrained, by

reason to employ it24 (that is, essentialry, to inpute free will
to agents), râ¡e cannot properry understand it. This quandary

emerges from the central craims of the first critique. There

Kant sought to both ansv¡er Humean skepticism and keep a quatified
Humean empiricism as a foil against rationalist metaphysics. He

did so by asserting that while the boundaries of knowledge were

marked by the boundaries of possible experience, experience

zsnirey rejects this claÍm, and puts teros in the prace of\freedom'. But r think he is wrong, precisely because he did not
recognize this rthird placet for politics in rantrs philosophy
that I am defending on OrNeil_Irs behalf .

24cf. Henry Allison, rrPractical and Transcendental Freedom
in the Critique of Pure Reasonrr, Kant-studien 773 (l-g92), pp.
287 -288 .
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itself vtas possible only through the alignment of sensation under

a categoricar scheme given by rationality. our epistemíc
activities vrere thus simul-taneously bound and freed; while the
critical philosophy disallowed departure from the boundaries of
experience, restricting our knovrredge to things as-they-appear

rather than things-in-themselves, within the realm of appearances

knowledge hlas given secure foundations in the a priori conditions
of experience. rn this wêy, Kant answered Hume by arguing that
if we think--as he imputes to Hume--of our situation as trying to
know things-in-themselves, wê are correctry red to skepticism.
But if we realize that we dear only with things as they appear,

then it no longer makes sense to be skeptical about causation,
because causality is a precondition of the very appearance of
object,s within the boundaries of experience; that ís, causarity
is a transcendental precondition of experj-ence25. \Freedom'r or
free wirl, thus seems contrary to the very conditions of
experience. But at the same tÍme, freedom (or free wirr) seems

to be a precondition of our moral experience. This conflict is
one of the antinomies of pure reason that Kant set out to resolve
in the Critíque of Pure Reason.

Kant's definition of an antinomy (A 34o/B 398) is among the
more opaque passages of the first critique. The idea, ho$/ever,

is straightforward: an antinomy is a pair of irreconcirabre

25Fot a sunmary clearer than the account given in the firstcriticrue, see the critique of practicar Reason, pp. s4-5s.
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craims2ó which cannot be resolved by appeal to experience and

whose irresolvability lies in an incorrect und.erst,anding of the
rimits of pure reason. Thís incorrect understanding Ìies,
basicarry, in the non-recognitionr oD the one hand, of the
distinction between the phenomenal rearm (objects as they appear

to us) and the noumenal realm (things-in-themselves), and., on the
other hand, of the restriction of theoretical reason to knowledge

of the phenomenal world. The Third Antinomy of pure Reason is
the antimony of free will and determinism, i.e.,

rrcausarity in accordance with laws of nature is not theonry causality from which the appearances of the worl_d
can one and all be derived. To explain these
appearances it is necessary to assume that there isarso another causality, that of freedomr vs. rThere is
no freedomr' everything in the world takes prace solelyin accordance with laws of nature.r (A 445/B 473)

Against this formulation of the problem, Kant asks:

rs it a trury disjunctive proposition to say that everyeffect in the world must arise either from ñature or
from freedom; or must we not rather say that in one and
the same event, in different relation, both can be
found? (A 536/8 564)

Kantts answer, of course, is rNor to the first option and ryesrr

to the second.

The "different relation, of which he speaks in the second

formulation of the determinism/free will disjunction above is
that which obtains in the phenomenal worrd, oD the one hand, and

that which obtains in the noumenal worrd on the other. Kantrs

2óconcerning, specifically, the ultimate divisibility of
substance, the beginning of time and the boundaríes of space,
free will- and determinism, and the existence of an unmoved mover.
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solution to the antinorny ries in the apptication of this
distinction: the action of agents ís determined insofar as it
occurs within the order of appearances, which strictly follows
the det,erninistic raws of nature, and free insofar as it is
determined by reason (A 550/8 578).

rt seems to me that Kant is wrestring with two problems

here t ot that the free will/determinism antinomy presents itself
in two different ways to hin. The first is an interpretation of
the third antinomy in terms of traditional metaphysics, and Kant

thinks this solution ansvters that problem adequately. The second

interpretation places the problem in terms of meta-ethics and is
more akin to probÌems of ontological commitment á la Carnap and

Quine, and this is the one that runs into probrems. The second

is the one that interests us here, but let me treat the first
briefly as well-, to illustrate the distinction r am trying to
draw.

A.c. Ewing reads Kantts solution the third antinomy in terms

of what r called the metaphysical interpretation. By Ewing's

account, rrthe difficulty for Kant is not that freedom cannot be

reconciled with determination by causes, but that it cannot be

reconciled with determination by previous causes. t'27 The problem

is explained in this argurnent:

rf naturar causation is universal, my present acts are

27A-c. Ewing, A short commentarv on Kant's critique of pure
Reason (London: Methuen & Co., 1938), p. Z2g.
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alv/ays determined entirety by the past, even by my ownpast.
The past is not in my pohrer no!,r.
Therefore, I am not free novr. (Ewing, pp. 2Zg-229)

rrBut supposerr, Ewing continues, that rmy acts h/ere determined,

but not determined by past events, [then] this difficurty wourd

disappearrr (Ewing, p. 2zg). rnsofar as an agentrs actions are

determined by reason they cannot be spoken of as determined by

past events, because reason is extra-empirical, and thus--
according to the Transcendental Aesthetic, wherein Kant argued

that space and time are conditions whereby sensation is made

possible, just as categories are conditions whereby understanding
experience is made possible--outside of space and time.
rrReasonrr, Kant craims, rracts freely; it is not dynamically
determined in the chain of naturar causesr (A 553/8 s8l_).

Now this account certainly begs questions, and., given that
ilve summarized a sizable portion of the first critique very
hastily, it has the appearance of a slight-of-hand. r do not
have the space to defend this aspect of the sol-ution to the third
antinomy. But it is important to include this meatphysical

interpretation of the thrid antinomy because it is important to
see that Kant thought this aspect of the antinomy solved. More

significantly, it introduces the probrem that pragues the
resorution of the antinomy as a questions of meta-ethics, one

that Kant would pursue in the last section of the Groundwork and

in the second critique: how is a causa noumenon possible?, í.e.,
how can we understand the insertion of the dictates of reason
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into the current of the deterninistic phenomenar world?

What I have called the meta-ethical interpretation of the
third antinomy begins with the observation that we do have some

understanding of the intersection of these two types of
causality, or at least our moral discourse seems to involve us in
treating agents as though they were susceptible to both forms of
causality. (The sense in which the question becomes whether we

are thus commítted to noumenal causality--and thus transcendental
freedom--is the sense in which I suggested that the meta-ethical
interpretation of the third antinomy is akin to the contemporary

question of ontological commitment. ) Kant asks us to consider
the case of a malicious liar. Let us say $¡e want to investigate
the motives for our riar/s action, and., on the basis of this
investigaÈion, decide to what extend we hold the offender
responsible for the action and the consequences of the action.
The first part of the investigation is an empirical question,

tracing the ernpiricar character of the action to its sources,

where we findj, e.g., ttdefective education, bad company, in part
also [the] viciousness of a natural disposition insensitive to
shame, in levity and thoughtlessnesst, etc. (A ss4/B s82).

Although we can explain away the action in terms of natural
causesr wê nonetheless blame the agent, and thus regard reason
rras a cause that irrespective of arr the above-mentioned

empiricar conditions courd have determined, and ought to have

determined, the agent to act otherwise' (A 5s5lB 583). The

problem, then, is one of giving ricence to tarking this wây, of
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making space for moral agency in a worrd that can onry appear to
us under the laws of Newtonian determinism.

Kant makes expricit at the end of his discussion of the
third antinomy that what, he has sought to show is not the reality
of freedom, nor even its possibitity, but, more modestry, that
rrthis antinomy rests on a sheer ilrusion, and that causality
through freedom is at least, not inconpatÍbre with nature. (A

558/8 596). (The \sheer illusiont is transcendental realism, the
belief that we have contact with things-in-themserves. ) Kant

thinks that freedom is at Teast not ínconpatibre with nature
(deterninisrn) essentíaIly for the reason spetled out by Ewing

above: if we picture \causarity through freedom' as a type of
verticar causality, emerging from the tineless noumenar rearm
j-nto the horizontar stream of events in the phenomenar world,
there is no strict incompatibility involved in their co-
existence. But Kant tried to show more than this, or at reast
wrote as though he did, insofar as the solution was meant to
crear up not onry metaphysicar but arso meta-ethicar probrems.

Kant distinguishes two types of freedom, transcendental and

practical. Freedom in the transcendental sense is rrthe power of
beginning a state spontaneousTyt' (A 533/8 561-). This is the
power afforded reason, which, being extra-empiricar, is outside
tine. But by being extra-empirical, freedom in this sense

is a pure transcendental idea, which, in the firstplace, contains nothing borrowed from experience, andwhich, secondly, refers to an object thaL cannot be
determined or given in any experience.
(A 533 lB 56L)
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Freedom in the practicaT sense 'is the wirils independence of
coercion through sensuous impurses. For a rrirl is sensuous, in
so far as it is pathoTogicarry affected, i.e., by sensuous

motives.rr However, and. this is centrar to the meta-ethical
interpretation of the third antinomy, ,sensibility does not
necessitate [the human wirlrs] action. There is in man a pov/er

of self-determínation, independently of any coercion through
sensuous irnpulsestt (À s34/B s6z). The key point in this passage

is Kant's claim that sensibility does not necessitate the will,s
action; practical freedom appears as a means to dear with the
type of necessity which is outside of nature: normativity.

That our reason has causality, or that we at 1east
represent it to ourselves as havinq causality, isevident from the imperatíves which in arr r"Lt,"t= of
conduct we impose as rules upon our active pohrers.rought' expresses a kind of necessity...v¡hich is found
nowhere else in the whole of nature. The understanding
can know in nature onry what is, what has been, or whaÈwirr be- IrIe cannot say that anything in nature oughtto be other than what in arr these time relations itactually is. vühen we have the course of nature alone
in view, \oughtt has no meaning whatsoever.
(A 547 lB s75',)

Two questions emerge from this explanation of freedorn: (1)

How are practicar and transcendentar freedom rerated? and (2)

how does (practical) freedom account for normativity? The answer

to the first will read us to the answer to the second.

(1) rn the opening sections of the sorution of the third
antinomy, Kant argues that t'[t]he denial of transcendental

freedom must...involve the etimination of practical freedomr' (A

534/B 562). He continues,

For practicat freedom presupposes that although
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something.has not happened, íE ought to have happened,
and that its.cause, [as found] in the tfield ofl
appearance, is not, therefore, so d.etermining that it
excrudes a causality of our will--a causarity which,
independently of those natural causes, and. evencontrary to our force and influence, can produce
something that is determined in the tine-órder in
accordance with empiricar laws, and which can thereforebegin a series of events entjrely of ítseLf.
(A 534/8 562)

Recal1 that Kant characterized practical freedom as rtthe wiII's
independence from sensuous impulsesrr. Independence from sensuous

impulses is independence from the law of causality as it works in
the phenomenal rearm, insofar as in the phenomenal rearm

causarity is arnong the conditions of experience. practical_

freedom requires transcendental freedorn--i.e., rthe power to
begin a state spontaneousTytt--because for the will to rtproduce

something that is deterrnined in the tine order in accordance with
ernpirical lawsrr (including, most importantly, natural causality),
but stirl be free from determination by sensuous impulses, the
will must be able torrinsertrtitself into the phenomenal realm

while being free of the strict determinisn that characterizes the
worrd of appearance. (Recall that in what r carred the
metaphysicar interpretation of the third antinomy, Kant argued

that, with the application of the noumenal-/phenomenal

distinction, such 'tcausality through freedomrr is at least rnot

incompatible with nature.rt) Here is the sense in which r
suggested the meta-ethical interpretation of the third antinomy

has something in common with the issue of ontological commitment

à la carnap and Quine. Kant is arguing that if we continue to
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speak of our morar activities as we do--specificarly, if we

recognize, ín normativity, a type of necessity outside of nature
(practical freedom) --then we are committed to the existence of
certain transcendental conditions that make these activities
possible (transcendental freedom). Kant's argument is not unlike
Quine's argument concerning the ontological commitment of
theories-- rather than, say, Platots and Russellts argurnents for
the existence of universars. plato and Russerl argued that by

speaking of things--objects, rerations, quarities--hre hrere

committed to their existence. Kant is not arguing that simpry

speaking of freedom commits us to its existence. Rather, Kant's
argument for the existence of transcendentat freedom seems to be

driven by something like euine's formura that a theory is
committed to those entities that rnust exist for that theory to be

truez8. Kant argues here that if noratity is not to be simpry an

illusion, wê must adrnit that practical freedom requires there to
be transcendental freedom.

2. vte have a hint, already, of how practicar freedom makes

normativity possible: Kant argued in the passage quoted above

that rrpractical freedom presupposes that although something has

not happened, it ought to have happened. r He exprained his point
succinctly in a passage from the last section of the Groundwork:

28Cf . Quine, t,OD Carnapts Views On Ontology,,, The lvays of
Paradox.and other Essays, revised ed. (canbridge: cambriage
University Press, i-976) , p. 2OS, and

Quine, ttOn What There Is, , From a Loqical point of View
(Carnbridge: Cambridge University press, 1,SSl¡, pp. fZ-ff.
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trlf r were solely a member of the intelligible worrd,all my actions wouid invariably accora witñ tne
autonomy of the wirr; but because r intuit myserf atthe same time as a member of the sensible worta, they
ought so to accord. (Groundwork, p. L22)

(Autonomy of the will--a concept r have introduced perhaps

beratedly--is, for Kant, autonomy from pathologicar or sensuous

impurses; essentiarly, practicar freedom. ) The co-residence Kant

is speaking of here can also be understood in terms introduced in
the first section of the chapter: $re are members both of the
kingdorn of ends and the kingdoms of the earth. rn the sense

thatr ês Riley suggested, if there r^rere realry a kingdom of end.s,

the kingdoms of the earth would vanish, so also if we !/ere solely
members of the intelJ-igible world--and thus autonomous, or free
from pathoJ-ogical influences--the categorical imperative would

cease to be an ímperative, but would rather be a description of
the way persons behave. It is this disjunction, this discordance

between our residence in the intelligible and sensible worlds or
between the kíngdom of ends and the kingdoms of the earth that
produces the normative2e. According to Kant, this account of
normativity re-confirms the point that the existence of practical
freedom necessitates the existence of transcendental freedom. In
Lewis White Beck's words:

The thought of \ought, is impossible if all laws are
natural laws; the thought of \ought, implies the
thought of a free \canr, and if pure reason is actually
effective in the contror of conduct, then there is freã
causation in the transcendental as well as in the

ZeAs we wiII see in chapter three,
paralleled by what may be called "idealkingdom of ends is replaced by the end

this meta-ethics is
linit theoryrr; here the

of inquiry.
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practical sense.30

!Ùe are now in a position to understand Kant's subordination
of theoreticar to practical reason, the theme emerging from

o'Neill's reading of Kant that prompt,ed this investigation into
Kant's account of freedom.

rt shourd be made crear, first of all, that it would be

incorrect to think of theoreticar and practical reason as

different faculties. If a critique of practical reason is to be

cornprete, Kant claimsr srê shourd be abre rto show the unity of
practical and theoretical reason in a coÍrmon principle, since in
the end there can only be one and the same reason, which must be

differentiated solely in its appì-ication'r (Groundwork, p. 59).
(This conmon principle is freedom. ) \practicar reason' is pure

reason (that is, reason concerned with matters a priori) behaving

practicarry. The practical, Kant says, is that which is possibre

through freedom. Freedom, as r explained above, is what gives us

normativity; so, if pure reason is to be practicar, it must be

normative. For pure reason to be practical it must rrof itself
and independently of everything ernpirical fbe able to] determine

the wiII" (Practicar Reason, p. 43), and, as L.w. Beck suggests

in the introduction to his translation of the second Critique,
not act rrmerely as \the servant of the passions' (Hurne), i.e., in

3olewis tthite
Practical Reason
t_89.

Beck, A Commentarv on Kantrs Critique of
(Chicago: Chicago University press, L960), p.
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connection with other, non-rational components of personality. rr31

Now, the desire to have pure reason act practicatry Ís not a

qualified one; it is not the case, according to Kant, that meta-

ethics will simpry benetit by enjoying such a grounding. rt is
rather the case thatr âs Beck points out, pure reason must be

practical if morarity is not an irtusion.32 To make sense of
this, wê must, recarr Kant's account of normativity. The

normative arises, in Kantr âs a function of the tension between

what would obtain if we lived in the kingdorn of ends and the fact
that we live in the kingdorns of the earth. Recarr, as well, that
the rougtht' of. moral irnperatives is a matter of necessity, rather
than a matter of contingency--or the pathological- determination
of the wirt. For normativity to be a matter of necessity, the
\ought' of moral imperative must hord no matter what; it must

hold independently of any particular interest: it must hold, that
is, a priori. As such, if norality is not an ilrusion--that is,
if moral imperatives are not sinpty pieces of prudential advice,
maxims that serve contingent self-interest--the morar must be

knowable a priori.

Kant 9[ave us such an a priori ethics with the formulations
of the categorical imperative in the Groundwork. But there is an

episternic problen with the moral law that lies in the fact that

31L.vù. Beck, rrTranslator's fntroductíonr, to Critique ofPractical Reason, p. xii.
3zBeck, rrTranslatorts rntroductionrf , practicar Reason, p.xii.
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rfcategorical imperatives are possible because the ldea of freedom

rnakes me a member of an intelrigibre worrd, (Groundwork, p. Lzz).

The rdea of freedom is beyond the scope of theoreticar or
specurative reason, which the TranscendentaÌ Analytic of the
first critique límited to the worrd of appearances, wherein the
law of strict causarity rures" vùhite Kantrs solution to the
third antinorny argued that causality through freedom is at least
not. incompatible with the determined order of experience, such

causality cannot be known but can only be thought by speculative
reason, whose boundaries of legitimacy are co-extensive with the
boundaries of possibre experience. tt$Iith the pure practicar
faculty of reasonr r! however, tthe reality of transcendental
freedorn is also confirmedrr (practical Reason, p. 3). The crucial
point is that

Reason is not hereby extended, hovJever, in its
theoretical knowledge; the only thing is that Lhepossibility lof freedom], which was heretofore aproblem, nor,ü becomes an assertion, and the practical
use of reason is thus connected with the elements oftheoretical reason. (practical Reason, p. 4)

$Ihil-e the need to solve the third antinomy \constrains'

specurative reason to think of freedom, Kant argues that pure

reason in its practicat employment gives objective reality to
freedom.

The argument for this latter claim can be reconstructed from

what has been discussed already.

Pt: Pure reason must be practical, if morality is not an
illusion.

Pz: For pure reason to be practical, it must be able to
determine the will in and of itself.
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PE: For pure reason to be abre to determine the wiII, the will
must be able to act independently of sensuous J_mpulses.

P+2 The will ca.n act independently of sensuous impulses; thatis, there is practical freedom.

Therefore, pure reason can be practical.
Ps: ff there is practical freedom, there must be transcendental

freedom.

therefore, insofar as pure reason can be practical,
transcendental freedom exists.
The weakest step in this argument appears to be po. Kant

provides no argument for this claim, and appears to take it to be

an indisputable fact.

[The fact of] practicar freedom can be proved throughexperience. For the human will is not determined bythat alone which stimulates, that is, irnmediately
affects the senses; we have the power to overcome the
impressions on our faculty of sensuous desíre.
(A 802/8 830)

By Kantrs account, however, the apparent weakness of po

demonstrates the superiority of practicar over theoreticar
reason33. The \weakness' of this claim ries in the possibirity
of an appearance/reality disjunction; it may be the case that our

experience of practical freedom is an illusion. rn response to
this, Kant argues that

[w]hether reason is not, in the actions through which
it prescribes laws, itself again determined by other
influences, and whether that which, in relatiãn to
sensuous impulses, is entitled freedom, may not, in
relation to higher and more remote operatiñg causes, be
nature [i.e., determined] again, is a question which in

33let, me repeat that |tpractical over theoretical reasonr iselliptical for |tpure reason in its practical employrnent over pure
reason in its theoretical employment. rl
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the practical fierd does not concern us, since sre are
demanding of reason nothing but the rure of conductr- itis a rnerely specurative question, which vre can reave
aside so rong as lre are considering what ought or oughtnot to be done. (A BO3/B 831)

So practical reason regards with indifference the raising of the
appearance/rearity disjunction against the \fact' of pract.ical
freedom. While theoretical reason may be driven to raise these
doubts--and thus re-create the third antinomy--practical reason

need not and cannot, for, âs Beck puts it,
in the practical [rea1m], the ldea of freedom is
constituative of the experience to which it appries,
for the experience is of what ought to be (as defined
by the ldea) and not-,of what happens to exist
independent,ly of it.'*

It is in this sense that practical reason can affirm the reality
of transcendental freedom3s, while theoretical- reason is no more

than \constrained' to think it. This is why Kant subordinates

theoretíca1 t,o practical reason.

So we are back, finally, to OrNei1lrs reading of Kant. At
the end of the last section I was defending, with O'Neil1rs help,
the crain that there occurs in Kant something of an interface
between the episterníc and the political. This interpretation
turned on Kant/s claim that rrreason has no dictatoricar
authority; its verdict is always simply the agreement of free
citizenstt (A 738/B 766). We were led to consider the

3al.vt. Beck, A commentary on Kant's critique of practical
Reason, p. 48.

35which, recalI, follows from practical freedom
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seemed that here Kant was speaking more of the former;
that the first critique established the foundations of
independently of anything like consensuar vindication.
and O'NeilI's point (as I read her) is that this js a

the episternic and the politicar insofar as theoretical
practical reasoni or, in contemporary

subordinated to ethics.
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epistemology is
But how far have we gotten with establishing this claim? As

otNeill points out, rrfe]ven if we hrere to accept these argurnents

Ifor the subordination of theoreticar to practicar reason] r wê

would still be in the dark about the grounds of practical reasonrl

(o'NeilI, p. 525) .

rt is not enough to say that if we reason theoreticarly
then we must also be able to or be committed to
reasoning practically. rt seems rather that we should
be able to see why lu}re standards vre recognize as
rational in practicar matters are these ètandards, andnot others. Yet how can this demand ever be met? We
appear to be faced with a faniliar dilemma. If the
standards of practical reasoning are fundamental to arI
human reasoníngr, then any vindication of these
st,andards is either circurar (since it uses those very
standards) or a faÍlure (since it is not a vindicatioñ
in terms of the standards said to be fundamental).
$rhat then can be said on beharf of the standards ofpractical reasoning? (O'NeiII, p. S2S)

Much of the answer to this question is contained in what has been

discussed in the second and third. sections of this chapter.

Kant's vindication of the authority of reason lies somewhere

between the transcendental and the ernpirical. It is this tension
that makes for what r have called the episternic/politicar
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interface; were it purely transcendentar, the political would be

secondary, and were it purery ernpiricar, the epistemic would be

secondary. o'Nei1l, r berieve, misses this point when she claims
that rr[r]eason, on this account [i.e., the account based on

Kant's claim that the authority of reason extends as far as the
authority granted by rthe agreement of free citizens'l has no

transcendental foundations but is based rather on agreement of a

certain sortrr (o'Neirt, p. 534). The key phrase here is
agreemenL of a certain sorti a standard for agreement is
presupposed, and the criteria for this standard are
transcendental. OrNeil_l_ makes this point clearly:

Mere agreement, q¡ere it possible, would have noauthority.'" I{hat makes agreement, of a certain sortauthoritative is that it is agreement based onprinciples that meet their own criticism. Theprinciples of reason vindicate their authority by their
stamina when used recursively. (O'NeiII, p. Sg+j

As we wirr see in chapter three, this \recursive staminar is

3óKant backs up lhis point in the crítique of practical
Req?9!. rr[u]niversality of assent does not prove tnà oujectivevaridity of a judgernent, i.e., its varidity as knowredgã, butonry carrs attention to the fact that, even if sometimãs thatwhich is universally assented to is also correct, this is noproof of its agreement with the object; it, is rather the casethat only objective varidity affords the ground of a necessaryuniversal agreement.tr (practiçar.Reason, p. 13) Kantrs phrasing
here is perhaps unfortunate; it is at teaãt nisleading. He seemto.suggest that a judgernent is vatid iff it,ragrees witn itsobjecttt' suçtgesting some kind of correspondence theory of truth.Kant's insistence on the restriction of knowledge to Ltre
phenomenal real-m seems--and is--incornpatible witn such aconception of truth (as least as it, is usually understood). Buthe crarifies hirnself by turning, in the next éentence, tospeaking of "objective validity". r suggest that the distinction
Kant is drawing lrere night be translated-in more contemporary
terms int.o the distinction between \meret agreement and ratiõna1
consensus.
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perhaps the centrar mark of the transcendentar status of a

standard or criterion. The principles of reason exhibit such

recursive stamina insofar as rrthey meet their own criticism. rl

what o'Neilr, or beharf of Kant, is suggesting here is that the
political value of toleration--as the value that underscores the
rragreement of free citizensrr as a criterion for that which is to
have authority--does not suffer the same fate as, sây, popperrs

criterion of \falsification' when applied to itseIf.37 Free

citizens would not agree that it is warranted to assent to
propositions agreed to under conditions of coercion.

So the vindication of the authority of reason lies somewhere

between the transcendental and the empirical--and thus points to
an epistemic/political- interface--insofar as such a vindication
is possible only through consensus (which is ernpirical), but only
through consensus that is a priorí rational (and these standards

of rationality are transcendentar). Here is the core of the
rKantian picture' that r am trying to draw: the preconditions of
such rational consensus is freedom, both practical/transcendental
and poritical. rFreedom' in Kant has a dual role; as G.A. Kerly

3TPopper offered as a criterion demarcating science frompseudo-science that (property) scientific theoiies admit offalsification. It is not clear how this criteria itself adrnitsof such vindicat,ion; i.e., should popper not falsify himself?
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suggests, it is both 'an a priori concept and a mission.,r38 rt
is an a priori concept in the sense articuLated in the Critiques;
it is a míssion in the sense described in rr[,that fs Enlighten-
ment?rr. When asked rrWhat is Enlightenment?rr, Kant responded that
it is rrmants release from his self-incurred imrnaturityrr and that
it is our duty to strive toward this liberation, which could be

won only by securing autonomy frorn others and from tradition.
For Kant, rationality provides the mechanisms for this escape

from contingency: as noumenar beings, we already traver in the
realrn of freedom. rt is from this position of autonomy and

freedom that we can ground our critique of the institutions that
deny us the free use of our reason, and it is toward the securing
of political precondÍtions of autonomy and freedom that our
critique is to be directed. My suggestion is that this basic
picture stilr has a hord on contemporary poritical theory, and.

that many writers today are either proposing solutions to certain
probJ-ems in the details of Kant's architectonic, ot trying to
convince us that r¡re can do without this elaborate scheme of
justification.

r will turn now to review this picture, and consider the
problems with Kant that it brings into rerief; probrems thatr âs

we wirr see, ín their contemporary form make up much of the
substance of the debates in contemporary political theory.

38Ke1ly, p. 1,23.
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The Kantian picture revietred

As I indicated in the introduction and first section of this
chapter, finding a prace for politics in Kant poses a number of
hermeneuticat problems. These problems derive largely from the
apparent peripheral status of Kant's writings in politics within
his corpus and from the difficult status any kind of ernpirical
enforcement of behaviour has in riqht of Kant's ethics. These

problems have led writers in the recent revival of interest ín
Kant's politics to propose different algorithms for generating a

consistent potitics from Kant. Many writers have taken recourse
to eíther of the two sections of the criticrue of Judcrment.

Rirey's book argues that Kantrs politics can be gíven a place in
the rest of his philosophy through the common concept of
teleology, which is given its most sustained investigation in the
ttcritique of Teleologicar Judgement., steven Derue argues that
with the help of the analysis of the beautiful in the first half
of the third Critique--rrThe Critique of Aesthetic Judgementr--we

can understand \respect for personsr as the centrar concept in
Kant's politics and a principre unifying Kantrs politics with the
critical philosophy. to

My interpretation, by contrast, resists this contemporary

39steven M. Delue, rrKantts poritics as an Expression of the
Need for His Aestheticstt, politicar Theorv t-3:3 (rses¡, pp. 4og-
429.

The turn to the Critique of Judqenent occurs elsewhere, mostnotably with Hannah Arendt, in her Lectures on Kantrs political_
Philosophy, Ronald. Beiner (ed. ), (Chicago:
Press I L982) ' and in Beiner's interpretive essay included in that
volume.
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turning to the third critique. My claim is that Kantrs politics
is most intimatety rel-ated to his investigations into the
authority of reason--that is, to his epistemorogy and meta-

ethics. As suchr my reading concentrates on sections of the
first Critique, the last section of the Groundwork, the Criticrue
of Practical Reason, and the briefest of Kantts political essays,

but the one most concerned with the relationship of reason and

authority, rrvlhat rs Enrightenment?'. The Kantian picture, as r
have drawn it, derives largery from an ínterpretation of the
relationship between rrWhat Is Enlightenment?rr and the critical
philosophy, an interpretation given lucid expression by Foucault.

[rn $TrE, ] Kant in fact describes Enlightenment as the
moment when hunanity is going to put íts os/n reason to
gse, without subjecting ítself to any authority; but it,is precisely at this mornent that the critique is
necessary, since its role is that of defining the
conditions under which the use of reason is Íegitinate
in order to determine what c^an be known, what rnust be
done, and what may be hopedao. rllegitimate r=áã of
reason are what give rise to dogmatism and heteronomy,
along with illusion; on the other hand, it is when tñe
legitinate use of reason has been crearly defined in
its principles that its autonomy can be ássured. The
critique is, in a sense, the handbook of reason that
has grown up in Enlightenment; and, convefsely, the
Enlightenment is the age of the critique.al

lühat Foucault is pointing to in this passag'e is that the account

of political autonomy (the free use of public reason) given in

aottArl the interests of my reason, speculative as welr aspractical, combine in the three following questions:
1. What can I know?
2. What ought I to do?
3. hfhat may I hope?rl

Kant, Critique of Pure Reason (A BO4-gOS/B 832-833).
4lFoucault, pp. 37-38.
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rrl'Ihat is Enlightenment?il and the account of meta-ethical autonomy

(practicar and transcendental freedom) given in the criticar
philosophy are related in something of a symbiotic relationship.
This relationship is the one f described at the end of the last
section, where I argued that Kant's vindication of the authority
of reason lies somewhere between the transcendental and

ernpirical. rn contemporary terms r srê may say that Kant argues

that !,¡e are warranted in assenting to or acting on propositions
v¡hich enjoy vindication through \rationar consensus', and

rational consensus has both episternic and political elements,

neither of which can be reduced to the other.
As r suggested in the introduction to this chapter, the

Kantian picture, âs well as offering an account of the
rel-ationship between the epistemic and the politicar, offers
a criticar space from which to engage in radical political
critique. This space is the space between the kingdom of ends

and the kingdoms of the earth. The dual nature of autonorny and

freedom in Kant re-appears: insofar as hre are, in some sense,

free and capable of acting in morar autonorny, wê can recognize
the political institutions and practices that hamper the
empirical realization of the conditions of autonorny (i.e., the
free use of reason). rt is toward the dismantling of these

oppressive institutions and the reform of these oppressive

practices that our critique is to be directed. Autonomy, in this
sense, appears at the beginning and the end of Kantian

philosophy.
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These two sides of the Kantian picture--the one creates what

r have carred an epistenic/poritical interface, and the other
which offers a foundation for radical poriticar critique--are
both underscored by Kant's meta-ethics in general and his account

of normativity in particular. This meta-ethics, in turn, d.raws

on the nournenal/phenornenal- distinction. The normative appears

out of the tension given by our co-resídence in the noumenal and

phenomenal realms, or the determination of our behaviour by both
rational and pathological motives. rf r¡re hrere purely noumenal

beings, that is, if our behaviour were free from influence by

pathological incentives, the categorical irnperative would cease

to be an imperatíve, and would sirnply be a description of how

persons behave.

But if the noumenal/phenomenal distinction is thus the
central concept in Kant's meta-ethics, it is also the most

problematic. This distinction had to be invoked to make ethics
possibre, but Kant never gave a satisfactory account of how the
i-nteraction between the noumenal and phenomenal v¡as possible;
how, that is, the timeless dictates of the categorical imperative
insert themselves into the deterministic world of appearance.

The obvious answer, that the relationship is causal, seems ruled
out insofar as causality is one of a categories of understanding,

and, as such, meaningful onry in terms of possibre experience.

Kant did argue in the second critique, hohrever, that causality
could be applied to the noumenal realm. This, Kant claims, is
part of the rrenigrmalr of the critical philosophy,
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which lies in the fact that we must renounce theobjective rearity of the supersensible use of thecategories in speculation and yet can attribute thisreality to them in respect to the objects of purepractical reason. (practical Reason, p. 5.)
Kant argued later in the second critique that, insofar as its
origin is independent from all sensuous origíns, the use of the
concept of causarity is not restricted to phenomena, and can be

applied to the moral law insofar as it is thus used practically.
(Practical Reason, pp. 57-58).

I do not have the space to begin to evaluate Kantrs response

to this problem. It strike me that it will not do--he seems here
to be undermining what r take to be the central insíght of the
first critique: that whire the boundaries of knowledge are co-
extensive with the boundaries of possible experience, experience
itsel-f is made possible only by its interpretation under a scheme

of concepts. This picture requires that the restrictions Kant

placed on these concepts (including causarity) , i.e., that they
have meaning only in terms of possibre experience, stay in place.
The explanation of causa noumenon in the second Critique comes

into direct conflict with this.
Perhaps there is a way to rescue Kant from this problem.

Rather than pursue it, however, r wourd rike to address this
question from another angre (one that reads us into the
contemporary relevance of this issue): what was it that 1ed Kant

to appeal to the noumenal/phenomenal distinction (and thus to the
concept of causa noumenon) in his meta-ethics in the first place?

we saw above that the third antinomy, given what r carled the
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metaphysicar interpretation, required this appear to make room

for ethics in a worrd that appears to us under the raws of
Newtonian determinism. Approached from the meta-ethical side,
however, the noumenal/phenomenar distinction offers to Kant a
means by which he could draw a strict demarcation between what he

took to be the pathorogicar and what he took to be rational.
$ihat got in the way of morarity, for Kant, v¡as the sensuous

determination of the wilt, which could only be contingent, and.

thus could be the determining ground of no more than prudentj-a1

advice. For reason to have authority, it appeal must be

universal; as such, appeal made on pathorogical and contingent
grounds could offer no imperatives.

Most contemporary political theorists would not regard the
source of pathology to be in the sensuous, but nonetheless would

regard it to be in the contingent, with the contingent being
typically reformulated as that which is in the interests of some,

but not arr. Two centrar questions emerge from this move.

(1) can we reformurate Kant's account of the pathological, and

keep his account of the normative (and with it, his defence of
radicar politicar critique) ? As we wirr see, this revision is
the essentÍar link among contemporary neo-Kantians, who attempt,
in one way or another, to \naturalíze, the Kantian account of
autonomy (that is, in Kant's terms, keep it arI in the phenomenaJ-

realm) . The second question emerges from this move z (2) can this
naturalization, while escaping the positing of a noumenal realm,

also avoid taking recourse to a transcendental vindication of the
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authority of reason? Much of the rest of my thesis will be an

explorations of these questions through an exarnination of the
ansl¡rers qiven to them, by the dominant currents in comtemporary

political theory.

r will begin this investigation in the next chapter with an

examination of John Rawlsts and Jürgen Habermasrs anss¡ers to
these quest,ions.
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CRAPTER TWO

KÀ}TTIA¡I AUTONO}IY NÀTURAIJTZED

At first grance, John Rawrs and Jürgen Habermas may seem to
have litt1e in common, either methodologically or ideologically.
Rawls's work is paradigmatic anarytic political phirosoÞhy,

written in the context of a tradition that. understands political
philosophy to be a sub-discipline of ethics. His Theory of
Justice offers a vindication of wel-fare-minded riberarism.
Habermas's work, by contrast, seems a paradigm of continental
philosophy, written in the context of the inter-disciplinary
tradition of the Frankfurt School. Habermas's writings offer a

vindication of democratic socialism.

r wirr argue, ho\^/ever, that both their programs have at
their core two critical revisions of Kant that are strongly
analogous.

(1) Both Rawls and Habermas offer procedural re-
interpretations of Kant's meta-ethics. In the place of noumenal

autonomy, Rawrs and Habermas recast morar autonomy in terms of
the impartiality afforded to groups of rational persons

deliberating under constraints which excrude the morally
contingent: the rrveil of ignorancet and the rideal speech

situationrr, respectivery. such a re-interpretation of Kant's
neta-ethics amounts to a ìnaturalization, of Kantrs account of
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autonomyl.

(2) Both Rawls and Habermas, in articulating the conditions
of the \veil of ignorance' and the rideal speech situation' re-
interpret whaÈ Kant called the pathological. Both accept that
the pathologicar is the contingent2, but reject that it is

1I should explain my use of rnaturalizationr here.
Naturarism takes many forms: programs of reducing epistemicfactors to psychorogicar or sociologicat factorsj programs ofrendering the methodology of the philosophy of sciäncã continuouswith the methodology of science; þrograms ãf reducing value termsto moral facts, and then in turn to naturar facts; to name a few.
Vthat aIl these programs have in common is a desire to levelnormative hierarchies, and in doing so, de-proriferate
theoreticat entities or level of abstraction from a given
normative framework.

For exampre, a naturarized phirosophy of science aims toknock the a priori scaffolding out frorn uñder methodology
understood as a rneta-Ieve1 system of constraint that drãws theboundaries of legitimacy for scientific practice. MethodologicaJ_questions are put on an epistemic par with the substantivequestions of natural- science. By Larry Laudenrs account, thisinvolves translating the 'categoiical imperatives' of nethodology
(".9., avoid ad hoc additions to hypotheses) into ìhypothetical
imperatives' (".9., if you want grãáter empirical aaäiuacy in thelong rgn, avoid ad hoc additions to hypotháses), and €ranètatingthese in turn to hypotheses that admiL- of ernpiricar testing(e.9., if r avoid ad hoc additions to hypothéses, wilr r aõhievegreater emr¡irical adequacy in the long run?). rn this wây,methodological questions face the sanã tribunaL as suustañùivescientific questions.

This results in abandoning a level of abstraction from thenormative framework of scientific methodorogy, i.e., the aprÍori. Sinilarly, by offering interpretatlãns of i<ant,'s meta-ethics that replaces the autonomy xanL locat,ed in the noumenal
rearm with autonomy secured by impartiar reasoning, Rawrs and
Habermas rescue the possibility of ethics from thã need to positthe noumenal realm. \Autonomyr is thus understood, in KantTsterms, to be only within the phenomenal rearm (and not arso inthe noumenal realm). In the sense that our normative frameworkis thus made more austere, Rawls and Habermas have \naturalized,
Kantian autonomy.

'Or,. in more strictly Kantian terms, that the will ispathologically determined if it's grounds of determination arecontingent.
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coextensive with the sensuous. For Rawls the pathological
becomes, essentially, knowredge of your position in society. For

Habermas, the pathorogical becomes the ideologicar.
This chapter is divided into two sections, the first

prirnarily exegetic, the second critical. rn the first, r
describe the veil of ignorance and the ideal speech situation,
and explain how they are grounded in the two revisions listed
above. The sectíon on Rawrs will be shorter than that on

Habermas, due to the relative familiarity of the forrner and the
relative complexity of the ratter. rn the second, r evaruate
these revisions in terrns of two concerns:

(1) How far may the Kantian interpretation of Rawrs and

Habermas be pushed? That is, have r overstated their debt to
Kant (and, âs such, their common ground) ?

(2) With Rawlsts and Habermas's revision in hand,

I return to the questions I asked of contemporary neo-Kantianism

at the end of the first chapter: (a) can we reformulate Kant's
account of the pathorogical, and keep his account of the
normative (and with it, his defence of radicar poritical
critique)?, and (b) can naturalizing Kantian autonomy, whire
escaping the positing of a noumenal realm, also avoid taking
recourse to a transcendental vindication of the authority of
reason?

Throughout the chapter, my prirnary concern is to defend two

craims: (1) that Kant/s meta-ethics in general and his account

of autonomy in particul-ar have relevance for the concerns being
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addressed in contemporary political theory and are represented in
the neo-Kantianism of Rawrs and Habermas; and (2) that Kant's
meta-ethics in generat and account of autonomy in particular can

be recast in right of contemporary concerns (and are so re-cast
by Rawls and Habermas) and retain the forrnal structure that f
argued (in chapter 1) served as a grounding, for Kant, Í'or
radical political crítique.

The veil of ignorance and the ideal speech situation
Rawrs's theory of justice can be separated into two revels:

his substantive principles of justice--the principre of equalíty
and the difference principle--and the mechanism of justification
he provides for them--the originar position3. My concern here is

3Rawrs, r suspect, would be unhappy with the ease with whichr have stated this distinction, as his point seems to be that if
$¡e accept the intuitive appeal of the original position, then histwo principles follow with almost deductive secùrity. It is not
rny point to challenge this--though many of his critics have (bothby suggesting that they do not follow, or, if they do, then the
argument is circular) --but to isolate, for the purþoses of thisdiscussion, the rnotivations behind the construcLio-n of theoriginal position.
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with the lattera. Rawls's theory is grounded in an intuition
captured by the phrase ,justice as fairnessr: the just is what

woul-d be agreed upon by ratíonaI ag'ents placed under certain
constraints which insure that the agreements reached are fair,
rrfairnessrr being, essentiallyr ttimpartialítyrr. Justice as

fairness (hereafter JAF) is thus cast as a (non-Hobbsian, non-

Nozickian) sociar contract theory. sociar contract theories,
Rawrs argues, suçJgest the importance of plurality and publicity
to questions of justice. Most importantry, Rawls suggests,

casti-ng JAF in terms of a sociar contract has the merit of
conveying the idea that tprinciples of justice may be conceived

as principres that would be chosen by rational persons, and that
in this $ray conceptions of justice may be explained and

justified.s the theory of justice is part, perhaps the most

4Th"re is a further reason for limiting my consideration of
Rawrs to the meta-leveI. one of Habermasrs differences with
Rawrs lies in Habermas's conviction that a theory of justice
ought to remaín at the lever of spelling out the procedural
conditions whereby subjects may rationaÍIy delibelate questions
of the just. It is not that I wish to ovãrlook their aifterencesin an atternpt to further my reconstruction of Rawls and Habermasby emphasizing their cornrnoirality in the Kant,ian tradition. Itis, rather, that this latter sirnitarity is limÍted to the meta-theoretical realm; Rawls and Habermas áre in basic agreement onlyas far as they are Kantians. That is, Rawrs's principres ofjustice are nót particularly Kantian iana neither are Habermas's
more substantive critiques of advanced capitalisin).

5Rawls fil-Is out the sense in which this is a social-
contracÈ theory, suggesting that the originar position can be
considered analogous to the state of nature in traditional socialcontract theory [John Rawls, A Theorv of Justice (cambridge:
Belknap Press, L97L) , p. 11; hereafter references to this bookwill be made in rny text in the forrn: (ToJ, p._) l. As with thestate of nature (in rnany interpretations), tne oiiginal position
is hypothetical, and works as a kind of counterfactuarjustification. " [A] society satisfying the principres of justice
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significant part, of the theory of rationar choicer (ToJ, p. 13).
Rationar choice is secured by the deprivation of knowledge.

Agents are praced behind the rrveil of ignorancer, which is
constructed to exclude matters of contingency: rrno one knows his
pJ-ace in society, his crass position or social status, nor does

anyone know his fortune in the distribution of natural assets and

abilities, his intelrigence, strength and the like. r sharl even

assume that the parties do not know their conception of the good

or their speciar psychorogical propensitiesr (ToJ, p.L2r.6 They

do know, however, rrthe generar facts about human societyn, which

include a grasp of politics, economics and psychology (ToJ,

p.137), and they are allowed to assume a preference for more

basic sociar goods rather than fewer (ToJ, p. L z). rn sum,

The idea of the originar position is to set up a fairprocedure so that any principles agreed to will ¡e
]ust: The ain is to use the notioñ of pure procedurarjustice' as a basis of. theory. somehow-we nüst nullifythe effects of specific contingencies which put men at
odds and tempt them to expì-oit sociar and naLural
circumstances to their own advantage. Now in order to
do this r assume that the parties áre situated behind aveíI of ignorance. (TOJ, p. 136)

so it is not that rational agents under the veil of ignorance are

as fairness comes as close ?s a society can to being a voruntary
scheme, for it meets the principles which free and equal personå
wourd assent to under circumstances that are fairr 1fo.r, p. 13).

óS"" ToJ, p. L37 for a richer description of the conditionsof the veil of ignorance.
7rr ¡PJure procedural justice obtains when there is no

independent crit.erion for the right resurt Iof the inquiry]:
instead there is a correct or fair proced.ure such that the
outcome is tikewise correct and fair, whatever it is, provided
that the procedure has been properly followed. r (ToJ, p. 86)
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thus allowed to recogníze E},.e just; this would open Rawrs up to
the Euthvphro critiques and make his account of rational choice
debiritatingly circular. Rather, the just js what wourd be

chosen by rational agents drawing a social contract in the
originar position. I{hat is chosen tells us how we, as citizens,
ought to behavee.

Rawl-s rnakes explicit links between his theory and Kantian
ethics, suggesting that rrthe original position may be viewed...as
a procedural interpretation of Kantts conception of autonomy and

the categorical i-mperativerr (ToJ, p. 256). The veil of ignorance

in effect aIlows the agents in the original position to act in
the freedom that Kant argued hras prerequisite for rational moral-

decisions, insofar as the barring of what Rawls cal-Is "arbitrary
contingenciesrr is analogous to barring what Kant carled the
rrpathological'r. Rawrs thus suggests that 'we think of the
original position as the point of view frorn which noumenal selves

snuthyphro offers as a definition of holiness, rwhat ispreasing to the gods is holy,and what is not pleasing to them isunhory.rr (6e-7a) socrates asks rtrs what is holy hoty because thegods approve it, or do they approve it because it ié hory?',(1oa). rf it is the ratter, then Euthyphro's definition-just
Þ"9= the question, because if the gods approve of its becáuse itis hory, then they sirnpry recognize i-ts ñóriness, i.e., there
must be an independent criterion. sinirarly, it can't be the
case that the agents in the originar position simpry recognÍze
what is just. rn Rawlst terms, if this !ìrere the óase, hi; theoryof rational choice would not be following pure proceduraljustice.

eTh" nature of the is-ought inference wilt be exprored in
more detail in the second sect,ion of this chapter, whLre I will-take up the question of whether Rawrs (and Habermas), whirereformulating Kant's account of the pathological, keep Kantrs
account of the normative.
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see the râ¡orrdrr (ToJ, p. zss). The principres of justice chosen

in the original position are thus categoricar (rather than
hypotheticar) imperatives in Kantrs sense; categorical
imperatives, according to Rawrs, are rrprincipleIs] of conduct

that lappry] to a person in virtue of hís nature as a free and

equal beingrr (ToJ, p. zs3) " Kant's excrusion of any particular
conception of the good from the natters of ethics is paralleled
by Rawls's exclusion of any particular conception of the good

from among the items of knowledge allowed agents behind the veil_.
The universality of the principles of justice are thus secured in
a manner anal0gous to Kant's categorical imperative.

To act from the principles of justice is to act fromcategorical imperatives in the sense that they apply tous whatever in principle our aims are. This simþ1y-reflects the fact that no such contingencies appear aspremises in their derívation. (ToJ, n. zs3)

so, for Rawrs, as for Kant, universarizability is the criterion
by which a principle may be binding. A principle may be

universalized, and thus hold categorically, if it appries to all-
agents rrwhatever in principre [their] airns are.r so as Kant

sought to excrude, from the moral, the contingent--which he

identified with sensuous irnpulses and material goals--Raw1s/s

veil of ignorance acts to level out contingent differences among

the rational contractors.

As werr as recasting the pathorogical in terms of the
intrusion of morally arbitrary knowledge in the process of moral

deliberation, Rawrs recasts Kantrs understanding of autonomy in
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procedural terms10. Agents are acting autonomousry, Íror Rawls,

when they are afforded the irnpartiality given by the constraints
of the veil of ignorance to detiberate over questions of justice.
But with Rawls, autonomy is rnaturarízed., into the phenomenal

realm. The original position serves as a rational ideal which
constrains our moral deliberation (nuch as theoretical reason was

rconstrained' to posit freedom), but is no more than a regulative
idear (that is, it need not be given \objective rearity' as Kant

felt practj-caI reason granted freedom). According to Rawrs, pure
procedural justicell allows us to formulate universally binding
principles of justice--and thus makes morars possible--and the
conditions for this pure procedure are contained within the
criteria of irnpartial reasoning--and thus the possibility of
morals is saved fro¡n the need to posit the noumenal realrn.

Like Rawlsts rrveil of ignorancerr Habermasrs rrideal speech

situationrr is a kind of procedural interpretation of Kant's meta-

- . 
tool- important question to ask Rawls concerning the statusof his theory as ? procedurar reinterpretation of {ant is why,exactly, does Rawls have to cast his theory in terms of a soãialcontract. If agents behind the veil of igñorance are in an equalposition with respect to knowledge and interest, v¡hy wourdn'tthey inmediately.agree on arl rnatters? rn this'=enèe, Rawls

seems to be sliding toward an ideal observer justification of hisprinciples of justice.
The general problerns with creating rational deliberators byabstracting contingencies tg the point of establishing equalitywilt be taken up in detail in the fourth chapter of tÉis-thesiå,wherein I will turn to consider what I understand to be the most,formidable charlenges to the neo-Kantian tradition.
tti."., detiberation in the absense of an independentcriterion for the correct result of a given inquiri.
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ethics. unlike Rawls, however, Habermas does not seek to
articulate the conditions of rational arbitration to ground a

particurar normative ethics, ãs Rawrs does in justifying his
substantive theory of justice by reference to its favourable
status among agents behind the veil of ignorance. Rather,
Habermas develops the concept of the \ideal speech situation'
within the context of articulating a foundation for the critique
of ideology. The search for such a foundation is the motivation
behind much of Habermas's work1z. rt is at the point of
developing this foundation that Habermas engages in his revision
of Kant, whichr âs it was with Raw1s, centers on a re-
interpretation of what Kant considered to be the pathological
motivation of the wilI.

Habermas, like Rawrs, accepts Kant's identification of the
pathological with the contingent, but rejects Kantrs

identification of the latter with rnateriar interest. For

Habermas, the pathologicar is, roughly speaking, the ideorogicar.
There are two aspects of \ideology, as Habermas understands it
that constitute its role as the pathological.

(1) Like Kant (and Rawrs), Habermas is a moral cognitivist,
and takes universality to be the mark of the moral. But unrike
Kant, for Habermas the unsuit.ability of any particular interest
for universal regislation ries not in the fact that it is an

12r shourd note that this statement of motivation is not
something Habermas makes explicitly, but is rather an element of
my reconstruction of his writings.
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interest (and thus born of sensuous irnpurses), but in the fact
that it is non-generalizabler3. Now, since Marx and Engers, the
ideological has been linked to contingent interests. I take the
kernel of Marx and Engels' conception of ideology to be captured
in the folrowing observations from The German rdeology:

[E]ach new crass which puts itserf in the place of oneruling before it, is compelled, merely in órder tocarry through its aim, to represent its interests asthe common interest of arl its members of society, thatis, expressed in ideal form: it has to give its iáeas aform of universality, and represent theln as the onryrational, universally valid ones.to

so, basically, according to Marx and Engels, the ideorogÍcar is
that which is in the interests of some, but is represented as

being in the interests of all; or that which is contj-ngent (or of
contingent interest) but is represented as universar. vühire

Habermas offers substantial revisions on the classical Marxist
conception of ideology--the most important of which wiII be taken
up below--it seems the kernel of this crassicar conception

rernains intact in his thinking. rn this (classicar) sense,

ideology plays the rore in Habermas's meta-ethics that the
pathological determination of the will did in Kant's ¡neta-ethics
insofar as an ideologicar interest--being particular--is an

interest that does not admit of universarization (but is

13Cf. Thomas McCarthy, The Critical Theory of Jürgen
Hêþe [as (cambridge: Mrr press, t97B), pp. 3zB. This-point wi]_Ibe spelled out in greater detail below.

laKarr Marx and Frederick Engets, The German rdeol-oqy, fromT. Borodilina (ed. ), on Historical Materialism (Mosòow: -Þrogress
Publishers, L972), p. 45.
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presented as though it does). Analogously, Kant excluded

sensuous impulses because he fett that the attainment of their
objects could not be universalized as a goal.

(2) !ùhiler âs I sug'gested, the core of the classical
Marxist notion of ideorogy remains rerevant to Habermas's

thínking, he does argue that advanced capitalism differs so much

from the rliberar capitaÌism' of Marx,s day that \ideology' must

be revised if it is to remain a rerevant critical concept.

By Habermasts account, the capitalísm of Marxrs day r,tras more

or ress the laissez-faire ideal that is spoken of today (and is
being prescribed by I{estern industrial nations to the new

economies of Eastern Europe). This mode of production was

legitinized by the ideology of \just exchanger: the picture of
the market that clairned that it was essentially a center of \pure

procedurar justice'; that the free market itserf hras non-
judgernental and morally neutral; and that any inequalities that
resulted from the capitalist mode of production were a function
not of the market itself, but of the industriousness and

ingenuity (or lack thereof) of those who participated in the
exchange of goods or labour for capital. The core of Marxrs

critique of bourgeois ideology was the claim that this picture of
exchange on the free market as being a purely quantitative manner

masked a qualitative difference between the position of the
worker selling her or his labour and the capital-ist buying it in
exchange for capital. rt was in this quaritative difference--
that between someone who must sell her or his l-abour to survive
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and someone l^tho nay buy it in the interest of g'enerating profit--
the exproitative dimension of so-calred \just exchange' was

hidden.l5 Thus the ideology of just exchange v¡orked to
regitimize a mode of production, and the critique of ideology
served to de-legitinize the same mode of production by showing

that it, represented what was in the interests of some (the

maintenance of the free rnarket) as being in the interests of aII.
Habermas claims that as capitatism has evolvedr So too has

its mode of tegitination, and so too must changre the critique of
ideology. The most basic element of the shift in the capitalist
mode of production lies in rrthe cumurative growth, on the part of
the state, of interventionist activity which is designed to
secure the stability and growth of the economic system. tr1ó The

recognition by government econornic planners that capitarism, if
left to runs its course, would produce the type of radical
disparity of income that Marx predicted led to state intervention
into the economy in the interests of preserving the rerative
stabirity of the economic systeml7. Habermas argues that

lscf . KarI Marx, rrThe Fetishism of Cornmodities and thesecret Thereofrr, capitar (chicago: charres Kerr & co., l-906), pp.
81-96.

lóHab"rmas, rrsome Difficulties in the Atternpt
and Practice, Theory and practice (Boston: Beacon
pp. 3-4.

17Th" problem with this eminent radical disparity of income
was not a moral ole, but a practicat one. An extremely
impoverished working class that increased in size as tÈe ownersof the means of production became wealthier and fewer in number
would resurt in a state of underconsumption: there wourd not
longer be enough peopre with enough money to purchase the goods
being produced. state intervention in the ecõnomy was not

to Link Theory
Press, L973) ,
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apprying this sorution (i.e., state intervention into the
econorny) to the irnpending crisis of capitarism has red to the
development of the public rearm into a space in which the
relevant questions raised and sorutions offered are of an

exclusively technical nature. capitarism no longer appears as a
systern in need of legitimation, but, rather, a process in need of
technicar repair. The consequence of this shift, Habermas

argues, has been the excrusion of practicalls matters from the
public realm and the subsequent depoliticization of the public.
so ideology is no longer carled upon to provide practical
regitimation of the capitalist mode of production (e.g., to
represent the free market as the seat of rjust exchanger), but,
rather, ideology acts to de-politicize the public by displacing
practical questions from the public realm through demanding the
relevance and primacy of technical rather than practical issues.

Thus Habermas is led to claim:

The irnmunizing power of ideologies, which stifre the
demand for justification raised by discursive
examination, goes back to brockagãs in communication,
independentry of the changing semantic contents. Theseblocks have their origin yjthin the structures of
communication thenselle= . 1e

motivated by benevolence, but by interest in self-preservation.

lsyere, and in aII his writings, Habermas is using\practicalt as Kant did (and Aristotle before hirn), not as a
synonym for \prudential. r Thus, in the context above, the\technical/practical, is anarogous to the rprudential/morart
distinction more conmon in Anglo-American rnóral theory.

lgHaberma=, rrsome problems in the Attempt to Línk Theory andPracticer rr p. t2.
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Let me unpack this. The power of ideology (i.e., in its
contemporary form) is independent of semantic content because it
no longer seeks to legitimize the extant mode of production by

providing an erroneous justification, but, rather, acts to
exclude questions of justification from the pubric rearm. rn
this sense, the blockages in communication ilu¡hich stifle the
demand for justificationtt are found in the very structure of
communication; that is, in a pubtic language game structured to
focus on technical problems at the exclusion of practical issues.
Thus, \ideologyt appears in Haberrnas as \systematíca77y distorted
communication.'

Ideology in this sense (rather than in the classical sense,

as explained in (1), above) functions as the pathological because

it effectively removes from public space those concerns which

adrnit of universalization. Technicar questions, by their very
nature, take as their anshrers hypothetical imperatives. fnsofar
as this modern ideology acts to stifle the raising of questions

concerníng universalizable interests, it assumes, for Habermas, a

position analogous to that which Kant gave material interests.
Now, as the 'tveil of ignorancet served as an antidote for

the intrusion of contíngent interests in Rawlsian meta-ethics,
the ttideal speech situationtr serves as something of an antidote
for ideoTogy in Habermas's meta-ethics. To understand this we

have to exprore the irnplications of Habermas's analysis of
ideology.

rt follows from Habermas's analysis of the form ideorogy has
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taken in advanced capitalism that rideology' cannot be understood
sirnpry in contrast to \truth.' rdeology, rougrhry speaking, is
not a matter of the misrepresentation of reality, but rather the
deformation of the process by which r^re come to accept

descriptions of the world or prescriptions for our actions.
Rather than standing in opposition to true description, ideology,
in Habermasts account, is opposed to just ptocedure.

An obvious and strong pararler with Rawrs emerges here.
Rawrs argued that once we removed certain barriers by imposing

certain constraints--i.e, depriving agents of knowredge of the
moralry arbitrary--, the process of consensus-building becomes

rational. The criterion by which a principle is judged as

binding (or not) is whether it can be the object of rational
consensus (whether it can be, that is, universalized).20 what

stands in the road of justice, for Rawl-s as well as for Habermas,

is a proceduraT pathorogy. This is the rink between the two

revisions of Kantian meta-ethics that r suggested Rawls and

Habermas shared: a reinterpretation of Kantrs ethics in
procedural terms, and a revision of Kantrs conception of the
pathological that accepted Kant's identification of pathology

with contingency, but rejected his identification of the
contingent with material_ interest.

But if we consider more carefully what constitutes
procedural pathology for Habermas, two important differences

2orationality : inpartiality, impartiality = fairness,fairness : justice.
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appear between Habermas and Rawls.

(1) Habermas's meta-ethics is more purery procedural than
Rawls's. Consensus is deviant for Rawls when it, is informed by

particular facts. The veil of ignorance acts to bar the entry of
these facts in the consensus-building process. By contrast,
consensus is deviant for Habermas when the process of consensus-

building itselr is constrained. As Thomas Mccarthy says on

behalf of Habermas,

The guiding light is that a consensus is rrratíonaIIy
mot.ivatedrr or rrgrounded.r if brought about soleIy
through the cogency of the arguments employed (ãnd not,sây, through external constraínts on discourse or
thorough rrinternalrr constraints built into the
structure of discours") .21

The |tideal speech situationtr serves not to exclude contingent or
morally arbitrary knowredge (as the veil of ignorance does), but
to free the process of consensus-building from structural
constraintsz2. McCarthy continues:

[T]he conditions under which rational consensus ispossible--what Habermas calls the rideal speech
situationtr--must ensure not only unlinited discussion
but discussion that is free from distorting infruences,
whether their source be open domination, conscious
strategic behaviour, or the more subtle barriers to
communication deriving from self-deception.23

21Tho^.= Mccarthy, The crítical Theory of Jürgen Habermas
(Canbridge: MIT Press, L97g), pp. 304-305.

22Th" sense in which the ideal speech situation rrservesn tofree the consensus-buildinq process frorn structural constraintswill be explained bel-ow.

z3Mccarthy, p. 3 06 .
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Habermas,s meta-ethics is thus, in this wây, more pureÌy
procedural than Rawlsts because for Habermas ìrational consensus'

is characterised purery in terms of the procedure by which it is
attained, rather than by the information which is available to
the agents wishing to reach agreement.

(2) Procedurar pathology has a deeper significance for
Habermas than for Rawls because for Habermas being the object of
rational consensus is not only the criterion of the just but also
the criterion of the true. Habermas's theory of truth draws more

directly on Peirce than on Kant.24 Peircers cl-earest staternent

of his theory of truth emerges in his discussion of the nature of
rearity in rrHolrr to Make our rdeas crearr: rThe opinion which is
fated to be ultimatery agreed to by alr who investigate, is what

hre mean by the truth.t'25 (peirce continued: r...and. the object
represented in this opinion is the rea1.r!) Habermasrs version
is:

I may ascribe a predicate to an object if and only if
every other person who couJ.d enter into a dialogue with
me ¡vould ascribe the sarne predicate to the same object.rn order to distinguish true from false statementsl r
make reference to the judgement of others--in fact tothe judgenent of arr others with whom r could ever horda diarogue (among whom r counterfactually include arr

. 
zathough_ Habermas does not state any particular fidelity toPeirce. Apel, another contemporary repre-entative of theFrankfurt School is much more explicit concerning the debt this

conception of truth or¡/es to peirce.
zscharles sunders Peirce, rrHovr To Make our rdeas crearr,

Justus Buchler (ed. ) , Philosophical Writinqs of peirce (New york:
Dover Publications, fnc. , l_95S) , p. 39.

Peirce's theory of truth and its relationship to Kant will
be discussed in chapter three, when r turn to exalnine Apel, who
draws heavily on Peirce.
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the dialogue partners r courd find if rny life history
r.rere coextensive with the history of mankind) . Thecondition of the truth o_f- statemènts is the þotentialagreement of aII others.26

This a form of what has come be to known as rideal linit theory.'
Habermas's theory truth can be characterized as a procedural
interpretation of ideaÌ linit theory. By this r mean to
distinguish between, on the one handr êD interpretation of the
ideal rirnit that defines truth in terms of, sêy, the content of
total science at the linit of inquiry, and, on the other handr âD

interpretation of the ideal linit that defines truth in terrns of
the conditions that would obtain in an ideal situation of
inquiry. rf r^re are to affix the idear rimit theory tag to
HabermaszT, it must be crear that \limit, in \ideal rirnit' does

not refer to the linit of inquiry in the sense of the content of
the most complete description of the domains of our

investigation. Rather, rlimit, refers to the idearized
conditions of perfectly free inquiry. The ideal linit here

refers not to the book written at the end of inquiry, but the
conditions that must obtain for the predicates ìtruer' \goodr,

\justr' etc. to be conferred on the contents of the book.

2óHu.bermu.=, rtlilahrheitstheoriênr,, in lriirklichkeit und
Refrexj-on: Festschrift für walter schulz lrrurringen, 197r¡, p.2L9. Translated by and cited by McCarthy, p. 2gg.

2h put the point in these terms because Habermas does notuse the ideal linit theory terminology. r use the term here forconvenience, because, given the interpretation of the rideal
limit' r give below, r think it captures much of Habermas's
account of truth.
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As a procedurar interpretation of idear limit theory,
Habermas's theory of truth must have a normative understanding of
\ consensus. t In the passage quoted from rtlrlahrheitstheorienrl

above, Habermas would perhaps have given a more complete

descript,ion of his theory of truth had the rast sentence read:
rrThe condition of the truth of statements is the potential
tationaT agreement of aII others.rf The procedural interpretation
of idear linit theory (hereafter rLTr) is coextensive, in terrns

of normative criteria, with a rational consensus theory of truth.
The \idear speech situationt emerges out of Habermasrs

theory of truth. Before explaining the link between the ideal
speech situation and Haberamsts neo-peircean theory of truth,
however, let me close the point that led us into Habermasrs form

of ideal lirnit theory: how Habermas's employment of the criterion
of rbeing the object of rational consensus' to truth as well as

justice marks an important difference between Habermas and Rawl-s

(outside of the obvious point that Rawrs does not extend the
\rational consensus, criterion beyond ethics into epistemorogy).

Habermasts theory of truth is grounded in two claims:

i. rrOur first sentence expresses unequivocally the intention
of universal and unconstrained consensus.r,2s Habermas argues

that the act of speaking involves the speaker in irnplicitly three
validity claims:

the rightness that the speaker claims for his action in

zsHabermas, rrKnowledge and Human Interests: A General
Perspectiverr, Knowledqe and Human rnterests (Boston: Beacon
Press, L97L) , p. 3L4.
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relation to a normative context (or, indirectly, for
these norms themserves); the truth-fulness tnaL the
speaker claims for the expression of subjective
experiences to which he has privileged aócess; finarly,the truth that the speaker, with his utterance, craims-for a statement (or for the exi.stential presuppositions
of a nominalized proposition).2e

All these claims to validity adrnit of empj-rical testing. The

only criteria avairabre for such testing are those that we

devise. These criteriar ês well as both the particular tests in
which they are employed and investigators which use them, are

fallible. The only tribunal against, which the adequacy of these

tests may be judged is the tribunal formed by other--in fact aII
other--inquirers. The most positive resurt of such a test is
consensus. Therefore, the very act of speaking presupposes, and

takes as a necessary precondition, the desire to reach consensus.

ii. It follows from this that rrthe truth of statements is
based on the rearization of the good life.rr30 what Habermas

means here is that if the criterion of a proposition's being true
is that the proposition would be the object of rational consensus

(and we have aJ-ready seen that the desire to reach consensus is
bound up with the act of speaking), then the criterion of truth
has normative consequences beyond epistemology. rRational

consensus' has both episternic and practical components. As we

saw above, Habermas arques that a given consensus is rational if

zeHaberma=, The Theory of comrnunicative Action, vor. r-(Boston: Beacon Press, l_981_), p. 3O7.

s0Habermas, rrKnowledge and Human Interests: A General
Overviewrr, p. 3:..4.
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and onry if it is brought about by the cogency of arguments and

does not occur as a product of (other) constraints on

argumentation. The structuring of arguments and the criteria of
varid argumentation are epistemic matters; but ensuring that
agents engaging in discussion enjoy freedom from coercion is
primarily a politicar matter. Rational consensus is fulry
possible only within a society characterized by equality and

freedom from domination and coercion. fn this sense the truth of
sentences is based on the anticipation of the realization of the
good life.

so, as r claimed above, procedurar pathorogy has a deeper

significance for Habermas than for Raw1s because for Habermas

being the object of rational consensus is not only the criterion
of the just but also the criterion of the true. This deeper

significance lies not only in the fact that Habermas applies the
criterion of 'being the object of rationar consensus' more

broadly than does Rawrs, but, more importantry, because the
application of this criterion epistenicarly has, in Habermas's

account, normative consequences that extend beyond epistemology

into ethics and political philosophy.

An argument for the ideal speech situation may be generated

from the material covered above.3l

Pr: Any particular application of any particurar evaluative
criterion is fallible.

Pzi The only availabl-e test we have for the cog'ency of the

_ ltttt my reconstruction of Habermasrs argument, r am drawingloosely on McCarthy, pp. 307-308.
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evaluatiol of propositions with respect to their validity isthe scrutiny of the relevant speech community.

Therefore, truth craims have as their final tribunal thepotential agreement of all members of the relevant speech
community.

P¡: rf agreement reached in critical discussion is to provide awarrant for truth claims, there must be a way to distinguisna rational consensus from a merely de facto ãonsensus.

P+2 tte have available to us such a criterion of demarcation: Aparticular consensus is rationar iff it is brought about
so1e1y tlrough the arguments employed and not through forcesof coercioq that are either internãl or externar to the
discussion32.

Therefore, speaking of propositions as being true commits us tonositing an idealized state of inquiry, where participants
in a given inquiry defend and criticiãe claims in a aã¡atefree from structural constraints: an ideal speech situation.

Vte might add, as well:
Ps: The .ac.t of speaking invol-ves impricitry raising' severarvaridity claims whose truth value adnils or emþirical

testing.
Therefore, engaging in speech commits us to the idea of an ideal

speech situation.
The weakest point in this argument is pr. r have not

offered any arguments against díscourse- or conmunity-

independent criteria for truth. Neitherr âs far as r know, has

Habermas.33 This is the weak point in rLTr. philosophers of this

"By rrinternal coercive forcesil r mean what Habermas takes
conternporary ideology to be: a systematic exclusion of certaintypes of questions from what is taken to be regitimate public
debate. rrExternar coercive forcesr are more eiplicit: lawsbarring types of speech, curfev/s, physícal forcè, etc.

. s3Though he has recognized the problem; cf. ilSome
Difficulties in the Attempt to Link Theory and practicerr, p. 19.
McCarthy reviews some of Habermas's respoñses to criticisn-s ot
consensus theories of truth, pp. 303-304, but does not offer on
Habermas's behalf a positive argument for consensus rather than,sâyr correspondence theories of truth. Habermas may well have
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persuasion--including ApeI and putnam aIong, with Habermas--al]
ask us, in one way or another, to either abandon truth for
rational warrant t er to equate truth with rational- warrant. The

weaker version of this appeal is to claim that a necessary

condition for a proposition being true is that it is the object
of rational consensus, and that if a proposition enjoys such

vindications r hrê are !'¡arranted in hording it to be true. The

stronger version is that this criterion offers a sufficient as

well as a necessary condition for truth.3a rLTp, as a purely
epistemological theory of truth, need.s the stronger version,
because it is only wíth such a craim that the craims of
metaphysical theories of truth can shown to be irrelevant, if not
incorrect. s5

such an argument; r have read onry a fraction of his works, andonly a fraction of his writing has been translated into English.
However' none of the major critical l-iterature on Habermas offers
such a positive argument on Habermasrs behalf.

34Putnam gives. his expricit endorsement to this stronger
llesigr "[l]he notion of a fact (or a true statement) is ãnidealization of the notíon of a statement that is rational tobelieve. rl

Hilary Putnam, Reason, Truth, and History (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, l_981_), p. 2Ol--.

I will give Putnam more detailed attention in my discussionof Apel in chapter three.
35rf only the weaker version were being defended, then rLTwould be cornpÌet,gly cornpatible with a metaphysical realist theoryof truth. That is, if \being the object of rationar consensus'

were only a necess¿ryr but not, sufficient, criterion for truth,the metaphysical realism wourd have space to addr âs a second
necessary condition, that the proposition accurately describe themind- and discourse- independent wor1d. If such a êorrespondencepicture were accurate, and if the means to make such aescliptions
etere available, then it would seem this criterÍon would overridethe rational consensus criterion.
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The final upshot of Habermas's revision of Kant--as it was

with Rawls's--is a naturalization of Kantts account of autonomy.

Noumenar autonorny is repraced with the autonomy enjoyed by

persons ín a situation of speech free from coercion. \Autonomy'

undergoes a strong reinterpretation here, insofar as the test of
the validity of a normative claim can no ronger be contained
within one personts reflection, but must take as its tribunal the
rational consensus of all parties which it rnay effect. McCarthy

explain this shift clearly:
Habermasts discourse moder represents a procedural
reinterpretation of Kant's categoricar imperative:
rather than ascribing as valid to arr others any maximthat r can wirr to be a universar law, r must suumit rny
maxim to arr others for the purposes of discursively
testing its craim to universality. The emphasis sn-itts
from what each can wirl without contradiction to be ageneral Iaw, to,what arr can v¡ilI in agreement to be auniversal norm.'o

This shift does not thereby mark the subordination of autonomy to
intersubjectivity, but a reinterpretation of the conditions of
autonomy. Autonomy in Kant was most fundamentally autonomy from

material interests, which, for Kant, represented the pathological
determination of the will because he felt they did not admit of
generarization. However, as r mentioned above, for Habermas an

interest that proves to be merely individuar is rendered

unsuitable as a basis for universal legislation not qua interest,
but qua non-generalizable. rn Mccarthyrs words, autonomy ris no

3tuccarthy, p. 326.
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longer defined by way of opposition to interest pêr ser37, but
rather in opposition to those interests which cannot be

generalized. For Habermas, autonomy is autonomy from the
discursive and potitical structures wherein the interests of some

are presented and enforced as the interests of al1.

r wirl turn now to review and conclude my presentation of
Rawls and Habermas by way of an assessment of the boundaries of
the Kantian interpretation I have given them, and an examination
of the ansr^lers their meta-ethics provide for the two questions I
asked of neo-Kantianism at the end of the rast chapter.

Rarrls and llabermas evaluated

(1) How far may I push my Kantian inÈerpretation of Rawls

and Habermas? That is, have r overstated theír debt to Kant

(and, as such, their conmon ground) ?

r have argued that at the heart of both Rawrsian and

Habermasian meta-ethics are two revisions of Kant: a naturalizing
of Kant's account of autonomy, and a reinterpretation of Kantrs
account of the pathological. rn both cases and with both
writers, these revisions are substantial. The question is: Are

these revisions so substantial that they are better understood as

points of departure from the Kantian tradition rather thanr âs f
have arguedr âs points of continuity?

3TMccarthy, p. 3zg .
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oriver A. Johnson has argued as much with respect to the
Kantian interpretation Rawls gave to the meta-ethics behind his
theory of justice. Johnson argues that Raw1s's interpretation of
autonomy, the categorical imperative, and rationality, alr suffer
from a misconstrual of Kant that is serious enough to draw into
question the appropriateness of characterizing Rawlsian meta-

ethics as Kantian. since my focus here has been on autonof,y,

and--as steven Darwalr pointed out in a response to Johnsor3s--

Johnsonts arguments against Rawlsrs account of the categorical
irnperative and rationality derive from Rawrs's account of
autonomy, r will concentrate on what Johnson takes to be the
shortcomings of a Kantian interpretation of autonomy as secured

behind the veil of ignorance.

Johnson correctl-y notes that t![t]he inference Rawls wants us

to make is that, since decisions motivated by specific,
contingent wants constitute heteronomy, decisions in which these
can play no part must be autonomous.rr39 The probrem, Johnson

argues, is that the rnotivations of persons in the originar
positions do not change behind the veir of ignorance; rather,
rronly the conditions under which they reach their decision has

been changed. rl

They stirr choose the principres they do motivated bythe desire to promote their own interests in the besL
way they can. Each man's decision, in other word.s,

3Ssteven Darwall, t'A Defence of the Kantian Interpretationrr,Ethics 8622 (L976), pp. L64-L7o.
seoliver A. Johnson, rrThe Kantian rnterpretation'r, Ethics g5

(L974) | p. 6t.
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still has its basis in want and desire.
For Kant the distinction between autonomous and

heteronomous acts ries not in the circumstances in
which the acts are performed, but in the motive from
which they are performed. An action originally
heteronomous is not rendered autonomous, even Lnough
performed under a veil of igqorance, if the nature ofits motivation is unchanged.au

So Johnsonts point is that Rawls has misconstrued Kantts account

of autonomy by understanding autonomy as opposed to contingent,

interest, rather than opposed to desire in generar. This
misconstrual, by Johnsonts estimation, und.ermines Rawrsrs claim
for a prace for his theory in the Kantian tradition.

This objection wourd hord against Habermasr âs werI. As

McCarthy claims on behalf of Habermas:

The aim of discourse is to come to a consensus about
which interests are generalizable. In this
construction, individual wants, needs, desires, and theinterests need not--and cannot--be excluded, for it.-isprecisely concerning them that agrreement is'sought.al

As r exprained above, for Habermas, particurar interests are
unsuitable for universal legislation not because they are

interests, but because they are non-generalizabl_e. so Johnson

would argue against giving Habermas,s interpretation of autonomy

a Kantian readíng as wetl.

4oJohn=on, p. 62. Johnsonrs points against Rawlsrs
reinterpretation of the categorical irnperátive and Kant's theoryof rationality follow from this: if choices under the veir of
ignorance are.heteronomous, then they can yierd only hypotheticalinperatives; if choices under the veil of ignorance arã-rnotivated
by desire, they are not purely rational.

4lMccarthy, p. 327.
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Against Johnson, r am clairning that Kantrs equation of
heteronomous or pathological deterrnination of the wilr with
interested determination of the wirl is secondary to Kant's
equation of the pathological with the contingent. r am

suggesting, that is, that Kant was concerned first of aIt to
exclude the contingent from the moral, and then, upon deciding
that the contingent lay in material interests, equated the
pathological or heteronomous with the sensuous or the interested.
It is on this second point that Rawls and Habermas depart from

Kant, but on the first--the equation of the pathological with the
contingent--they are in agreement.

There is textual backing for rny position. As Darwall points
out in his reply to Johnsol4¿, in the Groundwork Kant claims:

I understand by \kingdom' a systematic union ofdifferent rational beings undèr conmon raws. Now sincelaws determine ends as regards their universal
validityr vrê shall be able--if we subtract from thepersonar differences between rational beings, and arsofrom all the content of their private ends--to conceiveof a whole of ends in systematic conjunction.
(Groundwork, p. 10i_)

For Kant, these rrpersonar differencesr and the rcontents of
private endsrr v¡ere to be found in materiar desire. For Rawls,

they are to be found in interests tied to knowl_edge of your
position of society; for Habermas, in individual interests that
do not adrnit of universalization. The primary concern is with
the exclusion of the contingent, whatever that may turn out to

42r am not siding with
crediting him for pointing

Darwall,s response to Johnson, but
out this passage.
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be. I am arguing that what follows frorn this is that Raw1s's and

Habermas's re-interpretations of Kantian autonomy rnaintain
fidelity to the most fundamental elements of Kantrs meta-ethics.

The question of the rerative fidelity to Kant serves to
highlight an important difference between Rawls and Habermas.

Rawls is \more Kantiant than Habermas insofar as Rawl_s, with the
veil of ignorance, seeks to excrude certain facts from the
Iegitinate content of moral deliberation. Kant sought to exclude

facts that pertained to the achievement of material interests.
Habermas is \more Kantiant than is Rawrs insofar as Habermas,

like Kant, offers a common ground for the vindication of both
epistemic (theoretical) and moral (practical) claims: \rational

consensust or rrthe agreement of free citizens.rr rn this sense,

Habermas is also more Kantian than Rawls insofar as hre find in
Habermas a contemporary version of the episternic/politícar
interface that r argued was to be found in the critical
philosophy.

(2a) Can we reformulate Kant's account of the pathological
and keep his account of the normative?

Normativíty arises in Kant's meta-ethics out of the tension
between the kingdoms of the earth and the kingdom of endsr or
between our residence in the phenornenal realm and. our residence

in the noumenal rea1m. This account of normativity is intimately
tied up with Kant's account of the pathological. Morality in
Kant was possible only through freedom from pathorogicar or
heteronomous determination of the will; securing this freedom
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required positing the noumenal rea1m. The questj-on that arises
is: can we reformulate the pathorogical in such a hray that
freedom from the pathological determination of the will does not
require posíting the noumenal realm but nevertheless avoid losing
the grounding of normativity with the loss of the
noumenal/phenomenal distinction?

rn a word: yes. Às r^¡e savr, both Rawlsrs and Habermasrs

reformurations of the pathologicar led to the formuration of
idearized states of autonomy. Freedom from knowledge of the
morally contingent gives us the original position; freedom frorn

the distorting effects of public language games that distort our
means of grenerarizing ínterests gives us the ideal speech

situation. Both idealízed states of autonomy function as

regulative idears directing morar deliberatíon and grounding
political critique. The normative in Rawls and Habermas arises
as it does in Kant: from the tension between the imperfect state
of autonomy j-n which we live, and the Ídealized state of autonomy

toward which our practices point.
(2b) can naturalizing Kantian autonomy, whire escaping the

positing of a noumenal rearm, simurtaneously avoid taking
recourse to a transcendental vindication of the authority of
reason?

Let me explain how and why this question arises. By

natural-izíng Kantian autonorny, Rawls and Habermas make room for
ethics within what Kant cal-l-ed the phenomenar realm. r have

argued above that Kant's account of normativity can be recast by
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analogy along erith this naturarizatÍon: crudery, by replacing the
noumenal realm with the original position or the ideal_ speech

situation. Recal1, hovrever, as r argued t,oward the end of the
last chapter, that Kant's vindication of the authority of reason

lay somewhere between the transcendentar and the political:
whiler oD the one hand, the rragreement of free citizensr vras

possible only in a society characterized by tolerance, on the
other, this \freedomt vras not an illusion only because vre v/ere

transcendentally free. So the question for Rawls and Habermas

is: Can an analogy for transcendental freedom be constructed in
the same manner as the analogíes for the noumenar realm that,
like the veil of ignorance and the ideal speech situation, do not
push us into the transcendental or a priori?

This time, the ansvrer is no. Let me place the question in
more contemporary terms. Transcendental freedom, for Kant,

guarantees that all persons are ultimately responsible for their
actions. The existence of transcendental freedom removes the
threat that practical freedom is an illusion and vindicates our
practice of imputing responsibility to the actions of persons.

That $¡e are transcendentally free makes it impossible for us to

'opt out' of taking responsibility for our actions and to avoid
judging those actions by the rational dictates of the categorical
imperative. Do Rawls's and Habermasts meta-ethics also contain
such a prohibition on escape clauses?

stephen K. vthite phrases this question well by noting that
Habermas/s \communicative ethicsr (what r referred to above as
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the extra-epistemic normative implications of the rational
consensus theory of truth) must be binding on first-person
dictators and systematic free-riders.as Recalr that above r
mentioned that Habermas argued that the act of speaking involved
inplicitly making several claims to varidity; the question here
is how is it that r am bound to defend these craims. The

challenge lies in the claim that

tilf there.is any obligation flowing from engaging in
communicative action, then it is an obligation-whlch
one chooses to take on; one could just as easiry chooseto avoid communicative action altogether in the future
and orient oneself exclusivery towãrd s,trategic action,thereby avoiding normative obligation.aa

Habermas would respond to this challenge by claimingr on the one

hand, that the obligations implicit in communicative action are
transcendental conditions of such action, andr oD the other, that
rrother forms of sociar action--for example, conflict,
competition, strategic action in general--are derivatives of
action oriented to reaching understanding Ii.e., communicative

actionl. tr45 The transcendental status of the obligations raised
by speaking is marked by the fact that an actor who refuses to
acknowledge such constraints on communicative action is guilty of

a3stephen K. vthite, The Recent work of Jürgen Habermas(Canbridge: Cambridge University press, L9g8), p. 53.

.aawhite, p. 51. This passage contains terminology r havenot introduced. \communicative action, is action airñea atunderstanding; \strategic actionr is action aimed at achieving
some pre-determined goaI.

45Habermas, rrvühat is universar pragmatics?n, communication
and the Evolution of societg (Boston: Beacon eresJ, rszs¡, p. r.
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a rrperformative contradiction.tt46 Habermas, unfortunateì-y, is
not very clear on the nature of thís contradiction.aT The point
r set out to make here, hov/ever, has been made. Habermas must

take recourse to the transcendental to prohibit the sceptic or
nihilist from writing an escape clause into communicative ethics.

what about Rawls? steven Darwarl correctly suggests that
without the Kantian interpretation Rawls can offer no cornpelling
reasons for why anyone ought to be interested in justice.
Darwall argues that Rawl-s's alternative justification, that the
principles he offers would accord to our intuitions in
\reflective equilibriurn', cannot accomprish this task.

[T]his justification of the principles Ii.e., through\refrective equilibriurnl Ìeaves unansh¡ered the deeperquestion.of.why one shourd be interested in justicã,
even if it, is true that our considered judgernents aboutit can be organized by the principles. -Thãt is, ít
does not inbed a theory of justice in a theory ofpractical reason.

The Kantian interpretation suggests that there maybe a deeper justification for the principles--namery,
tlat tl"y would be chosen from a perspective whích,
since it. is that rrprocedural interpreLations of Kantrs
conception of .autonomy and the categoçicar irnperativêrr,
it is compellingly raLional to adopt.as

a6cf. Irlhite, p. 5r-. As we wirl see in the next chapter, thekind of analysis Habermas is suggesting points to what is tátenas perhaps the most basic feature of the transcendental status ofa principle or criterion: that j-t cannot be denied without being
presupposed.

Habermas borrows the idea of performative contradiction fromApel, vrhose defence of transcendentalisn r will be examining inthe next, chapter.
a7Th" idea seems straightforward enough, though. For

example, a tiar-type paradóx occurs if yoù tett me that you
refuse to acknowredge the truthfurness of your utterances.

4sDarwall-, pp. L64-1,6s.
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But how far does this Kantian interpretation go? Even if one

T,/ìrere to accept that rationarity were a matter of impartiar
reasoning, and that if one reasoned impartially--behind the veil
of ignorance--one wourd choose the principres of justice, there
seems to be nothing preventing one from refusing to be rational,
or, whire recognizing the dictates of rationarity, overriding
them in the interests of greater personar pohrer. rn short, there
is nothing in Rawrs that prevents one from refusing to take

responsibility for onets actions.4e Rawl-s needs an analogue for
Kant's transcendental freedom, some argument that proves it
impossible to refuse the normative consequences of the ability to
reason ímpartially.

Through my examination of Rawls and Habermas, r have tried
to defend two claims: (1) that Kantrs meta-ethics in general and

his account of autonomy in particurar have relevance for the
concerns being addressed in contemporary polítical theory and are

represented in the neo-Kantianisrn of Raw1s and Habermas; and (2)

that Kant's meta-ethics in general and account of autonomy in
particular can be recast in light, of contemporary concerns (and

are so re-cast by Rawls and Habermas) and retain the formar

4eI mean \taking responsibility' in the sense that Kant
would have meant.. Clear1y, someone could take responsibility foroverriding.the principles of justice in the interests of greãter
por{rer by sirnply dectaring that to be the object of her or hisactions. For Kant, however, such an agent wourd not be facing upto the responsibility demanded by the dictates of practical
reason.
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structure that r argued (in chapter one) served as a grounding,

for Kant, for radical political critique. lrle have seen, hov/ever,

that the project of naturalizing Kantian autonomy--at least as it
is represented in Rawrs and Habermas--cannot be done without
transcendental residue. That is, while you can reprace the
noumenar realm with the originar position or the ideal speech

situation, you cannot--without a transcendental freedom-

analog,ue--prevent persons from recognizing the rationality of
principres chosen either behind the veil of ignorance or the
idear speech situation and then choosing to .opt out, of acting
rationally. rn Kant,s terms, Rawls and Habermas cannot show why

the Devil cannot be a logician.

rt is to this concern that r turn in chapter three. r will
explore the contemporary relevance of the transcendental first
through an examination of the contemporary literature on

transcendental arguments, and then through a defence of the
procedural- interpretation of ideal 1imit theory against Rorty's
criticisms of neo-Kantian political philosophy.
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CEAPTER TEREE

AUTONOI.IY A¡ID PROCEDURE

As promised in the introduction to this paper, r wirr now

turn to consider various attacks made on the account of autonorny

offered by contemporary neo-Kantian poritical phílosophy. rn
this chapter r wilr address the criticj_sms that approach this
account of autonomy frorn the transcendental side. fn the fourth
and final chapter, f will focus on critics of neo-Kantianism who

approach the neo-Kantian account of autonomy from the political
side.

rn the last chapter r argued that, while Rawrs/s and.

Habermasts naturalization of Kantian autonomy successfurly
retained Kant's account of the normative and his grounding of
radical political critique, this naturarized neo-Kantianism

remained mute to the challenge of a particular kind of moral

nihilist. Both Rawrs and Habermas have at the core of their
meta-ethics an inference from a ratíonai \oughtr to a moral
\oughtt, and it is at the point of this inference that the moral

nihitist raises her challenge.r

As we sahr, Rawls argues that the norms of impartial

1L"t rn" expl--ain why r am affixing the rnihilist'tag to thechallenge to Rawls and Habermas. The position r have in -minar 
âsr described in the previous chapter, and wilr review below, í=

one that refuses to acknowtedge as moralry binding the extra-epistemic normative consequences of a theõry or rãtionality. r
am calling this a type ôf morar nihirisn because it involvãs
denying at least a particurar type of claim concerning the
knowledge of moral truths or justification for moral iules.
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reasoning give us the principles of justicez. The constraints of
the veil of ignorance guarantee that the consensus formed behind
the veil is, in principte, universalizable, and thus morarly
binding. Habermas argues that rrthe truth of statements is based

on the anticipation of the rearization of the good life.,3
According to Habermas, the criterion of the truth of a statement
is that it be the object of rational consensus. rRational

consensust, for Habermas, has extra-episternic normative
consequences that reach into ethics and politicar philosophy: a

necessary condition of rational consensus is freedom from

coercion. Hence, the norms of rationality imply the obrigation
to secure certain political conditions.

The most serious challenge to Rawrs and Habermas, in this
context, comes from anyone (whom r have identified with a

particular form of moral- nihilist) who, though accepting the
norms of rationality that Rawls or Habermas offer, refuses to

2I,et me emphasize, as r did in the last chapter, that rny
concern with Rawl-s is at the meta-ethical 1evel.- For the put'poses
of my argurnent, I arn indifferent both to the content of náwlérsprinciples of justice and the question of whether or not theywould, in fact, be favoured by irnpartiar deriberators. Harel inhis review of ToJ, argued that thé contractors behind the veil otignorance would favour an alternative principle based on utilitywith a floor constraint. A forthcoming book by Norm nrohlich aid
Joe.oppenheimer claims to have empiricarly verified Hare'sconjecture. Evgn if Hare, Frohlictr ana oþpenheimer hrere correct,
my concerns would be unchanged. Rawls woul-d have been incorrect
about the content of the principles of justice, but his crairnabout the normative force granted to whateyer would be chosen
behind the veil of ignorance wourd be untouched. rt is thislatter rneta-ethical claim that is the focus of rny concerns.

3Habermas, rrKnowl-edge and Human rnterests: A General
Perspect,iverr , p. 31-4 .
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adnit the moral norms that Rawls and Habermas argue follow from
their respective accounts of rationality. Rawl-sian meta-ethics
cannot prevent someone from refusing the politically normative
conseguences of the ability to reason impartially. Habermas

offers a response to the analogous challenge to his own meta-

ethics. To the nihirist who--as r deseribed in the previous
chapter--either (1) refuses the morar commitments implied by

communicative action t ot (2) refuses to engage in communicative

action, Habermas responds by claiming (1) that these commitments

are the necessary preconditions of communicative action, and. (2)

that all non-communicative forms of action are derivative of
cornmunicative action. Habermas denies that the escape route(s)
proposed by the nihilist place that nihitist beyond the scope of
the minimalist ethics irnptied by communicat,ive action, on the
grounds that the nihilist's charrenge presupposes, in some way,

what the nihilist is denying.a

Habermas's craim reries on what--as $/e wirr see below--many

philosophers take to be a central feature of a transcendental
argument: that what is proven by a transcendental argument cannot

be challenged without being presupposed. Habermasrs argument

also points to the most basic difference between Kantrs use of
transcendental argurnentation and the rel-evance of transcendental
arguments to contemporary neo-Kantian poritical theory. For

aRecall from the last chapter Habermas's
nihilistts denial results in a rperformative
contradiction that I suggested was a form of

cÌaim that the
contradictionr, a
the liar's paradox.
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contemporary neo-Kantian political philosophers, the challenge to
be defeated or diffused comes not from the epistemic sceptic, âs

it did for Kant, but from the moral nihilist. Kant sought to
defeat or diffuse Humers scepticism about causation by arguing
that the assurnption that every event was the effect of some cause

is not a hypothesis, but rather a necessary precondition of
possibl-e experience. Kantts argument was transcendental because

he claimed that the conceptual scheme comprised of the Categories

--which included rcausarityr--was not optional or dispensabre,
but represented the absorute preconditions of rationaritys. By

analogy, Habermas is forced to claim transcendental status for
the preconditions of communicative action to prevent the moral
nihilist from proposing and/or acting on an alternative (say,

anarchistic) ethicsó.

r think this recourse to the transcendentar is the most

significant probrem for contemporary neo-Kantian polítical

sBy rro means shourd this be taken as an exhaustivedescription of a transcendental argument. The distinguishingfeatures of a transcendental argument will be taken u[ in thðfirst section of this chapter.
óL"t me crear up any confusions that may arise from mysuggestion that a moral nihirist may defend ãn ethics. As rdescribed above, the position r havé in nind is one that refusesto acknowledge as moralty binding the extra-episternic normative

consequences of a theory of rationality, and. is thus a form ofmoral nihilisn insofar as this positioñ involves denying at leasta particurar type of claim concèrning the knowredg" ðr moraltruths or justification for moral rules. The alternative ethicssuch a nihilist night propose is not a comprehensive alternative,but something analogous to whitets rfirst þerson dictatorrr orrrsystematic free-riderrr.
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philosophyT. Recourse to the transcendental is a problem rather
than a solution for neo-Kantians because--second only perhaps to
the noumenal/phenomenal distinction--the linked notions of
transcendental preconditions and transcendental arguments are the
most disputed elements of the critical philosophy.

My argument in defence of the neo-Kantian account of
autonomy proceeds regressively; that is, r start with a strong
position--Kant's original formuration of transcendentar
arguments--and pare it down to a weaker position--Habermasrs

argument for the transcendental preconditions of communication.

r wilr address the probrems of the contemporary relevance of
transcendental arguments in two stages, marked by the two

sections of this chapter. rn the first section, r wirr expl_ain

what r take to be the centrar features of a transcendentar
argument, drawinq on both Kant and some of his recent
commentators, and then turn to address what I take to be the most

7A bord statement, given that ï am generalizing from twoneo-Kantians, Rawls and Habermas. But r tninr this'generarization is justified. Rawls and Habermas appear in theliterature as spokespersons for neo-Kantían fiUerail-sm and theneo-Kantian teft, respectivery. Furthermore, r am incruding ApeIand Putnam in this generalization. Most importantly, howevér,- rtake the kind of naturarizing that, r have árgued, ãúaracterizesRawrs's and Habermas's programs to be the heait oi contemporaryneo-Kantian political theory (and in this, if nothing el-sã, noityagrees with [e), and r cannot see how this program cán becompleted without the kind of transcendentat resiaue that, I haveargued, is left over in Rawls's and Habermas's meta-ethicå. rfthe type of moral nihirist with whom r am concerned can bedefeated on natural-ized grounds, arr the better for friends ofnaturalism and those who resist the neo-Kantian tradition for itsviolation of the naturalist injunction against the transcendental
and the-a priori. However, r have not seen such a thoroughnaturalization of Kant, and doubt that one can be produceá.
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significant criticisms raised against transcendental arguments in
the recent literature. specificalry, r wirr attempt to answer

criticisms advanced by Barry stroud and Richard Rorty's earlier,
more technical objections to transcendental phitosophy. r wilr
argue that, while stroud/s and Rorty's criticisms may hold
against certain neo-Kantian metaphysicians, the type of
transcendental argument required by contemporary neo-Kantian
poritical philosophy is, by and rarge, immune to the criticisms
offered by stroud and Rorty. rn the course of my argument r
offer a version of the type of neo-Kantian transcendentar

argument thatr âs r described above, seeks not to answer the
doubts of the epistemic sceptic, but deny the efficacy of the
refusals of a type of moral nihilist. The argument f wil1 offer
draws heavily on Habermas and the material- I covered in the last
chapter.

rn the second section of this chapter r turn to the more

general issues involved in transcendental political philosophy,

focusing on Rorty's later, more pol-ernical criticisms of neo-

Kantianism. r accept some of Rorty's misgivings, and. argue that
his strongest points indicate that we ought to prefer the
Habermasian version of naturalized Kantianism over Rawls's

revisions. However, I argue that Rorty's criticisms do not hotd

against a generarized neo-Kantian position that r articurate
drawing not onì-y on Habermas but also Apel and putnam. r argue

that this generalized neo-Kantian position can be understood as a

procedural interpretation of idear limit theory. r argue,
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finally, that the distance between Rorty's anti-transcendentalisrn
and neo-Kantianism in the form of a procedural interpretation of
idear rimit theory is not nearly as great as Rorty wourd suppose

(and hope). That is, r argue that Rorty's characterization of
the anti-transcendentalist pragmatism that he endorces is at
Ieast conpatible with, and perhaps inplies, the transcendentalism

ideal linit theory given the procedural

ideal linit theory that I argue is shared by

Habermas, ApeI, and putnam.

f think that Rorty deserves such detailed attention for two

reasons. (1) He appears in the literature as the most popurar

and articulate spokesperson for contemporary anti-transcendental
philsophy. As such, his criticisms must be addressed in any

defence of transcendentalism. (2) Rorty considers his position
to be far removed from Kantian transcendental philsophy. I argue

that, pace Rorty, his difference with neo-Kantianism comes to to
a fairry precise and technical poÍnt, a point that does not mark

the gulf he envisions between his anti-transcendentalism and neo-

Kantian political theory. As such, r offer my argument against
Rorty as sornething of an appeal to the anti-transcendental
currents of contemporary philosophy (especially naturalism and

post-structuralism) that transcendentalism is both not so easily
dismissed as it appears, and is not so far from the more

methodologically and ontologically austere intuitions that are

enjoying prorninance in contemporary philosophy.

of

of
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Transcendental arguments

this section is itself divided into three parts. rn the
first I describe what f take to be the essential characteristics
of a transcendental argument (hereafter TA), drawing both on Kant

and some of his contemporary commentators. The second part wil1
be devoted to an evaluation of Stroud's criticisrns of TAs. The

final part wirl be given to a consideration of Rorty's misgivings
about TAs.

What js a transcendentaT argument?

The first important point to make about transcendental
arguments is that they are not distinguished by their form or
Iogical structures. As Stroud argues,

The term \transcendentaU is not to be thought of as
naming another form to be put arongside nodús ponens,
modus to77ens, and the others. Rather we undeistand
what is special or unique about a transcendental
argument when we appreciate the special status of the\principles' that wourd be established by a successful
transceñdental proof .e

That is, the formal structure of a TA does not serve to
distinguish it from other arguments because rather than defining
or guaranteeing the transcendental status of the conclusion of a

TA, this formal structure folrows from the \speciar status, of

sPuce Moltke s. Gram, tMust we Revisi-t Transcendental
Arguments?t', Philosophical studies 31- (J-977), pp. z3s-248, and.frTranscendental Argumentsr, Nous 5 (lg7L), Þp.-15-Zø.

gR.rry stroud, rrTranscendentaÌ Àrguments and \Epistemo-
logical Naturalism, rr , philosophical Studies, p. j_11.
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transcendental principres.l0 vühat, then, is the status of a

transcendental principle?

In the First Critique, Kant declared,

I entitle transcendental all knowledge which is
occupied not so much with objects as wíth the mode ofour knowledge of objects in so far as this mode of
knowledge is to be possi_b1e a priori. (À LL-L}/B 2s)

This can be understood only withín the context of Kant's
copernican revorution. rmpressed by the success of geornetry

since the ctassical period and physics since Newton, Kant sought

to extend the method employed by these sciences to the study of
metaphysics. Concerning the then recent developments in physics,
Kant ventured that

[physicists] rearned that reason has insight onry intothat which it produces after a plan of itè own, ãndthat it must not allow itself to be kept, âs it, were,
in naturers leading strings, but must itself show the
way with principres of judgement based upon fixed raws,
constraining nature to give ansv/er to quèstions of
reasonts own determining. Accidentar observations,
made in obedience to no previously thought-out p1an,
can never be made to yield a necessary Iaw, which arone
reason is concerned to discover. (B xiii)

Kant argues that a sirnirar revolution occurred earrier in
mathematics, an íntellectuat revolution rrfar more important then

the discovery of the passage round the celebrated cape of Good

Hoperr (B xi). This revorution was occasioned when some

mathematician, whose name has not be recorded (but Kant suggests

it nay have been Tha1es), attempted to articulate the properties
of a triangle.

10As well, at least some element of the formal structure ofa TA may be exhibited by arguments that do not have
transcendental principles as their conclusions.
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The true method, so he found, was not to inspect what
he discerned in the figure t ot in the bare còncept of
it, and from thisr âs it were, to read off the
propertiesr. but to bring out what r,ras necessarily
irnplied in the concepts that he had himself fornãd apriori, and had put into the figure in the construction
by which he had presented it to himself. If he is to
know anything with a priori certainty he must not
ascribe to the figure anything save what necessarily
follows from what he has himself set into it in
accordance with his concept" (Bxii)

Kant suggests that we take the example set by the successes of
rnathematics and geometry and appty them to metaphysics.

Hitherto it has been assumed that aII our knowledge
must conform to objects. But all attempts to extend
our knowledge of objects by establishing something in
regard to them a priorÍ, by means of concepts, haver orr
this assumption, ended in failure. We must therefore
make trial whether ï/e may not have more success in the
tasks of metaphysics, if T¡/e suppose that objects must
conform to our knowledge. (B xvi)

so, against the background of Kant,s \copernican revolutionr in
metaphysics, $/e may return to the passage cited above concernj-ng

the nature of the transcendentalll. By calling' transcendental
rrknowledge which is occupied not so much with objects as with the
mode of our knowledge of objects in so far as this mode of
knowledge is to be possible a priorít,, Kant meant to identify
transcendental principles with those principles that explained

how knowledge of objects was possibre, gíven that ernpirical
knowledge T¡ras not to be understood in terms of the assumption

11such a lengthy aside into Kant's Copernican revolution may
seem unbalanced at this point, but the nature of this hypothesis
and Kant's motivation for adopting it will be rerevant Èãrow,
when r,ùe examine the defence Kant may have had against stroud.rs
charge that TAs harbour covert verification principles.
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that rrall our knowledge must conform to objectsr r but rather, by

assuming that ernpiricar knowredge was possibre only if rhre

suppose that objects must conform to out knowledqe. il

rn terms of a oft-cited metaphor, Kant agreed with the
empiricists that the rnind was a tabura rasa, but sought to
explain how such a brank slate courd be written upon, and argued

that such an explanation must take recourse to a príori
principres, because tt[e]xperience teaches us that a thing is so

and so, but not that it cannot be otherwiserr (B 3). Or, in
terms of a Quinean figure, Kant argued that experience marked the
rrboundary conditionsrr of knowledgelz, but that certain conditions
must obtain for experience to be possible, that rpure a priori
principles are indispensable for the possibitity of experiencerl
(B 5). These a priori principles--that is, those that exprain
the necessary conditions of possibre experience--are

transcendental principles.

TAs, then, in A.C. Genovars v/ords,

in the broadest sense, d.emonstrate that a certain
conceptual scheme having certain categoricar featuresapplies to and is togically presupposea for !_hepossibility of a given domain ot óxperience.13

ff the given domain is what Kant calIed possible experience, then
a TA wilt consist in showing that,

1zcf. euine, t,Tw9 Dogrmas of Experiencer, From a LogricalPoint of view (cambridge: Harvard university e@. 42.
134.C. Genova, rrGood Transcendental Argumentsrr, Kantstudien75, p. 478. All further references to thiJ paper wilf ¡e lnaAe inthe text with reference to the author and thã þage inparentheses.
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v¡ith respect to the intelligible d.omain of possible
experience, certain concepts are primitive, i.e., arenon-trivially instantiated whenevãr any other conceptis instantiatedr or that certain propositions are corepropositionsr -i.e., are true whenever any empiricalpropositions is true or false. (Genovâr p. Zso¡

As Stroud suggests, lAs defend a position that is content neither
with scepticism nor with conventj-onal-ism.

A sound transcendental argument therefore would showthat it is wrong to think (with the conventionarist)
that the only possible justification of our ways ofthinking is.rrpragmaticrr or practical, and. equai-ly $/rongto think (with the sceptic) that they can bã iusliriea-only by collgcting direct ernpirical sense of their
reliability.'*

A sound TA wourd show that ,it is wrong to think (with the
conventionalist) that the only possible justification of our v¡ays

of thinking is \pragmatic/ or practicalrr because a sound TA would

show that, while experience is possible only through the ordering
of sensation under a conceptual scheme, there is a core set of
concepts that enjoy a priori status. vüe rnay justify our ways of
thinking by legitimating our employnent of these concepts with a

TA. A sound TA would show that it is wrong ,to think (with the
sceptic) that our ways of thinking can be justified only by

corlecting direct enpirical sense of their reriabirity" because a

sound TA would show that, while the boundaries of knowledge are

coextensive with the boundaries of possible experience,

experience itself is made possibre only by its interpretation
under a scheme of concepts. Appealing to experience to justify

lastroud, rrTranscendental Argumentsr!, Journat of phirosophy
65 (Le68), p. 244.
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our way of thinking gets that probrem backwards. colrecting
empiricar data cannot justify our way of thinking; rather, we can

justify our ordering of experience by vindicating our use of a

set of core concepts through a TA. stroud's point can be

rephrased in positive terms; Kantrs epistemorogy ries somewhere

between conventionalism and realism: while--to make arlusion
again to Quine--experience marks the boundary conditions of
knowredge, such knowledge is made possibre only through a

conceptual scheme. There is, however, according to Kant, one

unique legitinate conceptual scheme.

Thus TAs anshrer a question of justification; they serve to
legitinate the employment of a set of core concepts. Kant tried
to capture this justificatory function of TAs by naming the TA

with which he defended the transcendentar status of his
Categories the \Transcendental Deduction.' rDeduction' did not
mean for Kant what it does in contemporary Iogic. He explains
his use of the term by way of analogy to jurisprudence.

Jurists, when speaking of rights and claims,
distinguish in a legal action the question of right(quid jurís) from the question of fact (quid tacti¡ ¡and they demand that both be proved. proof of the
former, which has to state the right or the legal
claim, they entitle the deduction. (A 84/B tl-6)

Now among the maniford concepts which forrn the híghly
cornplicated web of human knowledge, there are some
which are marked out for pure a prig-ri employment, in
complete independence of experience't; and thè right to
be so ernproyed arways demands a deduction. For Jince
empírical proofs do not suffice to justify this kind of
employment, lre are f aced by the problern hów these

15this craim was arready justified in the preface: the
Copernican revolution.
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concepts can relate to objects which they do not obtain
from any experience. The explanation of the manner in
whích concepts can thus rerate a priori_.to objects rentitle their transcendental deduätion. 1ó

(A 85/B rL7)

In light of Kant's explanation of his use of the term
\deductior', Jay Rosenberg is led to suggest that, insofar as the
conclusion of a transcendental deduction states, rnot a matter of
fact, but a matter of right, tt it is

in other words, to say that something may be done. Itarticurates a principle of perrnissi-on. ihe conclusion
of a transcg¡dentar argument is thus to be a normative
conclusior. t7

The sense in which TAs serve as refutations of epistemic
scepticism follows from the paradoxicar position in which they
place those who deny their conclusions. rn stroud.'s words,

According Ëo [the sceptic], any justification for ourberiefs [concerning the existence of the material
worrdl wirl have to come from within experience, and so
no adequate justification can be given. Transcendental-
argument? ?re supposed to demonstrate the irnpossibirity
or irlegitimacy of this sceptical chalrenge by proving-
that certain concepts are necessary for thougnt- or
experience. 18

Demonstrating that certain concepts are necessary for experience

removes these concepts from doubt that is based upon the
underdetermination of these concepts by experience. rn this

16rhis lends support to my earlier cLaim that TAs cannot bespecified in formal terms. Kant's use of the term \deduct.ion/
specifies a type of argument in terms of its content or purpose,
rather than in terms of its formal structure.

tþ." t- Rosenberg, rrTranscendentar Arguments Revisited.r,
Journal of Philosophy 72 (L975), p. 6L2.

18stroud, rrTranscendental Argumentsr, p. 242.
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sense Kant thought he had defused Hume's scepticism about

causality because Kant thought Hume's misgivings about causality
v/ere mispraced. Hume argued that nothing in experience could
assure us that a particular effect forrowed from some cause.

Kant replied by crairning that one of the very conditions of
experience h¡as that objects appeared to us in the relationship of
cause and effect. Hume, by Kantts account, got the problem

backwards.

Following this line of argument, p.F. strawson claims that
He [the sceptic] pretends to accept a conceptual
scheme, but at the same time quietry rejectè one of theconditions of its employment. Thus his doubts are
unreal, not sirnply because they are logically
irresorvable doubts, but because they ámount-to therejection of the whole concep!_ual scheme within which
alone such doubts make sense.t'

rn the context of Kantts response to Humer wê may say, in
Strawson's words, that Hume rejected the conceptual scheme within
which his doubts made sense insofar as Humers scepticisrn about

causality was grounded in the observation that \causarity' !/as

underdetermined by experience, while \causarity' is, in fact, one

of the concepts that must be employed to make experience

possible. Hume thus suspended this conceptual scheme to doubt an

erement of the experience that that conceptual scheme makes

possibl-e.

îe.P.F. strawson, fndividuals (London, tgsg) , p. 35.
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rt should be noted, however, thatr âs stroud points out20,

the sceptic's questions are not answered or satisfied by such a

reductío refutation. we cannot realJ_y say that the sceptic is
refuted by such arguments, but rather that her position is
defused. That is, a TA does not answer the sceptic by proving
the existence of that about whose existence the sceptic raises
her doubts. Rather, a TA defuses the sceptic's chalrange by

arguing that the challange itself (or its forrnulation) is flawed.
In summary, r¡Ie can say that a TA is an argument that

purports to demonstrate that a certain categorical scheme is a

necessary precondition of some domain of experience, and, by

doing so, answers the guid jurÍs, i.ê., regitirnizes the
emplolrrnent of this (particular) set of concepts. It tollows from
a successful TA that certain types of scepticar ctaims are
defused. A TA shows that doubts raised about the legitirnacy of a

particular concept--a concept the sceptic regards as a

hypothesís, as Hume regarded causality--that are based on the
underdetermination of the concept of empiricar data are

misplaced, insofar as the concept (among others) serves as a

precondition of some domain of experience. Appealing to the
underdetermination of a (so-calIed) hypothesis by experience
poses the questions backwards.

Kant's TAs purported to show even more than this however. He

claimed that rrthe conditions of the possíbíLity of experíence in

2ostroud, rrThe Significance of Sceptj-cismil, p. 294.
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general are likewise the conditions of the possibirity ot the
objects of experiencerr (A 158/8 Lg7). This is what cenova cal1s
the \object.ivity thesis': the claim that 'there cannot be

anything satisfying our requirements for experience without it
also being the case that at reast part of this is experience of
objects and events which exist independently of the perceiver and

conform to the specifications of the unique Iconceptual
frameworklrr (Genova, p. 4go). rn short, a fuII-fredged TA wirr
have to close the gap between the necessary subjectj-ve conditions
of experience and the nature of that which is experienced, or the
sceptic will have logical space in which to re-present her
doubts. Stroud's argument that TAs harbour covert verification
principles is based on the craim that this gap cannot be crosed.

The rcovert verification principle, criticísm
A.C. Genova argues, correctly I think, that a TA is

comprised of three steps. The first, which Genova carrs a

hypotheticar deduction (HD), is 'directed to justifying a

particular conceptuar framework. . .as a necessary presupposition
of some contingent domain of possible experj_encer (Genova, p.

479) - This part of the argument takes the form of a conditional
proof. However significant such an argument is, it has

linitations. As Stroud points out,

rt is not a sufficient refutation of the sceptic who
doubts that p to present him only with a conãitional tothe effect that if not-p we couldnrt possibfy do ^A.Vlhat is in question is whether r,ìre ever 'lvaliãlyr or
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"justifiablerr d,o A.21

rn this sense, Kant's quid jurìs must not onry secure the right
to employ certain concepts, but must arg'ue that the (epistenic or
rnoral) activity grounded in these concepts is regitirni zed, by

virtue of íts grounding in these concepts. This ratter step is
what Genova--borrowing from Kant--ca11s a metaphysical deduction
(MD) , rrwhich provides a priori justif ication of a unique

fconceptuar framework]--a Iconceptuar framework] which is a

necessary presupposition of all possibre contingent
interpretations of experienceil (Genova, pp. 47g-4}o). The final
step is the most controversial. This step of the argument--the
transcendentar deduction (TD) proper--must estabrish what r
referred to above as the \objectivity thesist: Ín Kant's !,rord.s, a

TD must show how "subjective condítions of thought can have

objectíve vaTidityn (A selB L22).

rt is this final step--from a MD to a TD--that stroud argues

is possibre only with a covert verification principre. Rorty
captures the first part of stroud's argument succinctty in a

reply to Stroud.

For the purposes of giving ,x' [an object in the domainof experience whose reality rnre are juititiea inclairning on the basis of the vindicátion given thisjudgement by a TAI a place in the 1anguage-giame, so tospeak, apparent Xts are as good as real Xrs. So, ifall the rrtranscendentalisttt has to go on is that rxrl
does have such a place, he wirr never get from there to

2lstroud, rrTranscendental Argumentsrr, p. 244.
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the reality of X, s.22

It follows from this, Stroud argues, that

[r]ather than aggrjng with the conditions of knowredge,then, those conditionaÌs fthat make up the first steþs'of a TAI must assert that the truth of what the sceplicdoubts or denies is a necessary condit_i_on of the
meaninglulness of the doubt or-denial.23

Stroud continues,

Any opposition to scepticism on this point wourd haveto rery on the principte that it is not possible foranythíng to make sense unress it is possible for us toestablish whether s is true...hence Lhe meaning of astatement would have to be determined by what we can
know.24

This is a version of the verification principre. rn Kantian
terms, stroud's point is that we cannot get from the subjective
necessity to the objective validity of a conceptual scheme unless
we make some essential connection between our use of concepts
(meaning) and the conditions whereby those concepts obtain in the
world (truth). A TA, stroud conclud.es, must have a covert
verification principle that links meaningful-ness and truth in a

way that securing the conditions of the former means securing the
conditions of the latter. If TAs harbour covert verificatíon
principles, then there are two problems: (1) Many years of
tinkering by the Vienna School and its followers did not yield a

version of the verification princípIe that could sustain itself

2zRichard Rorty, ilVerificationism and
Argumentsrr, Nous 5 (I97L), pp . 4-5.

Z3stroud, rrTranscend.ental Argumentsr,
zastroud, rrTranscendental Argumentsr,,

Transcendental

25L.

255.

p.

p.
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and do justice to the practice of science; and (z') if ras harbour

covert verification principles, then--according to stroud--the
TAts that house them become superfluous.

r do not plan to dear with these two ratter craims here,
though r believe that the former is tel-ling and that the latter
is sound. Nor will I examine whether Stroud's criticism holds
against the neo-Kantian metaphysicians (Strawson and Shoemaker)

who are the object of criticism in his essay (though r do think
that stroudts argurnents are sound in this context). Rather, r
wirl consider whether stroudrs argument holds against the neo-

Kantian tradition in political philosophy that takes recourse to
TAs to defeat the moral nihilist rather than the epistemic
sceptic.25

Let me firr in the epistemic-sceptic-as-opponent/moral-

nihitist-as-opponent analogy by way of reconstructing a TA that
seeks to refute the charlenge put to the rational ought-moral

ought inference that r argued Iay at the core of contemporary

neo-Kantian political philosophy. Recall Habermas's response to
this challenge. To the nihilist who either (1) refuses the moral

commitments irnpried by communicative action, or (2) refuses to

25rn an earrier draft of this paper r paused at this point
to defend Kant against stroudrs criticisrns. At an anarogãuspoint, in my consideration of Rorty's criticisms of transcendental
arguments I also inserted a defence of Kant against Rorty before
my defence of Habermas et ar. against Rorty. However, ráaders ofthis earlier draft were unanimous in judgiñg these paranthetical
sections to be to be too disruptive tò ttre ñarrativã of rnyargument. However, I still think that this defence is imþortant,and, as such, have incruded the passages where r defend Kant
agaj-nst Stroud and Rorty as an appendix to this paper.
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engage in communicative action, Habermas responds by claining (1)

that these commitments are the necessary preconditions of
communicative action, and (2) that all non-communicative forms of
action are derivative of communicative action. To block the
nihirist's proposed \escape route, (e.g., taking on the rores of
white's \first person dictator, or \systematic free-riderr),
Habermas must claim transcendental status for the principles he

provides in his respon=e.zó How might such a TA proceed?

Following Genova's analysis, the first step of this TA wilr
be a hypothetical deduction (HD). As with Kant's argument, the
HD step of this 1A will take the form of a conditional proof. In
contrast with Kant's HD, horarever, this step of the argument wirl
not seek to articurate the tnecessary conditions of some

contingent dornain of experi-ence, (Genova, p. 47g) | but rather
articulate the practical commitments of some contingent dornain of
action. so rather than taking the form of rgiven that we

perceive objects in the world distinct from the perceiver...n, as

we might say Kant's HD begins, wê wilr begin with rqiven that we

_ ."Again, Ie!, 1e emphasize that Habermas would be uneasy
about my unqualified use of \transcendentail to describe tñestatus of the claims of his universar pragrmatics. rn thisrespect, ilY argument has more in common with Apelts position thanwith Habermas's. Habermas argues that the metñodolo-gy of thereconstruction of the conditions of speech lies sornewñere betweenthe a priori and the empiricar. r will take this point up raterbelow. For nohl, however, let me make it clear thaL the argumentI am providing is something of a \creative reconstruction. T I amdrawing heaviry on Habermasrs position and insights, and while he
wourd be in agreernent with much of what r arn saying, r am notcraiming textual security as a virtue of my a"cóunú. rnat is, my
argument ought not to be evaluated in terms of its fidelity with-
Habermasts work.
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engage in communicative action...r. Drawing on the materiar on

Habermas that r covered in the rast chapter, the argument night
proceed as follows27.

Pr: spea.kers of a naturar language engage in communicativeaction, i.e., action oriented to reãching understanding.
Pz: The.act of spealcing commits the speaker to raising validityclaims concerning the appropriateness and truth-fulness odher or his utterance.

PE: 'Bgit_q understoodt means involves cashing in these ctaims tovalidity (or speaking in a context where-in these claims areunderstood to be satisfied).
P¿: These validity craims admit of empiricar testing.
Ps: The _onI.y criteria available for such testing are those thatwe devise.

Po: These criteria, âs well as the particurar tests in whichthey,are ernployed and the investigators who use them, arefaIlible.
Pzr The .on-Iy tribunal in which the adequacy of these tests maybe judged is the tribunar formed by other--in fact arlother--inquirers.

Pe: The most positive possibre resurt of such a test is
consensus.

Therefore, engaging in communicative action commits us to thedesire to reach consensus.

Pc:. Given P3'P7r moral claims and truth claim have as their finaltribunar thé potentiar agreement of a1r members of therel-evant speech community.

27Th" bulk of this argument is a repetition of elements ofthe arguments f provided in the past chãpter for Habermasrs claimthat rrour first sentence expresses unequivocally the intentior oiuniversal and unconstrained consensusrrj and his argument for theideal speech situation. I am.repeating this rnateríal because, inline with Genova's anarysis, it is impõrtant to carefullydist,inguish between the HD and MD levãIs of argumentatioír, adistinction overlooked in rny initial presentatlon of thearguments. As werr, r suspect readers without photographic
memory will appreciate the reminder.
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Plo: If agreement reached in critical discussion is to provide awarrent for truth claims, there must be a way to aistinguisna rational consensus from a merery de facto ðonsensus.

Prr: we have available to us such a criterion of demarcation: Aparticurar consensus is rational iff it is brought aboutsolely through the arguments employed and not through forcesof coercion that are either internãl or externar to thediscussion.

Therefore, engaging in communicative action commits us toattempting to realize a situation of uncoerced diarogue.This commitment involves both behaving a certain r.ray (beingwirling to cash in the varidity craims raised by ourutterances), and working towards securing certain socialstructures (those that witl minimalize forces that coercepublic dialogue). rn short, engaging in communicativeaction commits us to a conmunicative ethics.
The passage from an HD to an MD essentially involves removing the
conditional status of the concrusion of the HD. This, in turn,
requires that P.t no longer take the form of an assumed.

antecedent. rn Kantts termsr \n/ê have to demonstrate the
rsubjective necessity, of our cl-aim. rn this context, that means

that we have to show that we cannot refuse to engage in
communicative action or--as \reaching understanding, involves
cashing in the varidity craims raised in speech--refuse the
commitments implies by communicative action.

Translating this part of the argument into syllogistic form

is not as instructive as with the HD. The argument seems to
precede as folÌows. Assuming the argument of the HD:

Pr: All non-communicative forms of action are derivative of
communicative action.

Pz: The refusal to take on the obligations irnplied by engagingin communicative action itseTf raises the validily clainJthat (as the HD showed) generate communicative ethics.
Therefore, the structures of our actions and practices commit usto behave in accordance with the obligations of
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conmunicative ethics.
Pr bars the first escape route out of communicative ethics
proposed by the nihilist--choosing to engage in non-communicative

action--by subsurning non-conmunicative action under communicative

action. Pz bars the second escape route proposed by the
nihilist--refusing to accept the cornmitments that flow out of
communicative action--by arguing that this refusal itself is a

speech act having the characteristics that generate the
commitments flowing from communícative action. It follows from
P' and P, that there is no escape route; that the structure of
communicative action (and, derivatively, arI action) and the
communicative ethics that fl-ow from it have the status of
subjective necessity. 28

Pr is a piece of conceptuar analysis. There ís a sense in
which its truth follows, though rather trivialry, from the truth
of Pr. rf r,'re assume P, to be true, and define communicative

action in terms of the varidity claims raised by speech acts--
i.e., call- comrnunicative actj-on action that raises clain of
varidity--vre courd conclude that, insofar as these varidity

28 But what status do p,t and p, have? Neither, of course,is an empirical craim. Both, howevêr, clairn to be instantiatedempirically. This is one of the difficulties that accompaniesclaiming transcendental (or pseudo-transcendental) statuè forprinciples: the craim that certain principles are alwaysinstantiated sound Iíke the clain tñat thãy are always verified--
and at tÞis point the technical problems wittr popper-, sdemarcation criterion fade into the background añã tris intuitions
seem sound and precisely relevant here. (Not that TAs propose tobe science, of course--but neither do they propose to defend themerely trivially true.) However, r think-that p,| and p, aredefensible, as I will argue presently.
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claims cannot be rejected without being presupposed., then arI
action must, raise these craims, and thus a1r action must be a
form of communicative action. This \proofr is unsatisfying
because it relies on defining communicative action in terms of
the validity claims characteristic of communicative action. A

more accurate definition of communicative action is \action

oriented towards understandingt--the validity craims raised by

speech 1o77ow from l'l:e fact that speech is oriented towards

understanding. For P, to be successfulry defended it has to be

shown either that \reaching'understanding, or--as thÍs turns out
to be the same thing--rreaching consensus, is somehow the over-
riding goal of non-communicative actionr or that the goars of
non-communicative action are derivative of the goals of
communicative action. This is a complex and difficult matter.2e

$Ie can get a feer for the type of anarysis required here if we

consider the example of one type of non-communicative action:
what Habermas calIs strategic action t oy action airned at

2eHabermas is not very hetpful here. p1 appeared as a
assumption in his earl-ier writings (cf., rwÉaC1s universal
Pragmatics?rr, p. 1). In his later writings, he worked toclarifying the distinction between conrmunicative and non-
communicative action (prirnarily \strategic action', i.e., actionoriented toward achieving a pre-deterniñed goal) túrough'an
anarysis of speech acts. (Basica1ly, comrnuñicative acf,ion isdialogue characterized by an absencã of perlocutionary influence,
while -strategic action is dialogue where the success õf speechacts depends on the success of (covertry or overtly) intenaeaperlocutionary forces. Cf. fheory of Cõmrnunicative'Action, vo1.L, pp. 295'205). This analysis, however, rernains at the Íevel ofthe structural differences between communicative and non-
communicative action, and does not derve into the deeper type ofanalysis that r have suggested is necessary to convinãingry-
defend P,,.
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realizing pre-established goals. This is the type of action that
much social science (especialry economics) and philosophy takes
to be the paradiqm of rationat behaviour. I,ie can get a sense of
the clairn that such action is derivative of communicative action
if we look at some of the shortcomings of the assumption that
sociar behaviour can be explained in terms of agents acting
exclusivery in accordance with strategic rationalíty.

Stephen K. llhite offers the followingi as a description of
this theory of social behaviour.

Action is conceptuarized as the intentional, self-interested behaviour of individuars in an onjectivatedworld, that is, one in which objects and othãr
individuals are related to in tãrms of their possible
manipulation. The rationality of action is
correspondingry conceptuarized as the efficient linkingof actions-seen-as--means to the attainrnent ofindividual goals.30

This account of rat,ionality runs into problems when it tries to
account for cooperative action. The standard line, of course, is
that cooperative action is no more or less than the coordination
of individual interests. However, this account cannot explain
certain forrns of behaviour. A classic example is voting. gühite

explains:

Iunder this conception of rationarity] it appears thata rational individual r¡ourd decide nót to vole, for thesimpre reason that the cost in tirne and effort of thatact is far too high when measured against the benefitof having his favoured party win, oñce he considers thelikerihood that his one vote wirr make the difference
between his party winning or losing. By not voting,the individual does not measurably-change theprobability of the collective gooa (his party inoffice) being supptied: if his party losäs, it would

3ol'Ihite, p. 10 .
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have done so even if he had not voted; if it wins, hegets the benefit of the collect_i_ve good without anycost, that is, as a free rider.31

I{hite tells us that the response to this problern has been to
enlarge t'he list of motives that the strategic-rational model of
sociar behaviour can incrude as the objects of rational
behaviour" rt has been suggested that e.g., rra voter night get
some private benefit or satisfaction from conforming to the norms

of good citizenship or fairness in a democracy..r3z I would

suggest however, that this marks a departure fron, rather than an

expansíon of, the strategic-rational model. This motivation for
voting appears to be a desire Eo maintain consensus about the
rrnorms of good citizenship or fairness in a democracy. r As

Rousseau pointed out, the institution of majority rule is
defensible only on the basis of prior unanimity instantiating the
institution. Let us suppose that one of the ,norms of good

citizenship or fairness in a d.emocracy, that our voter is
concerned to protect is the norm of accepting the rule of the
majority. r would argue that the agent in this expanded

strategic-rational model of social behaviour is doing more than
gaining satisfaction. (s)he is participating in maintainíng
consensus at the prior level of consent that Rousseau argued

3rl'Ihite, p. L2.
3zwhite, p. 13. Vthite gives two references for thisresponse. Vüilliam Riker and Peter Ordeshook, An fntroduction toPositive Political-Theory (New Jersey: prentj-ce uar¡ i9?3), p.

63¡ and James Q. wilson, politicar organization (New york: eaËic
Books , L973) , chpt. 3.
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required unanimity. (s)he is participating, that is, in action
aimed at reaching consensus.

Nohr, this is a very quick argument, and objections may

surely be raised to it.. But r think that, it itlustrates the kind
of arguments that can be made in favour of the subsumption of
strategic under communicative action. rn turn, r am suggesting

that this illustrates the kind of arguments that can be made for
the subsumption of al-I non-communicative forms of action (not
only strategic action, but, è.g, the acts of a rfirst person

dictator') under communicative action. r do not have the space

to develop this argument further. My aim was to illustrate the
kind of argument required to defend p1, and, by doing so,

hopefurly make a convincing appear for its defensibility.
Pr differs from P,t in that it does not draw on the type of

conceptual analysis that characterized the defence of p,. The

craj-m being made by pz is more a logical than a conceptuar one.

The point is that the utterance rrÏ hereby defy the commitment to
ansv¡er to the validity clairns that flows from my utterancesl
ítse7r makes validity craims as to, è.g., the sincerity of the
speaker and the truthfulness of the utterance. It follows frorn

this, along with the HD and P,, that 'the structures of our

actions and practices commit us to behave in accordance with the
obligations of communicative ethics.It This conclusion enjoys the
Iogical status that Genova argued characterized a transcendental
principle: that it is implied by its contradictory. As with p2,

the claim that rrthe structures of our actions and practices do
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not conmit use to behave in accordance with the obIígations of
communícative ethicst itserf raises the vatidity craims from
which these obligations flow. The conclusion of the MD displays
its transcendental status by not being able to be denied without
being presupposed.

$le have thus moved from an HD--the claím that if we engage

in communicative action we are cornmitted to a conmunicative
ethics--to an MD, wherein the hypotheticar status of the
conclusion of the HD was changed into the categorical by arguing
for the inevitability of the assumption that made the first
premise of the HD. The next step in the TA is the move from the
MD to the TD; the move, that is, from what Kant cal1ed
\subjective necessity' to \objective validity., It is at this
point that stroud argued a gap in TAs occurred, a gap that must

be filled with a vP. The claim r want to defend--and, in the
service of which, r have reconstructed this TA--is that no

analogous gap and no analogous need appears in a TA of the type r
have been constructing on behalf of Habermas, that is, a TA

directed, not against the epistemic sceptic, but against, a

particular kind of moral nihilist.
No anarogous gap appears for the same reason that the

possibility of an appearance/reality disjunction with respect to
our ar¡rareness of practical freedom posed no problem for Kantrs
argument that practical reason can give objective rearity to
transcendental freedom. Recall from Chapter one that the weakest

point in Kant's argument for the objective reality of
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transcendental freedorn appeared to be the claim that the will can

act independently of sensuous impulses. Were this not the case,

then pure reason courd not be practical; given that it is the
case, transcendental freedom exists because practical freedom

requires transcendental freedom.33 Kant argued that practical
reason regards with indifference the possibirity that our

experience of practical freedom is an irrusion. Even if in the
actions through which it prescribes laws the wilI is determined

at some hígher leveI, this is a question "which in the practical
fierd does not concern us, since $re are dernanding of reason

nothing but the ruTe of conduct' (A 803/8 831). As Beck

summarized,

[f]n the practical [realrn], the fdea of freedom isconstituative of the experience to which it applies,for the experience is of what ought to be (as-ãefined
by they ldea) and not of what happens to exist
independently of it.'n

rn terms that r íntroduced above, Beckrs point--on beharf of
Kant--is that the possibility that the realist/sceptic raises for
epistemology does not appear here. The realist/sceptic's concern

was with the possibility that our epistemic activities do not
produce results that match up with the worrd. But here, the
issue of matching up with the world does not arise. so again, wê

33An all too brief summary of my ten page sunmary of the
second critique, to be sure. But the rnatãriar was cõvered indetail in rny first chapter, and repetition here wourd take up
unnecessary space. r ask the reader to refer to my account inChapter One.

3aL.I^I. Beck,
Reason, p. 48.

A Commentary on Kant's Critique of practical
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take recourse to Kant. Apprying Kant's argument for the
subordination of theoretical to practical reason--or epistemology
to ethics--guarantees that the HD of the above argument assumes

that status of a TD. the nihilist with which we are dealing is
defeated at the point that the escape routes (s)he proposes are
closed with the MD (i.e, êt the point at which the MD argued that
all forms of non-communicative action are derivative of
communicatíve action, and that the refusar to accept the
commitments flowing out of communicative actj-on itself entailed
the endorsement of those commitments). As such, while stroudrs
arguments may be sound with respect to contemporary neo-Kantian
metaphysicians, they do not hold against the manner in which TAs

may be employed in the service of (certain forrns of) neo-Kantian
political philosophy

Though r think that, within the parameters r have set, the
TA above is varid, there are important questions to be raised.

(1) vthile stroud's gap does not appear in the course of
this TA, it does appear before the argument even begins.
Habermas's rational ought-moraI ought inference is based on a
rational consensus theory of truth. The sceptic is free to point
out that such an epistemic theory of truth is always compatible
with a metaphysical rearist theory of truth. As rong as the
sceptic's doubts are not concrusively defused (and r doubt, they
can be), the whole TA above assumes the status of an HD: rGiven

an epistemological theory of truth... n
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(2) r have been careful- to argue that this TA defeats a

certain type of moral nihitist. fs it as effective against other
forms of moral nihilisn? consider the position that flat out
denies that vre can know any rures of conduct, any morar truths.
rf this is essentially a form of epistemic scepticism, then r
think that the position can be met. Habermas and (procedural)

ideal rirnit theorists in general are moral cognitivists, but,

their meta-ethics does is not cornmitted to any speciar kind of
moral cognition. Their argument is that moral commitments flow
out of our practices. At this level, it does not matter if, for
reasons famiriar to the epistemic scepticrs attacks, we are

mistaken about our knowledge of these practices. lrlhat we take
our practices to be is as good, for these purposes, âs what these
practices actually ar".35

(3) The type of moral nihilism that may pose a more serious
threat is the position that argues that no values can fol1ow from

facts (and we cannot know values). Again, r have been carefur to
phrase my position to avoid this attack: r have characterized the
inference made in the TA as an ought-ought inference, rather than
an is-ought inference. While Habermas grounds his inference in
an account of rationarity, this account is normative: it is
grounded in an account of the distinction between legitirnate and

binding rather than de facto consensus. 
. His argument (along with

Apel and Putnam) is that moral norms flow out of rational norms.

35Th" point r am
emerged in the recent

naking here is analogous to a point that
moral real-ism debate"
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But' there is a factual clairn und.erneath Habermas t s articulation
of the norms of rationality: that speech itserf presupposes the
desire to reach consensus. r rehearsed the argument for this
clairn in the rast chapter. r think the argument is varid, but
hard core defenders of the naturalistic fallacy wiIl disagree.

r do not have the space to meet these objections. what r
wanted to estabrish in this section is that the type of TA

required by contemporary neo-Kantians who naturalize Kantian
autonomy can meet stroudrs covert verification principle
criticism. I will turn now to consider whether this revised TA

can meet Rortyts criticisms.

Rorty,s críticísms.
rn the course of the debate initiated by stroud, Rorty

advances three central crairns3ó: (1) TAs, if regitimate at alr,
must be restricted in scope; a TA may refute a given arternative
conceptual scheme, but cannot legitimize a part.icular conceptual
scheme for alr timeî (2) TAs as traditionalry conceived (i.e.,
as aspiring to a greater scope than that allowed by (1) ) are

3óThat is, central to my concerns. The thesis Rorty defendsin one of these papers is tñat, while stroud was correcË inclaining that TÀs require a vp, the type of verificationismrequired is not that type for which stioud argued. eriefly: thebrand of verificationism required is not one {,hat depends on aword-world connection, but connections among various-parts of ourlinguistic behaviour. This craim, however, forlows flom (1),that is, is turns out to be a craim about revised TAs. For mypurposes, it is important only to consider Rortyrs proposedrevision, and assess the soundness of the claimå .rpätr which thisrevision is proposed.
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based on an indefensibre scheme-content distinction; and (3)

ideal l-init theory similarly relies on the problematic scheme-

content distinction. r wirr argue, correspondingry, that whire
(1) Rorty has a strong point about the scope of TAs which draws

into questions erements of the TA r presented above i G) the TA

r presented above on behalf of Habermas does not depend. on the
scheme-content distinction; and (3) ideal linit theory, given the
procedural interpretation I have been defending, does not rely on

the scheme-content distinction; in fact, it is predicated on the
rejection of this distinction. After dealing with these
technical criticisms Rorty offers against TAs and ideal limit
theory, r will turn, in the next section, to examine Rorty's
later, more polemÍcal writings concerning the desire for and

feasibility of the transcendental grounding of epistemic and

moral claims.

(1) Rorty argues that 'the onry good \transcendentaU

argument ís a \parasitismrr argument.r,37 A parasitísm argument

shows the sceptic that her conception of the world is parasitic
on another conception of the world. If this latter conception of
the world turns out to be the one that the sceptic is doubting,
then the sceptic's doubts are defused. This is Rorty's
interpretat,ion of from strawsonrs claim in rndividuals that r
quoted above:

[the sceptic] pretends to accept a conceptual scheme,

37Rorty, rrVerificationism and
5. Hereafter, references to this
text in the forrn: (VTA, p._).

Transcendental Arg,umentsil, p.
paper will be inserted into my
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but at the same time quietly rejects one of theconditions of its ernployment. fhus his doubts areunreal, not simply because they are logically
irresorvable doubts, but becauèe they ámount-to therejection of the whore concep_t_uaI scñeme within whichalone such doubts make sense.'o

Thus, in Rortyts terms, Kantts TA showed Hume that his doubts

about causality $/ere parasítíc upon the employment of the
conceptual scheme that Kant defended in the Transcendental

Deduction. Rorty generalizes the parasitism argument as follows.
The parasitisn argument says to the sceptic:

rrrf you merery say that arr the reasons we have forthinking that such-and suchrs to exist or to be
impossible rnight be insufficient, yoü cannot berefuted. All that you have done is to say that, in
metaphysics as in physics, it is arways possibre for abetter idea to come atong which wilr givã a better wayof describing the world than in terms of what we
thought must necessariry exist, or which wilr make itpossible to recognize the existence of what wepreviousry thought irnpossibre. we can onry catch you
out if you purport to actually advance sucñ a bettãridea. Then $/e may be abre to show you that your ne!ü
way of describing the world would not be intãrtigible
to someone who was not familiar with the otd way.r,
(VTA, p. 5)

Rorty's misgivings come in at the suggestion that a TA--that is,
a \parasitism' argurnent--courd be used to defend a particular
conceptual scheme for all time, rather than defeat particular
alternatives to a conceptual scheme as they are proposed.

[r]t would be strange if we courd know in advance of
someonets' proposing an arternative conceptual frameworkthat is too would be parasitic on the conventionar one.
No one would believe the clain that any ne$/ theory inphysics would necessarily be such that it could neverreprace, but at most supplement, our present theories.
one wourd have to have an extraordinary faith in thedifference between phirosophy and scieñce to think that

38P. F. Strawson, fndividuals (London , lglg) , p. 35.
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things could be otherwise in metaphysics. (VTA, p. 11)

Rorty makes this point more strongry and more generarly in a

rater paper: "lN]othing in heaven or earth couJ,d set rimits to
what v/e can in princìpre conceive; the best we night do is show

that nobody has in fact conceived of an exception [to the

received conceptuar schemel .rr3e so Rorty/s claim is that the

most a TA can be is a parasitism argument4o, and no parasitisn
argument can be offered in advance of proposed alternative
conceptual schemes.

This criticism cuts to the heart of the argumentation r
presented above in defence of the TA r offered on Habermasrs

behalf. Especiarly the first, but also the second premises of
the MD depended on the type of predictive por¡rer that Rorty denies

to parasitisn arguments. Recall that p, claimed that ralr non-

communicative forms of action are derivative of communicative

action. rr The argument that f provided as an example of the kinds

of arguments that coul-d be generated in defence of P' was exactly
a parasitism argument. r argued, essentially, that strategic
action r,ras parasit.ic on conmunicative action, and. offered that
this type of argument could be generalized into a defence of p,.

39Rorty, rrTranscendental Arguments, Self-Reference, and
Pragrrnatisil", Bieri, et al. (eds.), p. 93. (hereafter TARSp).

aoIn the terms introduced above, for Rorty the only
legitimate TA is an HD which takes as its assumed premise some
newry proposed al-ternative conceptual scheme (p) and has as its
concrusion a statement of the dependence of p on some already
existing conceptual scheme. This turns out to defuse the scãptic
if P or an element of P is the refusal of the existing concepLual
scheme upon which it, is shown that p is parasitic.
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Rorty's point would be that even if similar arguments could be

constructed for aII forms of action tìre could articulate, there is
nothing preventing the introduction of new articurations (or,
though this is more difficult to imagine, ne\^r types of action) .

Rorty's point is not as obviousry appricable to the defence of
Pz, that is, the claim that rrthe refusal to take on the
obligations implied by engaging in communicative action itself
raises the validity claims that generate communicative ethics.'l
As I argued above, Pz, in contrast with pr is more a logical
than a conceptual claim. Rorty night argue, however, that this
logical claim is grounded in a conceptual claim that sets the
boundaries on the possible types of refusal the moral nihilist
might advance. Again, Rorty would argue that such an extension is
illegitimate. Rorty could claim that the notion of rperforrnative

contradíctiont is essentially the notion of ìparasitism., To

argue that refusing the comrnitrnents of communicative action
involves the speaker in a performative contradiction, Rorty could

claim, is the same as arguing that the speaker's refusal is
parasitic on the performative structure that (s)he claims to be

rejecting. Again, Rorty would say that parasitism courd be

demonstrated only for particurar cases, and that there is no way

we could in principle exclude possible future cases.

rt should be made clear what Rorty's craim amounts to.
According to his analysis, TAs amount to generalized parasitism

arguments. Both a Kantian TA and the type of TA required by neo-

Kantian political philosophy would thus be essentially inductive
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arguments. Now, clearly, TAs (either Kantían or neo-Kantian of
the type r proposed above) do not take themselves to be inductive
arguments. Rorty's claim, however, is that all that TAs can

amount to are (ilfegitinate) inductively generalized versions of
specific parasitism arguments. The problem for the TA that r
proposed above on Habermasts behalf is that the arguments for the
premises of the MD, especially pl seem to suggest that the
premises can indeed only be justified by induction. rf that is
the case, then Rorty,s argurnents appear sound. rt is difficurt to
imagine how Pl coutd be defended other than by parasitism
arguments, and thus it is difficult to offer non-inductive
arguments for its universal status. of course, it would be an

ílIegit'imate inductive inference itself to concl-ude from this
argument that therefore no non-inductive argument could be found

to defend P, and P, (and perhaps this is what Rorty hinserf is
doing with respect to the defence of transcendentat principles in
generar). Nonetheless, Ròrty succeeds in drawing into question
the legitirnacy of the universar claims represented by p, and pr.

(2) Rorty arg'ues that Kantian TAs presuppose a distinctj-on
between scheme and content, t'e.g., one between concepts and

intuitions, or thought and the objects of thought, or words and

the worrdrr (TASRP, p. 79). This presupposition is shared with
other forms of argumentation; for an argument to be a Kantian TA,

it must also satisfy the following conditions:

Ia] The scheme-content distinction is construed as adistinction between that which is better known to us(our subjectivity, roughly) and that which is less
known to us.
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tbl Our \legitinizing' transcendental knowledge of the
necessary truth that content will correspond to scheme,
is made possibre by the fact.-that our sutjectivity (thà
scheme) êreates the content.4l
(TASRP, p.79)

Rorty argues that Kant's TA thus becomes problematic when one

becomes dubious about the notion of privileged access to one's

own subjectivity (TASRP, p. 80).

While Rorty's criticism may hold against the use made of TAs

by certain neo-Kantian metaphysicians, r would argue that the
type of TA that f have argued is required by neo-Kantian

poritical phirosophy neither requires the scheme-content

distinction nor depends on the notion of privilege access to
onets ohrn subjectivity.a2 As r argued in response to stroudrs
\verificationism' criticisrn, the gap that stroud argued must be

firted by a verification principle does not occur in a TA that
seeks to defeat a particular kind of moral nihilisn rather than

epistemic scepticisrn. The nihilist with which we have been

concerned claims that moral oughts do not follow from rational
oughts, or that these morar oughts are not binding because the
behaviour constrained by the rationar oughts may itserf be

avoided. The goal of a TA here is not to show that a certain way

of thinking (a scherne) is legitirnate because it fits the world (a

content). The nihilist is not defeated on the grounds of an

4laccording to Kantrs Copernican principle.
az|- think, further, that Kant may be defended against Rorty

on this r¡oint. Please see the appendix for my argument defending
Kant against Rorty.
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appeal to some legitinized morar cognition. The goar of a TA

here is t,o show that certain commÍtments fo1low from engaging in
certain types of practices: that engaging in communicative action
commits one to a conmunicative ethics. There is no question here

of the correspondence between a scheme and a content.
similarly, while communicative ethics derives from our

practices, rather than drawing moral codes from some source

outside of our practices, the transcendental regitination of
communicative ethics is not dependent upon privileged access to
our own subjectivity--or here, to special insight into our otrn

practices. As I argued above, the sceptical claim that we could

be mistaken about our practices arong the line of, say, cartesian
globar scepticisrn hypotheses poses no threat to the Ij-ne of
argumentation taken here. For the purposes of this TA, ìapparent

practicest are as good as \real practices.,
rn sum, Rortyts claims that TAs depend on a scheme-content

distinction and the notion of privileged access to one's ov/n

subjectivity are not relevant to the type of TA necessary for
neo-Kantian political theory.

(3) Rorty argues that idea] linit theory presupposes the
scheme-content distinction. r wirl argue that, whire this may be

correct for certain interpretations of ideal linit theory, this
clairn does not hotd for the procedural interpretation of ideal
limit theory. rn fact, the procedural interpretation of ideal
limit theory is predicated on a rejectío.n of the scheme-content

distinction.
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The question of whether ideal rimit theory depends on the
scheme-content distinction depends largely on how you interpret
Peircets craim that tt[t]he opinion which is faÈed to be

urtimatery agreed to by arr who investigate, is what we mean by

the truth. tt43 Traditional interpretations of ideal 1imit theory
(Se11ers, Rosenberg, an early version of putnarn) give ideal l-init
theory what may be called a rsubstantive' interpretation. That
is, they define the true in terms of the content of the Big Book

written at the ideal-ized end of inquiry. As Carl Matheson points
out the rend of enquiry' does not refer to the received view just
before the bombs go off, but rather rthe state [of inquiry] that
we wouTd achieve if no external factors v¡ere to cut us off
prematurely.rr44 $Ihat I have called the \procedural/

interpretation of ideal linit theory (hereafter rLTr) takes
Peircets wording in the oft-quoted phrase above to be rather
unfortunate in its use of rrthe opiniontt which is rfat,ed...rr45

a3Peirce, Philosophical Writinqs of Peirce,
aacarl Matheson, ,,Is the Naturalist

Realist?rr, Mind 48 (1999) , p. ZS3.
454= w.= the case with the position of Rawlsrs and

Habermas's revisions of Kantian autonorny with respect, to theKantian tradition, we are faced with the question of whether theprocedural interpretation of rLT rnarks a ðontinuation of, ordeparture from the Peircean tradition. r choose to explåin theprocedurar interpretation of rLT as a contínuation of the
Pej-rcean tradition because (1) Apel, who is the strongest
spokesman for the procedurar interpretation of rLT, prõvides agreat dear of textuar backing grounding his interpretation ofPeirce along. \procedurar' lines (cf . Aper, charl-eã s. peirce:

(Amherst: University of
Massachusetts Press, 198i-), and (z) because Ape1, Þutnam and--toa lesser degree--Habermas, who are the major dãfenders of theprocedural interpretation of rLT, arI praðe themselves in the

ReaIly

p. 38.

Naturally a
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ILTr takes the rlimit' to refer to the idealized conditions of
inquiry, not the opinion that wourd be agreed upon under such

conditions. Às well, rLTp does not defjne truth in terms of the
content of the theories rfatedt to be agreed upon in this
idealized state of inquiry; rather, rLTp argues that if we are

compelred to use truth as a predicate, we ought to reserve it to
apply to propositions that wourd be agreed upon under ideal
condítions of inquiry. That is, rLT, resists the irnplications of
the idea of an opinion rfated to be agreed upon, that suggest

that there is a particurar opinion--defined counterfactualry--
that alone can enjoy the status of \truth.' Rather, rLTp argues

that vre reserve our use of the truth predicate for opinions
agreed to under the linit of ideal conditions of enquiry,
whatever those opinions may be. Futher, rLT, makes no commitment

to their being a unique opinion-set that may enjoy the compriment
\true. t That is, rLT, makes no clairn to the effect that there is
a certain boundary to our knowredge marked by biorogy or
rationality. The procedurar rimit to inquiry does not inpry a

unique set of opinions in the way Rawls argues that his

Peircean tradition. That is, I am claiming that it, is legitirnatefor the procedural interpretation of rLT to craim fidelity toPeirce because. (1) there is textual backing for this position,
and (2) this is the position taken by the prominent
spokespersons of this interpretation of rLT. However, if peirce
scholars take exception to Apelrs clairn to have backing for hisinterpretation of Peirce, r am prepared t,o retreat from thetextual defence of this position. My position does not stand orfall on this point. My defence of the procedural interpretationof ILT does not need the reference to authority impliciL in theclaim that this interpretation faithful to Peirce.- I think theprocedurar interpretation of rLT can stand on its own.
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principles of justice follow with near-deductive certainty from

the original position.

Rorty's rnisgivings about ideal rimit theory draw upon an

interpretation of Peirce's statement about truth that gives ideal
linit theory what I have called a rsubstantive, interpretation.
Given this latter interpretation, Rorty correctly questions the
attribution of privileged status to the opinion which would be

agreed upon at the end of inquiry.
Peirce could have left out the eschatology and just
said that truth consisted in that theory which bestpredicted and accounted for everything which one could
ever wish for--where rbest, here means rroptimizing arr
the usual desiderata of theories--eregance, sinpricity,
familiarity, and the like. r (TASRp, p. 84)

rLT, agrees with Rorty that \true' ought to be used to describe
that which rraccounts for everythíng which one could wish forn,
but insists--against Rorty--that even this use of \true' posits
an ideal linit. This latter ideat l-init is the idealized state
of inquiry; in Habermas's terms, the \idear speech situation.'
rLT, begins with the craim that the only criteria we have of
adjudicat.ing over the judgenents and clairns of fellow-inquirers
are the criteria that we devise. rt forrows from this (through

an argument which has been rehearsed twice above) that, given the
fallibility of the apprication of these criteria, the final
tribunal by which the application of \true, may be adjudicated is
the tribunar formed by alr possible participants of inquiry. The

most positive resurt of such an inquiry is consensus--not de

facto consensus, but consensus formed under conditions free from
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coercive infl-uences on debate. These l-atter condit,ions form the
ideal limit of inquiry. so even Rorty's reserved use of rtrue,
posits an ideal limit, but a different kind of ideat limit from

the interpretation of ILT which he attacks.
The traditionar interpretation of idear rinit theory

(namely, that given by sellers, Rosenberg, and an earrier putnam)

supposes that there is something rnetaphysically special about the
content of the opinion \fated, to be agreed upon at the end of
inquiry. For example, Rosenberg argues that

because a language is the evolutionary product of thecontinuing causar ímpact of anomorous experiential
inputs to the communíty of representers Lnat tfrestructure of its extensional realization tends
increasingly towards proto-ç.orrerational isornorphism
with tne worfd represãnted.a6

Rorty correctly argues that such a clairn is indefensible. There

is no reason to bel-ieve that the more scientific theories satisfy
our criteria for good theories that they are approaching the
(netaphysically distinct) truth. There is no reason to believe,
that is, that the more our scheme satisfy the criteria by which

we judge this scheme, the closer it, is to accurately depicting
the content which it seeks to describe.

But ILTr does not require such a scheme-content distinction.
rn fact, it is predicated on a rejection of this distinction.
fLT, asks that we abandon our talk of rtruth-as-correspondencet

and replace it with tark of truth as \idear assertabirity' or

o'J.y Rosenberg, Linguistic Representation (Dordrecht,
1974), p.119. Rorty's citation.
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\that which is the object of rationar consensus.' No mention is
made in this conception of the metaphysicar status of the
propositions to which we are justified in attaching the
proposition ris true.' fLTo asks us to abandon our talk of truth
as correspondence because this interpretation of ideal linit
theory maintains that the final tribunal of Èesting truth clairns

is the consensus of inquirers who , und.et uncoerced condítions,
assent both to the criteria proposed for such evaluation and the
acceptabitity of a particular instance of the employment of these

criteria. That is, rLT, begins by rejecting the demand that
\truth' be used to describe a matter of the correspondence of an

expranatory scherne with the content of that which is to be

explained.

so while Rorty's claim that idear linit theory requires the

scheme-content distinction does apply to traditional
interpretations of idear linit theory, it does not apply to the
procedural interpretation of ideal rimit theory. rn fact, rLTp

is predicated on the rejection of the scheme-content distinction.

Rorty and neo-Kantian political philosophy

In this section, âs I promised in the introduction to this
chapter, r will step back from the more technicar issues

concerningi transcendental just,ification which dominated the last
section, and move on to the more general problerns of neo-Kantian

poritical philosophy raised by Rorty. r accept much of Rorty/s
claims, but argue that his central criticar claims do not have
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the irnplications that Rorty argues for (or, alternatively, that
the general picture Rorty asks us to accept is not supported by

the critical claims he advances in the service of this defence).

Rorty's critique of neo-Kantian poriticar philosophy wirl herp me

make explicit what has remained an implicit preference for the

Habermas-Apel-IlT, current of neo-Kantianism over the Rawlsian

revisions of KantaT. My defence of this partisanship within
contemporary neo-Kantian political philosophy wirl take us back

to differences between Rawls and Habermas that I explicated in
the past chapter in the context of Rawlsrs and Habermasts

relative fidelity to Kant.

My most fundamental difference with Rorty's picture of
liberal polítics without transcendentar justification is a

generalization of a point I raised at the end of the 1ast.

section: that I pace Rorty, using \knowledge, or \trutht tsimply

as a compliment paid to the beliefs which we think so well
justified that, for the moment, further justification is not

need.ed.rr48 commits us to an ideal linit; an ideal limit conceived,

however, not in terms of content, but in terms of procedure.

47An inplicit preference insofar as it has been evidenced
only by the exclusion of Rawls from the proceeding discussion.

a8Rorty, rrsolidarity or Objectivity?tt, John Rajchman and
cornel vtest (eds. ) , Post-Analytic philosophv (New york: corumbia
university Press, 1985), p. 7. Rorty takes this \compliment'
theory of truth to be the heart of linit-free pragmatism. r wirl
argue, hovrever, that it is this precisery this account of truth
that requires us to accept the limit posited by ILT'.
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Rorty has called his positive political position rrpostmodern

bourgeois liberalismt'4e. postmodern bourgeois liberlism, Rorty

tells us, is an attenpt to defend the institutions of the rich
North American democracies without "traditional Kantian

buttresses, buttresses which include an account of rrationality,

and \morarity' as transculturar and ahistoricar.,,50 \postrnodern

bourgeois riberalism' is rbourgeois, because it has no quarrel
Itwith the Marxist craim that a lot of those institutions and

practices [which postmodern bourgeois liberalism defends] are

possible and justifíable only in certain historical, and

especially economic, conditions.rr (pBL, p. 2r.6) . \postmodern

bourgeois liberalism' is \postmodern' in the sense given to this
term by Jean-Francois Lyotard. rn The postmodern condition,
Lyotard defined \postmodern' as rrincredulity toward

metanarratives. t'51 Lyotard of f ers as examples of rnetanarratives

4eHe later called it ttliberal ironismtr, but these terms are,
by Rorty's account,, essentially equivalent. An \ironist/ is rthe
sort of person who faces up to the contingency of his or her own
most central beliefs and desires--someone sufficiently
historicist and nominalist to have abandoned the idea-that those
centrar beliefs and desires refer back to something beyond the
reach of tirne and chance.rr (Rorty, Contingency, Irony and
Solidaritv (Cambridge: Carnbridge University prãss, LgBg), p.
xv. ) . As we wil-I see, a postmodern bourgeois liberal is
basically a North American liberal ironist, in Rorty's
terrninology.

soRorty, rrPostmod.ern Bourgeois Liberarisil,,, Robert Holtinger
(ed. ) , Hermeneutics and praxis (Notre Dame: university of Notie
Dame Press, 1985), p. 2L6. Hereafter, references to Ltris paper
will be inserted into my text in the form (pBL, p._).

51Jean-Francois Lyotard, The postmodern condition: A Report
on Kngwredqe (Minneapolis: university of Minnesota press, tea+¡,p. xxiv.
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rrthe dialectics of Spirit, the hermeneutícs of meaningr, the

ernancipation of the rational or working subject, or the creation
of wea1th.tt52 Postmodern bourgeois liberals direct their
incredulity specificalty toward Kantian principles which offer
justifications for liberal institutions. Among these Kantian

principles, postmodern bourgeois liberalisrn is most concerned to
abandon the formal justifications that make reference to a meta-

cornmunity--humanity--to which our loyalty ought to be directed,
rather than simply toward the comrnunity in which we are members.

So, against Kantian atternpts to justify 1iberal ideals 1ike

equality, Rorty offers a rnaturalized Hegelian' defence of
loyalty only to specific, contingent communities, a defence

predicated on the rejection of the Kantian predisposition to the

ahistorical. Rorty/s most recent book, Contingencv, Irony, and

soridaritv, is largely given to filling in this naturarized

Hegelian defence of liberalism.
rrThe crucial move in this reinterpretation Iof the defence

of liberal valueslrr, Rorty teIIs us,

is to think of the moral self , the ernbodiment of
rationality, not as one of Rawlsrs original choosers,
somebody who can distinguish her self from her talents
and interests and views about the good, but as a
network of beliefs, desires, and emotions with nothing
behind it--no substrate behind the attrÍbutes.il (pBL,
p. 2L7') .

Rorty's argiument here is not ontorogical, but methodorogical:

For the purposes of moral and political deliberation
and conversation, a person just js that network, âs for
purposes of ballistics she is a point-mass, or for

szI,yotard, p. xxiii.
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purposes of chemistry a linkage of molecules.
(PBL, p.2t7)

r think Rorty's anti-essentialisrn (or, at reast, methodorogical

anti-essentiarisrn) with respect to person-hood is on the mark.53

f do not want to commit myself to an ontological position r¡ith
respect to personal identity here. Along with Rorty, I do not

think I have to. To put the point in terms famil-iar from similar
points made above, for the purposes of poritical theorizing,
rapparent personst are as good as rreal persons., That is, I am

arguing that even if we could come up with the definitive
argument establj-shing once and for all the ontological status of
personhood (and r cannot irnagine how such a craim is possible),
it would have no implications for poJ-itical theory. The relevant
considerations for poritical theory are how we und.erstand

ourselves in relation to the persons and institutions around us--
and r think that Rorty5a is correct in suggesting that the proper

language of serf-description (at reast in this context) is the

language of beliefs, desires, and emotions, rather than the

53Howev"r, the reasons why I agree with Rorty's position do
not derive as much from Rorty's arguments for the rcontingency of
selfhoodt, as from Foucaultts arguments about the normative role
of the human sciences in the constitution of what we take
personhood to consist in. Foucaurtrs arguments wirr be taken up
in detail in the finaÌ chapter.

5oAlong with Charles Taylor, Cf. Taylor, tSelf fnterpreting
Animarstr, Human Agency and Languaqe: phirosophical papers one
(Carnbridge: Canbridge University Press, 1985), pp. 4S-76.
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Ianguage of the ontological status of personhood.55

My preference for the Habermas-Apel current within
contemporary neo-Kantian polÍtical theory over the Rawlsian

alternative derives most fundamentally from consideraÈions like
those concerning personhood advanced above. Though Rawlsrs

theory of justice is not grounded in a strongly essentiarist
theory of personhood, Rawls certainly supposes (and must suppose-

-given the structure of his naturalized Kantianisrn) a great deal

about universal human interests. Recal1 the features of the veil
of ígnorance. v[hile agents behind the veil are deprived of
knowledge of their place in society, class position or social-

status, fortunes ín the distribution of natural assets and

abilities, and conceptions of the g'ood or speciar psychological

propensities (ToJ, p. 12), they do know the generar facts about

human society, including a grasp of politics, economics and

psychology (TOJ, p. L37), and they are allowed to assume a

preference for more basic social goods rather than fewer (ToJ, p.

742). Thus Rawls excludes what he--along with a rnajor current of
the liberal tradition--takes to be morally arbitrary within

55The alternative route for grounding moral or potitical
theories in accounts to personhood is natural law. Though r do
not hold that the is-ought gap cannot be crossed, r think the
natural law route is itlegitimate.

Let me make clear that I do not intend by my claim to rule
out theories like Hobbes's. r think that Hobbesrs justification
for his political state can be run without reference to human
nature. Rather than craining that humans are, by nature, ethical
egoists (as some readings of Hobbes inpute to hirn), arl we need
to say is that there exists the possibility that at least one
person may act j-n accordance with ethical egoisrn. This is enough
to start us down the very slippery Hobbesian slope.
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personhood, but he includes much of what he takes to be essential
to personhood. (rn fact, wê courd read the veir of ignorance as a

mechanism to access the essential--perhaps morarry essentiar--
elements of personhood). The ìgeneral facts of societyr clearly
include general facts of personhood that Rawls takes to be non-

controversial; psychology crearly makes claims about human

nature, most economic theories are underscored by assumptions

about human behaviour, as are moders of poritical change and

st.ability.5ó The assurnptíon that persons want more rather than

fewer basic social goods--and the assumption that there is a non-

controversial list of basic sociar goods--has embedded in it
something of an essentialism with respect to personhood, âs well.

Habermas (and rLT, ín general) makes no such assumptions.

The difference between Rawls and Habermas on this point is
essentially the difference between Rawls and Habermas that r
poínted to in the last chapter when r argued that Habermas's

revision of Kant is more purery procedurar than Rawrs's. For

Rawls, consensus is deviant when it is inforrned by rnoralry

arbitrary facts. For Haberrnas, and what r have been carling rLT,

in g:eneraJ-, consensus is deviant when the process of consensus-

formation itse-Z.f is distorted. Habermas and ILT' by

characterizing rational consensus in purely procedural terms, are

not committed to any kind of essentiarisrn with respect to

sóEnbedd"d in Rawls's characterization of the basic facts of
society is a characterization of social science as modelled on
naturar science. This is another major point of difference r
have with Rawls.
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personhood, as Ravrls is (as evidenced by the dependence of
Raw1s's account of rational consensus on a particular conception

of the morally arbitrary characteristics of persons).

Let me review the argument so far. f have argued that
Rorty's position serves to question the Rawlsian current of
contemporary neo-Kantian political theory because Rorty correctly
casts doubt on the appropriateness of grounding political theory

in assumptions concerningr human nature. As I noted above,

Rorty's anti-essentialist leanings in this area are

methodologically rather than ontologicalty motivated. I argued,

on Rorty's behalf, that all we have to (and can) deal with in
political theory is what person's take themselves to be, and, in
this context, the language of self-description is lirnited to
matters like desires and beliefs. The stronger point--which I
cannot properly defend here--is that desires and beliefs
themselves are importantly informed by the political process.

Here I begin to depart from Rorty, as my intuitions at this point

are generally informed by Marxismr. the concept of \fa1se

consciousness, is lurking around the corner. But such a concept

need not be invoked, êt least not in its vulgar form. !ùe can

turn to Habermas. The analogue in Habermas for the orthodox

notion of rfalse consciousness, is a set of beliefs, desires,

etc. that are formed in the context of a public domain wherein

the structures of communication are distorted in a manner that
prevents the proper testing of the universal status of normative

claims (i.e., a public domain where the structures of
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conmunication allow the interests of some to be represented as

the interests of all). f think it is theoretically respectable
to speak in these terms, âs r will defend further berow.

Speaking this way suggests limitations to a political theory that
grounds itserf in any pre-politicar notíon of beriefs and

desires" Rawrs's theory does just thatr âs evidence by the
constraints Rawls places on agents behind the veil of ignorance.

Rorty's anti-essentialist leanings are not limited to the
issue of personhood, however. Rorty argues that pragmatism

(James's and Deweyts but not peircets) demands, among other
things, that we abandon not only theories of persons, but
theories of all- other things about which phirosophers have

traditionally theorized. rnsofar as Rorty characterizes his
project as carrying out the irnplications of James's and

especially Dewey's writiil9s, it will be instructive to
investigate Rorty's characterization of pragrmatism. Rorty
suggests that there are three basic claims central to this form

of pragmatism. He argues, further, that these craim rule out not
only realist theories of truth and justifícation, but ideal 1init
accounts of truth and justification. r wilt argue that, given

the procedurar interpretation, ideal linit theory is not onry

compatible with Rorty's position as he exprains it via the
central cl-aims of Deweyian pragrrnatism, but that the idea of an
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ideal procedurar Ii¡nit is required by such a praÇmatism.sT The

position f am arguing here is littIe more than a generalization
of the point that f made at the close of the last section of this
chapter: that, pace Rorty, the \compliment' theory of truth
(i.e., the claim thaÈ rtrue' is a compliment that we pay to
propositions that we feel- justified in asserting) commits us to
an ideal limit--but a procedural rather than substantive linit.

I will consider the three characteristics Rorty advances on

behalf of pragrmatism separately, and then turn to a more generar

comparison of Rorty's pragmatisn/postmodern bourgeois liberalisn
and ILT'.

s1 rr IPragmatisn] is sirnply anti-essentiatism appried to
notions like \truthrt \knowledgè,, \languager, rmoralityr and

similar notions of philosophical theorizÍng. r58 As usuaI,

Rortyts enemy here ís the notion of truth as correspondence to
reality. He illustrates what he means by anti-essentialism by

reference to James's definition of \the truer as \what is good in

57My po=ition thus amounts to the craim that if you want to
be a pragmatist, you have to forlow the route that pãirce
originally charted. In this context, I am defending ideal limittheory against Rorty by defending peirce against oewey, given
that Rorty draws heavily on Dewey, and Haberrnas and eèpeciarry
Apel draw heavily on peirce. This wourd be a tidy way to make mypoint, but my acquaintance with peirce is very ¡aéic, and r have
read IiÈtre of Dewey's writing. r think my iñtuitions on thispoint are correct. But r have to leave this claim for a laterproj ect.

58Rorty, rrPragrmatÍsm, Relativism, and Irrationalismr,
Consequences of Pracrmatism (MinneapoÌis: University of Minnesota
Press, ]-982) , p. ]-62. Hereafter, all references to this paper
will be inserted into my text in the form: (pRI, p. ).
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the way of berief.' (pRr, p. L6z). while the practice of pairing
off bits of language with bits of the world may be a useful
exercise when hte are dealing with sentences like ttThis is hrater, r

it seems inappropriate, Rorty argues, to use the \mappingt

metaphor when we get to the level of theory, e.g., when we ask
rrwhat exactry it is that Marx pictured more accurately than

Machiavelli.tt (PRr, p. 163). James's point, Rorty tells us, is
that carrying out the mapping exercise "wirÌ not enrighten us

about why truths are good to believe, or offer any clues as to
why or whether our present view of the worrd is, roughly, the one

we should hold... tllt is the vocabulary of practice rather than
of theory, of actíon rather than contemplation, in which one can

say something useful about truth.t (pRr, p. L62). Rorty argues

that this view amounts to (but, of course, is not equivarent to)
the claim that there are rrno essences in the area, of truth,
rationality, inquiry r ot the relation of thought and object.

All of this is cornpatible with rLTp. Arr that rLT, wourd

want to add to this picture is the clairn that our reflections
about which truths are good to berieve or ,rwhy or whether our

present view of the world is, roughly, the one we shoutd hordrl

take prace within the arena of the public exchange of ideas, and

that this process of debate admits of, and requires, criteria to
distinguish between rational and merely de facto consensus. fLTp

does not clairn that the essence of truth is \rational consensus,

any more than Jamests claims that the essence of truth is nwhat

is good in the way of belief.tt vte might say that rLTo agrees
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that we av¡ard \true' to that which a conmunity finds to be rgrood

in the way of berief. I' But rLT, argues that such a conception of
truth must be saved from becoming arbitrary or, worse, a cloak
for the exercise of power, and that this can be done by ensuring

that the standards and procedures adopted in forming agreement

are non-coercive.

rt nay be countered that even if rLT, does not harbour a
covert essentialism with respect to truth, it certainly requires
a linguistic essentialisrn. Habermasts argument for communicative

ethics required rnaking strong claims about the necessary

conditions for communicative action. rsn't this a claim about

the essential characteristics of language?

Perhaps there is something to this argument. whire rlTr's
analysis of speeeh does not embody the same type of essentialism
with respect to language as, sây, the writings on language

characteristic of the hermeneutic tradition, rLTp is cl_earÌy

grounded in an analysis of the nature of speech and (successful)

communication. VlhiIe the validity claims that Habermas argues

accompany the act of speaking can be ernpiricarry tested, the
craim that speech raised varidity claims itserr adnits of no

ernpiricar vindication. rn this sense, Habermas's anaÌysis of
speech and communication does seem to be saying something about

the nature of speech, anéI, thus, in this sense, ILT' is
incompatible with what Rorty argues to be one of the basic
characteristics of (non-Peircean) pragrmatism. Howeverr âs f wiII
argue below, f think that Rortyrs pragmatism is (or, perhaps,
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ought to be) committed to the type of linit talk that
characterizes rLTp. rf such linit-tark must invorve the type of
linguistic essentiarism invorved in Habermas's analysis of
speech, then pragrrnatism must concede that such a rimited
essentialisrn is necesr.ry.uo

52 " [T]here ís no epistemological difference between truth
about v¡hat ought to be and truth about what is, nor any

netaphysicar dÍfference between facts and values, not any

methodological difference between morality and science.r (pRf, p.

163). Point for point, rLTp is in agreement with this cIaim.
ILTP would agree that rrthere is no epistemological difference
between truth about what ought to be and truth about what isrl
because, according to ILT', claims about what is and claims about

what ought to be share the same tribunal: the scrutiny of inquiry
and rational consensus-formation by the relevant speech

community. Descriptive and normative claims both stand on the
same epistemic footing. rLTp woul-d agree that rr[there is] no

metaphysical difference between facts and. valuerr in the trivial
sense that ILT' is a purely epistemic account of truth and value.
Perhaps the more accurate clairn, then, wourd be that rLTp is
agnostic with respect to the metaphysicar status of facts and.

values r or perhaps indifferent to the issue. This would be a

ÐAgain,. this point courd be made succinctry by arguing that
Dehley/s critique of Peirce rrras wrong in clairning tñat {ne lAeatlirnit was an idea unnecessarily tacked onto pragmatisrn. But r
have to leave this claim as a hypothesis to be investigated in alater project.
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more accurate statement of Rortyts position, as well. Rorty is
at pains to emphasize that pragr"matism does not offer theories of
philosophical problems, in the tradition sense of philosophical
theories. As far as this goes, then, Rorty cannot claim that
there is no metaphysical difference between facts and valuer- this
itself is a rnetaphysical cIaim.60 Finarly, rLT, would agree that
rrIthere is no] methodological difference between morality and

sciencerr inasmuch as ILT' places descriptive and normative cÌaims

on the same epistemic footing. r am not craining (on behalf of
ILTp) that scientific and ethical methodology is the same at the
level- of day-to-day practice: arguing about, sâyr the abortion
issue and testing a physical hypothesis are methodologicarly

distinct practices. The leveI of methodotogy that r suspect

Rorty is airning at here is the same meta-reveI at which rLT,

craims there is a continuity in method between morarity and

science, i.e., the IeveI at which the final test of the

acceptability of a moral- or scientific clairn is its being the
object of rational consensus. This leads us into Rorty's final
characterization of pragmatism.ó1

óoMo." importantly, Rorty's position is cornpletely
compatible with any rnetaphysical position. Even when Rorty asks
us to abandon metaphysicar theories of truth, it is becausè hefeels that such accounts of truth are useless, rather than
incorrect.

61Putn.m offers a succinct statement about the blurring
effect fLT has on the fact/value distinction. Echoing Habermas's
cl-aim that rrthe truth of statements is based on the añticipation
of the realization of the good lifer t putnam argues thatrr[t]he notion of truth itself depends for its content on our
standards of rationar acceptability, and these in turn rest on
and presuppose our values. put schematicarry and too briefly, r
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53 tt[P]ragrnatism is the doctrine that there are no

constraints on inquiry save conversational ones--no wholesale

constraints derived from the nature of objects, or of the mind,

or of language, but only those retain constraints provided by our

fellow inquirers. rr (PRI, p. 165) . ILT, would add to the above

claim the cl-airn that we can and must distinguish among legitimate
and illegitimate (or adnissible and inadmissible) constraints
that our fellow inquirers may provide us. Here is where my

argurnent shifts from claiming that Rorty's characterizations of
non-Peircean pragrmatism are compatibTe wíth fLT, to claiming that
Rorty's pragmatism must commit itself to the type of ideal rimit
for which fLTp argues.

Rorty's argument against lirnit-constraints on inquiry echoes

his argument about the restriction of the scope of TAs to
parasitism arguments advanced against particular alternative
conceptual scheme. Rorty argues (and echoes Kantrs copernican
principle in doing so) that the pragrmatist craims that ,it is
useless to hope that objects will constrain us to berieve the
truth about them.rr (PRr, p. t-65). tThe only sense in which we

are constrained to truthrr, Rorty continues, rris that, âs peirce

suggested, hre can make no sense of the notion that the view whích

can survive all objections night be farse.t (pRr, p. j-65). But

Rorty leaves Pej-rce and limit-taIk behind at this point.

am.saying that theory of truth presupposes theory of rationality
which in turn presupposes our theory of the good. rt

. Putnam, Reason. Truth, and History (carnbridge: cambridge
University Press, 198J-) , p. 21'5.
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anticipated.Ó¿ There is no method for knowíng when
has reached the truth t or when one is closer than
before. (PRf, pp. 165-L66)

As above, when r defended rLT, against Rorty's claim that idear
timit theory was committed to a scheme-content distinction, r
think Rortyrs argument here is restricted only to the

interpretation of the idear limit that awards a metaphysically
privileged position to the opinions reached ,at the end of
inquiry. t! As r argued abóve, rLTp makes no such claims, and is
in fact predicated in a rejection of the scheme-content

distinction that informs such a metaphysical reward. ILT' shares

with Rorty his \compliment' theory of truth, i.e., the craírn that
the truth predicate is awarded as a compliment to propositions
that our evaluational critería deem warrented to assert63. rLTp

departs from Rorty's pragmatisrn with rlTr's craim that the ìtruth

cornpriment' is paid to propositions that pass the tegitimate or
admissibre constraints that our felLow inquirers may put on

inquiry. Rorty shuns such a de facto/de jure distinction.
But Rorty also speaks as though such a distinction is

rel-evant. rn continqencv, rrony, and soridarity, Rorty offers as

one characterization of his post-Kantian liberal society: rA

liberal society is one which is content to call rtruen (or

ó2Here is where the parallel with Rorty,s critique of TAs
occurs.

ó3rather than awarding rtrue' as a compliment. paid topropositions that enjoy some metaphysically privirãged status,
e.9., propositions whose content corresponds t,o the world.
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ffrigh¡rt or ttjusttt) whatever the outcorne of undjstorted
communication happens to be, whatever view wins in a free and

open encounter.tt& Earlier in the book, within the context of
distinguishing between reasons for belief and causes for belief,
Rorty argues that $/e can draw a distinction between persuasion

and force by generalizíng from obvious exampres, like 'that
between Socratic dialogue and hypnotic suggestion. r He

continues:

!'Ie then try to firm up the distinction by dealing with
messier cases: brainwashing, media hype, and. whaù
Marxists call rrfalse consciousness.r There is, to be
sure, Do neat way to draw the rine between persuasion
and force, and therefore no neat way to draw a 1ine
between a cause of changed belief which was also a
reason and one which was a rrmereil cause. But the
distinction is no fuzzier than most. (CfS, p. 48)

Rorty's solution to the problem that certain agreements seem

worthy of greater respect than others is to take recourse to
generarizing from paradigrm exampres. rn ilpragmatism, Rerativism,
and Irrationalismrr, he offers a solution similar to that from CfS

above. Recognizing that the idea of undistorted communication is
rerevant to the pragrmatist account of truth and goodness, Rorty
nonetheless leaves Habermas when Habermas rrg'oes transcendental

and offers principles.r' Against this approach, Rorty claims that
rrIt]he pragmatist. . .must remain ethnocentric and offer exampÌes. rl

He [the pragrmatist] can only say rundistortedrf means
employing our criteria of relevance where we are the
people who have read and pondered plato, Newton, Kant,

óaRorty, Continqency, Irony, and Solidarity (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press I LgBg), p. 67). (rny enphasisf
Hereafter, all my references to this book wilt be inserted into
my text in Èhe form: (CfS, p._).
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Marx, Darwin, Freud, Dewey, etc. Miltonrs rfree and
open encounter, rr in which truth is bound to prevail,
must itserf be described in terms of exampres rather
than principle--it is to be more 1ike the Athenian
market-place than the council-chamber of the Great
King, more like the twentieth century than the twerfth,
more like the Prussian Acaderny in Lg2S than in 1935.
(PRI, p. L73)

so, in this context, Rorty's pragirnatism differs from rLT, in
terms of the means by which undÍstorted communication can be

specified--for Rorty, the criterion is by generarized exampre,

for rLTry the criterion is procedural-. Rorty regards recourse to
a procedurar account of undistorted communication as an

unjustifiable recourse to the transcendentalr âD illegitimate
abstraction from contingent practices. rLTp regards Rortyrs
reliance on examples from history as uncritical and potentially
ideologicar, an irlegitimate generarization of contingent
practices.

$7e appear to have a version of the problem of the criterion
here. Rorty wourd say to rLT, that any principle rLT, would

offer to distinguish undistorted from distorted communicatj-on

would be no more than a generalization of examples of
paradigrmatic undistorted communication. fLT, woutd ask Rorty how

he identified these exampres as paradigmatic of undistorted
communication. rLT, has somewhere to go to justify itself: the
transcendental conditions of communication. Rorty has nowhere to
go, but is content to remain \on the surface/ because of his
commitment to the pragmatic injunction against the transcendental

and the a priori. can Rorty have his cake--and take no recourse
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to the transcendental--and eat it too--but still be able to
meaningfurry distinguish between distorted and undistorted
communication?

rf this is rearly an occurrence of the probrem of the
criterion, then there is no a priori way to adjudicate over the
debate between the procedural vs. rgeneralized examplet criterion
for demarcation. However, while such a debate ís afforded no a
priori resolution, it seems that convincing arguments can be

offered in favour of one side. Rortyrs arguments for his
position come from his appeal for the pragmatist no-theory
theories of \truthr, \goodnesst and the like. ILT' defends

itserf by arguing that there is nothing ilregitímate or
netaphysically troublesome about adrnitting that certain of our

practices seem to posit idealized versions of themselves. ILT'
asks us to recognize an implicit criterion in our predisposition
to accord more authority or authentj-city to an agreement made in
the course of a friendly conversation than an agreement made

between a person holding a loaded gun and the person at whom the

9un is pointed. The latter is clearly a situation of coercion;
ILTr asks us to recognize that our suspicion with respect to the
outcome of deliberation in such a situation j_s informed by an

irnpì-icit condition in speech that demands that consensus is
\rationaf iff the process by which it is secured is free from

coercion.

Putnam has put his finger on the balance the rLT, attenpts
to strike.
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There are two points that must be baranced, both points
that have been made by philosophers of many different
kinds: (1) talk ot wnãt-is rr¡1!¡¡rr and ',wrông', in any
area only makes sense against the background of an
inherited tradiJion; but (2) traditionè themsetves can
be criticized.o'

The advantage accrued by adding the qualification of (2) above is
exactly the advantage gained by following the procedural path in
distinguishing undj-storted from distorted communication. A

procedural distinction between distorted and undistorted
communication affords us critical space in which to ground our
judgments prompted by the suspicion that even the \paradigm,

cases of undist,orted communication rnay harbour a coercive

undercurrent. rn short, and in traditionar termínorogy, the
procedural approach to demarcation arror¡rs us to ground the
critique of ideology.

Rorty is correct in suggesting that such a critical project
is predicated on an appeal to something of an extra-historical
community. At this level, rLTp is directly opposed to Rorty's
claim that all we can talk about and aII that we need to feel is
loyalty toward the contingent historical community of which we

are members. But Rorty has constructed something of a strawman

for himself . The alternati-ve to his view need not be the
Ittraditional Kantian buttressrr of reference to the
ffsupercommunityrr of rrhumanity as sucht (pBL, p. 2L4). rLTp is
indeed committed to the notion of mernbership in a cornmunity

ó5Putrr.*, ttWhy Reason Canrt Be Natural-izedr, Kenneth Baynes,
James Bowman, and Thomas Mccarthy (eds.), After philosophy
(Cambridge: MfT Press, t987) | p. 227.
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parallel to the contingent historical community, but the parallel
community of which ILT, speaks is not grounded in any

essentialist notion of personhood. In ApeIrs v/ords,

anyone who engages in argument autornatically
presupposes two things: first, a real communícatíon
community whose member he has become through a process
of socialization, and second, âD idear communicátion
community that would basicall-y be capable of adequately
understanding the meaning of his arg.uments and jüaging-
their truth i-n a definitive manner.

Apel argues that an jdea-Z communication community is posited by

argumentation; his reasons draw on Peirce and will be familiar
from rny discussion of Habermasrs argument for the ideal speech

situation. Given that any particular apprication of any

evaluative criterion is fallibl-e, and that evaluative criteria
are arways open to revision, no answer to a given test is
concl-usive. A proposition may be rewarded the status of \truer,

ideally, if all possible tests v¡ere run on it, and if al-r

possible inquirers were satisfied by these tests. Here we turn
Rorty's arguments against rLT against him. Rorty argued that a

rlimit' is rneaningless because r¡re could never tell when we got to
the truth. rt is for this very reason that Aper argues for an

idear communication community. rt is precisely because the
evaluative procedure cannot be realized in the real communication

community that vre recognize the idealized status of our practice
of complimenting proposition with \truth.' The falribitity of
our evaluative procedures points toward the standard by which our

óóKarl-otto Apel,
(London: Routledge &

Towards a Transforrnation of philosophy
Kegan Paul, 1980), p. 2BO.
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tests are to be judged, and this standard ís an idealized version
of the imperfect community of inquirers of which vre are members.

This dísjunction, the real communication community/idear

communication community--like the kingdoms of the earth/kingdom
of ends disjunction in Kant--affords rLT, a grounding for the
critique of the institutions and practices that, to a resser or
greater extent, alrow our societies to approximate the ideal
communication community. ó7

The upshot of my argument Ís this: insofar as the debate

between Rorty and rLT, over the means by which to distinguish
between distorted and undistorted communication is a version of
the probrem of the criterion, then there are no a priori grounds

for preferring one over the other. But rLT, offers more than
Rorty's alternative. ILT' offers a critical space from which to
build a critique of ideorogy. rn putnamrs terms, rLTp agrees

with Rorty that rrtalk of what is \right, and. rwrong' in any area

only makes sense against the background of an inherited
traditionrr, but argues, against Rorty, that rrtraditions

themselves can be criticized. t Further, rLTp offers this
normative edge at a lesser cost than Rorty's estimation. rlTrrs
neo-Kantian rbuttresses', r would argue, are not nearly as

philosophically contentious as the traditional Kantian cÌaims.
rLT, arrives at the idea of a rimit from the same point frorn

óTttThe contradiction that must be overcome between the realand ideal communication cornmunity. ..suppries the starting-pointfor an evaluative critique of ideology.il Apel, p. 1,45.
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which Rorty argues that we abandon the idea of a li¡nit: the
recognit,ion of the fallibility and inconclusiveness of specific,
historical evaluations of hypotheses. Rather than abandoning the
idea of an idear, rLTp argues, along with peirce, that arriving
at the notion of , sây, the \rear,, involves us in cornmitting

ourselves to hypothesis testing that is rindependent, of the
vagaries of me and you ,.168, and requires ra conceived

identification of one's interests with those of an unlimited
community.t'69 An unlimited community, while a necessary concept
given the fallibility and inconcrusiveness of specific,
historicar evaruations of hypotheses, is nonetheress an

unrealizable ideal. But it functions precisely as an ideal; a

normative ideal against which our contingent, specific
descriptive and normative craims may be judged, and. an ideal
towards which our poIítical critiques and concrete proposals for
reform may be directed.

So, in sum, f have argued that
(1) The current within contemporary neo-Kantian political

theory represented by Habermas and Apel (and, to a resser degree,

Putnarn) --which I have collected under the idea of an procedural
interpretation of ideal linit theory--successfully naturalizes

ó8P"it"",
Buchler (ed. )
l-955), p. 247'.

óePeirce,
Reflectionsr rl

rrSome Consequences of Four Incapacitiesrr Justis
Philosophical Writings of peirce (New iork: Dover,

rrOn the Doctrine of Chances, V[ith Later
Buchler (ed.), p. l_63.
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Kantts account of autonony while retaining Kantts account of the
normative.

(2') Irlhile this naturalization necessitated taking recourse
to the transcendental, fLTp revises TAs in a way that escapes the
most important critiques of TAs in contemporary literature.

(3) The current of neo-Kantian political theory represented
by fLTr escapes Rorty's most important critiques of the Kant,ian

tradition in political theory, and makes a convincing case for
the adoption of a procedural rírnit as a constraint on inquiry.
rLTp argues that I pace Rorty, construing \truth, as a compliment

paid to propositioñs we feel justified in asserting requíres us

to posit a ideal-ized version of the process of inquiry.
The most significant challenge to contemporary neo-Kantian

political theory comes from those who attack the neo-Kantian
justification of poritical- critique via chal-rengíng the neo-

Kantian notion of autonomy at the practical, poriticar revel.
The strongest spokespersons of this critique are Foucault and a
current of feninist critique of liberalism represented here by

rris Marion Young. rt is to these criticisms that r turn in my

final chapter.
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CUÀPTER FOT'R

ÃUTONOMY AND PERSONIIOOD

My general argument thus far has focused on the articul_ation
and defence of the neo-Kantian current in contemporary political
theory that r have collected under a position which r have cal-Ied

a procedural interpretation of ideal limit theory. In the first
chapter f argued that we can read Kant as offering a solution to
the general problem of the relationship between the
methodological and substantive concerns of normative political
theory. Specifically, Kant's ansv¡er h/as developed in the form of
a rink between the question of the foundation of potitical
critique and the question of the conditions of autonomy. For

Kant, and the neo-Kantian current of contemporary political
theory, autonomy is understood as an issue which appears at the
cross-roads of both philosophical_ and politicar questions. The

most distinctive erements in Kantian tradition in political
theory are the assignment of centrality to the role of autonomy

in normative poriticar theory, and. the recognit,ion that
\autonomy' has both transcendental and politicar components,

neither of which is reducible to the other. To review: the issue
surrounding the transcendental precondition of autonomy is
basicarry the metaphysicaÌ issue of free wirr, i.ê., the question
of whether our experience of acting freel_y is an irlusion t or if
it matters v¡hether it is an ill-usion. The issue of the political
preconditions of autonony is the question of what practical
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conditíons must obtain to al-Iow the free will to be exercised in
the public realm.

Kantts account of autonofiy, however, contained as an

integral part a doctrine which has appeared since Hegel to be

what Genova called a ttphilosophicar riabirityrr: namely, Kant's
transcendental idealism, and especially the reriance of this
position on the noumenal/phenomenal distinction. Both Rawls and

Habermas share as a conmon element to their respective meta-

ethics an attempt to naturalize Kantian autonomy so as to rescue

ethics from the need to posit the noumenal rearm. Both these

revisions make an attempt to tame the transcendental side of the
conditions of autonomy; both Rawrs and Habermas propose meta-

ethical schemes that are ontologically much more austere than was

Kantts. Hov¡ever, âs r argued, both Rawrsrs and Habermasrs meta-

ethics leave unresolved questions whose ansv/ers must take

recourse to the transcendental, however modest may be the

contemporary interpretation of transcendentalisn.

fn the previous chapter f entertained what I take t,o be the
most substantial and important criticisms of the central issue in
the Kantian tradition of transcendental philosophy:

transcendental arguments. r argued that, generarry, while these

critiques of TAs do apply to certain modern Kantian

metaphysicians, the critiques generally nisconstrue Kant. Most

importantly, these crítiques are generally inapplicabre to the
type of transcendentalism characteristic of the element of the
neo-Kantian current in contemporary political theory that r
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called rLTp. rn the terms of my general argument, in chapter

Three r argued that the critique of the Kant,ian account of
autonomy that approaches autonomy from iÈs transcendental side
faiIs. The transcendental element of neo-Kantian politicar
theory can withstand the contemporary attacks on transcendental
arguments and the transcendental vindication of certain potitical
values. rn this chapter, r wirl entertain criticisms of neo-

Kantian political theory that, roughry speaking, attack the neo-

Kantian account of autonomy from the poritícar side. r will
argue that, in contrast with the critiques r took up in the
previous chapter, these more poritical critiques of the neo-

Kantian account of autonomy succeed in bringing into relief and

challenging some fundamental assumptions of neo-Kantian political
theory.

This distinction between the critiques of the philosophical
and political elements of the neo-Kantian account of autonorny is,
in a certain sense, imprecise. Rortyrs critique of neo-

Kantianism, which, in this context, r have treated as an attack
on the ìtranscendentalt side of the neo-Kantian account of
autonomy, certainry has potitical elements. A part of Rorty's
critique of the transcendental vindication of political values is
basically poritical; Rorty argues that invoking Kantian
\buttresses' impairs the process of deveroping the politicar
virtue of solidarity based on the contingency of human social
reality. However, r think that the critiques of neo-Kantian

political philosophy offered by Foucaurt and some currents of
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feminism share a certain \empirical' element along with a kind of
emphasis on the political consequences of neo-Kantian meta-ethics
that is not shared by the types of critiques represented in
chapter Three by stroud and Rorty. Foucaurt, in particular, has

made it cl-ear that his project was not predicated on a rejection
of transcendentarism, but, rather, courd be characterized, in
this context, âs an investigation into the consequences of
methodorogically suspending recourse to the transcendentar.l

The first two sections of this chapter wilr be given to an

examination of a certain current of the feminist critique of neo-

Kantianism, represented here primarily by rris Marion young, and.

the critíque of neo-Kantian political philosophy that emerges out
of Michel Foucaultts writihgs, respectively. Both these

perspectives attack the desirability of unj-versality as a virtue
of normative reason and as a mark of the moraI. youngrs and

Foucault's arguments both criticize the political consequences of
the adoption of universarity as such a virtue and question the
empirical viability of the assumptions such a meta-ethics makes

l"rn arr of my work r strive...to avoid any reference to
[the] transcendentar as a condition of possibirity for any
knowledge. I,Ihen r say r strive to avoid it, r d.on't mean that r
am sure of succeeding. My procedure at this moment is of a
regressive sort, r would sayi r try to assume a greater andgreater detachment in order to define the historical conditions
and transformations of our knowledge. r try to historicize tothe utmost in order to leave as rittre space as possibre to thetranscendental. r cannot excrude the possibirity that one day rwill have to confront an irreducible resjduum which wil1 be, infact, the transcendental. rl

Foucault, Foucaurt Live, sylvère Lotringer (ed. ) (New york:
Semiotext(e) , L989) , p. 79.
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concerning personhood. rn particular, young questions the
assumptions underlying the adoption of universality as the mark

of the moral, arguing that these assurnptions inappropriately
assign a morarly arbitrary status to the body and physicar and

erotic desire. Young argues that the public sphere ought not
always to have consensus-formation as its goa1, but rather rthe

recognition and appreciation of differences, in the context of
confrontation with power.ttz Foucault argues that conceiving of
autonomy pre-politically--i.e., as a capacity to be preserved and.

respected in the poriticar sphere--basically gets the probrem

backwards. rAutonomy' is a politicatly informed varue. Deeming

a person or judgrment \autonomous, is a judgment generally

informed by the extant theories of the human sciences. These

theories, Foucault argues, cannot be fuIly understood if
interpreted singularry as a collection of factuar craims. The

human sciences correctively produce a picture of normarity: the
healthy vs. the sick, the insane vs. the sane, the insane rather
than the crirnínal-, etc. By defining the normar, the human

sciences define the perrnissible. Insofar as rautonomoust action
is action freed from pathological influences, the categories of
the human sciences serve to delineate the conditions under which

a subject's judgements may be consid.ered autonomous, that is,
free from pathologicar (e.9., criminal-, mad, sexually perverse)

zrris Marion Young, rrrmpartiarity and the civic pubric: some
rmplications of Feminist critiques of Moral and political-
Theoryrr, Praxis fnternational 5:4 (t_986), p. 399.
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influences. so, however different Foucaul-trs analysis is from

Young's, Foucaurt argues as welr that securing the irnpartiar
realm of universalizable interests requires abstracting from the
particularity or contingency of individuals in a poriticarly
normative and questionable v/ay.

Both Youngrs and Foucaultrs critiques are directed at
Iiberalism in general rather than neo-Kantianism in particular.
rn this context, \liberalismt is both more broad and more narro$¡

that \neo-Kantianism. t ït is more broad insofar as it
\liberarismt encompasses non-Kantian víndications of liberal
varues rike tolerance and impartiarity. rt is more narrov¡

insofar as \neo-Kantianismt encompasses extra-political elements

incruding epistemology and, in the form of rI,Tpr a theory of
truth. Nonetheless, Youngts and Foucaultrs critiques of
liberalism may be rendered as direct critiques of the neo-Kantian

program as I have articulated and defended it. The first section
of this chapter will be given to Young's critique of liberaLísm,
the second to Foucault's critique, and the l_ast to a

consideration of the implications of youngrs and Foucault's
analyses on the question of the nature of autonomy.

Young's critique of liberalisn
The type of critique of liberalism represented by youngrs

work differs in important ways from other, perhaps more popuÌar

forms of the feminist critique of 1iberalisrn. youngrs critique,
however, is the most telling and significant for the neo-Kantian
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tradition. rn hopes of bringing her arguments into sharper

relief, r would like to introduce her work by way of contrast
with two of these alternative feminist critiques. After this, r
will turn to explicate Young's arguments in the context of a more

detailed cornparison with a third. alternative feninist critique:
Jennifer Nedelsky's programmatic reconmendations for reconceiving
the liberar concept of autonomy arong feminist rines. young's

arguments are the focus of this review of various feninist
critiques of liberalism; r bring up the alternatives for their
utility in providing a background against which youngrs arguments

may be understood.

the first form of ferninist critique r have in nind may be

called a type of feminist naturalism. This critique is based on

the type of challenge to normative rationality launched by the
sociorogy of knowledge. The ferniníst form of the argument goes

rike this. lrlhat v¡e call \rationality' is just what we have

takenr ês a matter of fact, to be rationar. \Rationarr is a

compriment that has been paid to certain historicarry and

politically contingent collections of practices and principles.
As a matter of historical fact, tv/hat rse have taken to be

rationalrrturns out to be'what ¡nen have taken to be rational.rl
Also as a matter of historicar fact, since the l_7th century, the
values of liberalism and certain core rationar virtues have

informed one another; e.g., \impartiality, has been taken to be a
necessary condition of a judgement's being rational, as weII as a
virtue of liberat jurisprudence. As werI, central to the
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episternic and politicar elements of this tradition is a

subordination of desire to reason. fnsofar as sromen have been

associated with desire and men with reason, the Iiberal tradition
has been patriarchal.

As we wirl see, Young's argument has strong pararrels with
elements of this ferninist naturalism, but it differs precisely on

the grounds that Youngrs argument is not based on the

naturaristic move in the first premise of the above argument

(i.e., the reduction of de jure rationality to de facto
rationality). She thus does not face the pitfall characteristic
of the atternpt to render compatible naturalism and norrnaÈivity.
The above argument must make such a move. The conclusion that,
as a matter of fact, rationality and liberalism are patriarchal
cannot, in itserf, generate an imperative for reforrn. such an

argument can establish only that the distribution of power has

been unequal, not inequitable.

The second type of ferninist critique that r wourd rike to
contrast with Young's is a specificarry ferninist form of the
communitarian critique of liberalism. The communitarian critique
argues that the picture of subjectivity underlying liberalisrn is
incorrect., and, once we abandon it, a nehr poritical ethics wirr
emerge. This liberal theory of subjectivity is what charles

Taylor has carred \atomism': roughly, the picture of autonomous

agents circumscribed by pre-political moral boundaries which

imply 'given' rights which must be protected in political
association. Communitarians argue that such a picture is sirnply
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inaccurate, and call up, as an alternative, a neo-reft-Hegetian

account of subjectivity that argues that humans are, by nature,

dependent on each other and on society for their identity.
\Autonornyt is a collective project. rt is argued that from this
it follows that we must reconstruct the polity to refrect the

essentially sociar character of human subjectivity. This

argument becomes a feminist argument with the addition of the

thesis that the non-atomistic account of subjectivity3 is the

specifically feminine (rather than g'ender-neutrally human) form

of subjectivity. The establishment of a communitarian polity
thus becomes a specifically ferninist imperative.

Young's argument is directly opposed to this tine. Her

argument, roughly, is not that liberalism over-emphasizes

autonomy, but that it understates it. young argues that
liberalism gains access to the abstracted autonomous subject that
serves as its ethical core at the expense of abstracting from

contingent persons a set of characteristics that is incorrectly
taken to be morally arbitrary.a Her critique is feminist insofar

3I choose rrthe non-atomistic account of subjectivityrr rather
than the more pithy rrsociar account of subjectivityt because in
feninist discourse, \social, is often linked with ìpublic' and
thus with the masculine side of the sexual division of labour in
liberalism. According to this account, r^/omen are perhapsrprivately social'; forced into the private sphere poritically,
but more social by nature (i.e., by virtue of their role as
child-rearers and care-givers). This distinction was pointed out
to me by thérèse Brabant.

aTh" point is a bit more subtte than this. As f have stated
it, Young's misgivings are not with the process of abstraction,
but with that which, in the tiberar tradition, is abstracted.
However--and in this sense, she bares a strong resembrance to
Foucault--her critique is directed also at the process of
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as she argues that, in the liberal- tradition, the criteria by

which characteristics are deemed morally arbitrary are informed

by patriarchal varues. r will examine her argument in some

detail, considering aIso, arong the way, Jennifer Nedersky's

progranmatic suggestions for reconceiving autonomy along feninist
lines. As we will see, Nedelsky's argument parallels and differs
from Young's in a way that will both herp broaden the base of
Young''s claims, and set them more clearly in retief against other

feninist critiques of the theory and practice of riberarism.
Both Young and Nedelsky share a perspective on the values of

liberalism and their relevance for contemporary poritics that
parallels to a certain degree Rortyrs postmodern bourgeois

liberal's agenda of disengaging the values of liberalism from the

historical and theoretical context in which these values were

first articulated and put into practice. Nedelsky argues that
Feminisrn requires a new conception of autonomy. The
prevailing conception stands at the core of liberal
theory and carries with it the individual
characteristic of liberalism. such a conception cannot
meet the aspirations of feminist theory and is
inconsistent with its methodology. The basic varues of
autonomy is, however, central to feminism. Feninist
theory must retain tþe value, which rejecting its
liberã1 incarnation.5

Similarly, Young argues that
There are pl-ausible reasons for clairning that
emancipatory politics should define itself as realizing

establishing personhood by methodologicarry abstracting the
(supposedly) morally arbitrary aspects of contingent persons.
More on this below.

SJennifer Nede1sky, rrReconceiving Autonomyr, yale Journal of
Law and Feminism l-:1 (L979) , p. 7.
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the potential- of modern políticar idears which have
been suppressed by capitalism and bureaucratic
institutions. No contemporary emancipatory poritics
wishes to reject the rure of law as opposeá Lo whim or
custom, or fails to embrace a commitment to preserving
and deepening civir liberties...From the point of view
of feminist interest, nevertheless, emancipatory
poritics entails a rejection of the modern traaition of
moral and political life.o

Both Nedelsky and Young argue, that is, that the feminist
critique of liberalism ought not to take the form of rinternal

criticism. t The problem cannot be adequately addressed if we

adopt as our criticar framework the question of the extent to
which liberal institutions have lived up to liberal ideals. That

is, for different reasons, Nedersky and young argue that the task
is not a matter of unitíng 1íbera1 theory and liberal practice.
Both Nedersky and Young argue that when varues like rautonomy,

are set within traditional liberal theory, their approximation in
practice must involve practices of (unjust) exclusion.

Nedelsky's argument points to the historical association of
autonomy with property. More than simply the fact that autonomy

was associated with owning property, the autonomy-property rink
was the locus of the traditional liberal tension between the
individual and the collective, and between democratic or
procedural rights on the one hand, and substantive, pre-

órri= Marion young, rtrmpartiality and the civic pubric:
rmplications of Feminist critiques of Morar and poritical
Theoryrr, Praxis International 5:4 (l-996), p. 38L.
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procedural rights on the other.T In the 1780s, Nedelsky

recounts, state legislatures started passing debtor relief laws
rrwhich were widely viewed as violations of property rights and as

evidence of the instrinsic vulnerability of property (and, more

generalry, rninority) rights under popurar government.r (Nedersky,

p. 16). In response, Federalists, drawing on Locke, sought to
emphasize pre-politicarly guaranteed rights to autonomy (read:

the ownership of property), arguing that these rights ought to be

the object of legitirnate governmentrrand hence the linit to it.l
(Nedelsky, p. L7). This move, Nedelsky arg,ues, solidified the
conception of rights into the linked opposing categories of state
vs. individuar, pubric vs. private, and politics vs. the market.

That is, rautonomy' was cast as something which courd be enjoyed

at the point of a carefur balance between the rights of the

individuar and the demands of the collective. \Autonomy, thus

became a private matter; the demands of the collective (and the

results of democratic rule) v¡ere reregated to the pubtic. And

finally, the sphere of commerce in which autonomous action could

reach articulation was the market: the free exchange of goods for
capital. Politics, as opposed to the market, wouÌd be concerned

with the proper administration of democratic rule and the
preservation of the (private) right to autonomy.

THistorically, this latter tension can be explicated in
terms of the difference between Hobbesian and Lockean contract
theory. Roughly speaking, for Hobbes, the contract created
individuar rights that did not exist before agreement. For
Locke, the contract functioned to protect pre-political or pre-
consensual rights.
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Nedelsky argues that, insofar as this conception of autonomy

(and the linked dichotomies in which it reaches articulation and

is set into polítical practice) is based on the rink between

autonomy and property, it must be abandoned. She gives two

central reasons for the need for this revision. First, nthe

dichotomíes of state-individual, public-private, poritics-market,
regislation-common law were always iIlusory., (Nedersky, p. 18) .

Property was never an individual, private, market regulated

institution in the first place. ',[p]roperty rights are defined
by the legar system. The security they provide rests on the
power of the state to punish whose who trespass on those rights.tt
(Nedelsky, p. 18). Second, and more irnportantly, even if the

autonomy-property link and the dichotornies that grohr from it
reflect,ed some element of potiticar reality in the past, property

cannot play the role of locus of autonomy today. property,

Nedelsky argues, has rost its originar political significance.
Property no longer provides people with the basis for
independence and autonomy in the eighteenth-century
sense. For the farmer who tilled his ohrn land or the
craftsrnan who owned his own tooIs, property was a real
source of independence... IHowever] the dependence of
wage earners on their employers is obvious. But even
stockholders, who own their ov/n shares, have 1ittle
contror over the source of their income. Their income,
like that of most professionals, embeds them in a
network of relationships characterized by
interdependence rather than independence. (Nedelsky, p.
le).

So Nedelsky argues that we must abandon the model of property for
autonomy, and with it, the strict distinctions between private-
public, individual-state, and market-politics. Autonomy,
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Nedersky argues, must be conceived as a col-rective project, and

not be relegated to the sphere circumscribed by the first half of
these traditional liberal dichotomies.

If we ask ourselves what actually enables people to be
autonomous, the answer is not isolation, but
relationshíps--with parents, teachers, friends, loved
ones--that provide the support and hindrance necessary
for the deveÌopment and experience of autonomy. f
think, therefore, that the most promising model,
symbolr or metaphor for autonomy is not property, but
childrearing. (Nedelsky, p. L2.)

Young's critique of liberalism parallels Nedelsky's critique
in airn and methodology. Like Nedelsky, young'wishes to disengage

liberal values from their traditional theoretical and practical
supports. And like Nedelsky--and unrike the \communitarían,

critique r reviewed aboves--young bases her critique on the
politicat inadequacies.of the classical riberal concept of

sl,et me clarify the distinction I am drawing between
Nedelsky's appeal for a non-individuatíst conception of autonomy
and the communitarian critique of tiberalism f reviewed above.
The communitarian critique associated with Taylor, sandel and
Dallmayr is based on a more \philosophical, concern than
Nedelsky's argument for reconceiving autonomy. Taylor et.al.
argue from a neo-left-Hegelian positÍon that makes strong
ontological commitments with respect to personhood, and árgue,
further, for a pseudo-deductive link between the theory of
personhood and the theory of justice. Nedersky's critique of
riberarism does not draw on ontological misgivings concerning
liberal individualisrn, but the discordance between the theory andpractice of the liberal concept of autonorny. Again, however, her
critique is not be read as \ internal- criticism, ,. she does noù,
argue that we should reform liberal practice to live up to
liberal theory. Rather, she argues, political rearity dernands
that we reconceive autonomy a1oñg non-IiberaI lines.

rnsofar as Nedelsky's argument is motivated by poritical
concerns rather than nisgivings about ontological assumptíons,
her critique has more in common rnethodorogically with young's
than with the communitarian critique associated with the neo-
left-HegeIians.
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autonomy. Nedelsky and Young agree, further, that the

traditional public/private distinction is inaccurate, that the

so-carred rprivate' sphere has always been poliÈicar, and that
the first step in reconceiving autonomy is realizing the

intrusion of po]-itics into the poritical sphere. Hovrever, for
Young, the fact that the private sphere is informed by politics
(pace the traditional liberal- alignment of market-politics with
private-public) does not imply that autonomy be reconceived along

communit,arian 1ines.

In sloganistic terms, young argues that feminists (and

radical poriticar theorists and activists in general) should

abandon the tidear of community' and embrace a rpolitics of
difference.t rn a nutshell, her argument goes as forrows. The

idea of a community requires a certain abstraction from the

contingencies of its members. Replacing the individualist social
ontology of liberatisrn with a more communitarian conception of
personhood and personal interaction only perpetuates the

underside of the liberal publíc/private distinctíon. By

reregating certain elements of personhood--those, it turns out,
most associated with developing autonomy--to the private realn,
Iiberal politics also demands that the concerns rel-ated to these

private elements of personhood remain private; remain, that is,
excluded frorn the public and political sphere. The problern with
the liberar conception of autonomy, young argues, is not that it
over-emphasizes individualism, but that the ìindividuals' over

which liberal theory quantifies are contrived entities, arrived
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at by a process of abstracting the elements of personhood from

contingent individuals that are deemed moralty arbitrary. The

dark side of liberal politics is that the estabtishment of a

pubric realm consisting of individuals thus construed is
predicated on the exclusion of morally and politically relevant
elements of personhood"

Young's argument is that this excrusion underscoring the

liberal pority is not accidental. rt is not a matter, that is,
of creating more space in which the voices of the excluded can be

heard. The liberal concept of autonomy and personhood is
predicated on this procedure of exclusion. This follows, youngt

argues, from the fact that arriving at the concept of personhood

underscoring the liberal individual requires setting into
opposition elements of personhood: essence-accident, normar-

deviant, and, most importantry, mind-body. The probrern with this
is that

The dichotomies are not symmetrical, however, but stand
in hierarchy; the first term designates the positive
unity on the inside, the second less val-ued term
designates the left-over outside. (young, p. 396)

The liberar value of equarity, for exampre, prides itself on an

indifference with respect to bodily qualities; skin corour,

appearance and gender are irrelevant attributes with respect to
the rights of citizenship. The problem, young argues, is that
the flip-side of this positive claim is the effect,ive exclusj-on

of \body-issuest, e.g., homosexual- rights, racial minority
rights, from public debate. Insofar as women have been
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associated with the body--as chird-bearersr ês house-keepers--

and

desire, issues central to the liberation of vromen (along with
other marginalized groups) have effectively been excluded from

public, and hence political representation.

Like Nedelsky, Young is not attempting to overturn the value

of privacy. unrike Nedelsky, however, young does not concrude

that the solution to the hidden inequarities of the liberat
conception of autonomy lies in recasting autonomy in
communitarian terms.

Instead of defining privacy as what the public
excludes, privacy should be defined, as an aspect of
liberar theory doesr âs that aspect of his or her rife
that any individual has a right to excrude from others.
I mean here to ernphasize the direction of agency, as
the individual withdrawing rather than beíng feþt out.
(Young, p. 396).

So the intrusion of potitics into private life does not imply for
Young that we should dissolve the public/private distinction, âs

communitarian critiques of liberalism imply. Rather,

The feninist slogan, rfthe personal is politicalr does
not deny a distinction between public and private, but
it does deny a sociaL division between public and
private spheres, wíth different kinds of institutions,
activities, and human attributes. Two principles
follow from this slogan: (a) no sociar institutions orpractices should be excluded a priori as being the
proper subject for pubJ_j_c discussion and expression,
and (b) no persons, actions or aspects of a personrs
life should be forced into privacy. (young, p. 396).

How does Young's critique appry to the neo-Kantians r have

thus far been defending? I would suggest that, most

significantly, Youngts critique of liberalism draws into question
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both l-}:e idea of universarity as a mark of the morar and the
viabirity of rrational consensus, as a politicar goal t et as an

ideal towards which the just polity ought, to aspire. Reca1l the
basic elements of Kantian meta-ethics that remained at the core

of contemporary neo-Kantian political theory. For a judgrment to
be binding, and thus morar, it must be universalizabre. rt must

be free, that is, from pathological influences. Now, the
\pathological' has undergone a great deal of revision since Kant.

fn the current of neo-Kantianism I have been defending--flTp--the
rpathological' is interpreted in purely procedural terms,

basically as constraint on the process of consensus-formation.

So while Kantian meta-ethics undergoes substantial revision in
the hands of neo-Kantian ideal- rimit theorists, the idea of
\universalization' as the mark of the moral is unchallenged, but
sirnply recast in terms of \ideal, or \rationalr consensus.

Young's argument suggests that it ís precisery that which

does not admit of universarization--what is, in fact, in neo-

Kantian terms, pathorogical--that should be the object of our

morar concerns and political agendas. Her argument suggests,

that is, that it, is exactly those interests that are tied to the

contingent, non-universalizable aspects of personhood--most

importantly, those aspects of personhood associated with the

body, and thus central to the concerns of, e.g., visible
minorities, r^romen, homosexuals--that must be addressed in a just
society. In these terms, accord.ing to youngr's critique, fLT, has

made sígnificant progress in the procedural revision of Kantian
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meta-ethics, insofar as Habermas et al. make interests the

objects of consensus-formation. (Recal-r that for Kant the
pathological was basically material interest). However,

according to Young, ILT' simply re-produces the classical liberal
distinction between pubric and private (and, along with it, other
dichotomies centrar to liberalism, most importantry desire and

reason). An interest which is non-universalizable, even if it be

excluded qua non-universarizabre (Haberinas), rather than qua

interest (Kant), is deemed by rLT, to be inappropriate for public
and thus political concern. fn Youngts terms, fLTp maintains the
riberar allocation of agency with respect to the question of
determining what is to count as private in the hands of the
collective decision-making process, rather than placing such

agency in the hands of the individuar. The two principles that
Young argues foIIow from the feminist srogan tthe private is
politicaltt--that (a) no social institutions or practices should

be excÌuded a priori as being the proper subject for pubric

discussion and expression, and (b) no persons, actions or aspects

of a person's life should be forced into privacy--are violated by

ILTP '

r think that Young has pointed to a significant poritical
inadequacy in the neo-Kantian program, and., furthermore, has

brought into relief a strong traditional element in neo-Kantian

pol-itics. Before assessing the implications of her critique for
rLTp, however, r will turn to review a second powerfur critique
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of neo-Kantianism, found in the works of Michel Foucault.

Drawing on very different material, Foucaultts critique of
liberalism similarry points to a hidden system of exclusion

underscoring the positive liberal account of autonomy.

Foucault's critique of Liberalism

Foucault's critique of the liberal conception of rights and

equality points to a hidden system of inequality that is
intertwined with the forrnal guarantees of equality. His critique
is rooted in the claim that the riberar conception of rights
misrepresents the nature of por¡¡er by thinking of por¡rer

exhaustivery in rreconomisticrr terms9: as something to which one

has a right which can be possessed like a commodity, and thus

transferred like a commodityto i or as the ttprivilegê.., acquired

or preserved , of the doninant classll r' or as something which can

berrcheckedrror "lirnited,,by the establishment of rights by the

law (PK, pp.1-05-1-O7); or as something which serves as a limit set

enot rreconomicrr terms, in the sense of the political/
economic division central- to liberal capitalisrn.

1oMichel Foucault, Power/Knowledqe: Selected fnterview and
Other Vtritings, Colin Gordon (ed. ), (New york: pantheon Books,
l-980), p. 88. All further references to this text witl be
inserted into my text in the form: (PK, p. ).

th¡icheI Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the
Prison (New York: Vintage Books I I97g) , p. 26. All further
references to this text will be inserted into my text in the
form: (DP, p._).
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on freedo*"; or as something excrusivery found in the state (pK,

p. 39, L22) .

This rreconomisticrr understanding of power, Foucaurt argues,

underscores the rtjuridical¡t account of power. By the Itjuridical¡r

account of power, Foucault means that account that understands

poÌ¡ter in terms of rights--one may have the right to exercise

power, and a right may check the exercise of power. power (and

rights) may be transferred (in a contract) or alienated (with the

creation of a sovereign). This is, essentially, the classical
liberal theory of right. Foucault's claim ís that this account

is incomplete, that rrhre shoutd not be deceived by all the

constitutions framed throughout, the world since the French

Revolution, the codes written and revised, a.whole continuar and

clamorous activity: these were the forms that made an essentially
normarizing power acceptable (HS, p. 144).'r This rressentiarly

normalizing' powerrt is the po!üer of the disciplines, the
Ittechniques for assuring the ordering of human rnultiplicities
(DP, p. 2l-8).rr These rrtechniquesrr are the techniques of the

human sciences (psychology, psychiatry, pedagogy, criminology,

anthropology, medicine, sociology, political science, economics) .

They determine, essentially, what is required to qualífy as a
subject competent to enjoy these ríghts, andr ês such, complement

the formar requirement of homogeneity demanded by the riberal

lzMiche1 Foucault, The History of Sexuality (vol. J-) (New
York: víntage Books, l-980), p. 96. All further references to
this text will be inserted into my text in the form: (HS, p._).
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theory of rights by supplying a practical method of individuation
supported by the findings of the human sciences (pK, pp. l_06-

107).

The ttEnlightenmentrr, which discovered the liberties,
al-so invented the disciplines... tWlhereas the juridical
systems define juridical subjects according to
universal norms, the disciplines characterize,
classify, specialize; they distribute along a scale,
around a norm, heirarchize individuals in relations to
one another and, if necessary, disqualify and
inval-idat.e. (DP, p.223)

The system of right has been superimposed upon the mechanism of
disciplinary po$/er in such a way rras to conceal its actual
procedures, the eÌement of domination inherent in its techniques,

and to guarantee to everyone, by virtue of the sovereignty of the
State, the exercise of his proper sovereign rights (pK, p.1_05) . "
The acceptability of poh/er lies in its ability to mask a

substantial portion of itself (HS, p. g6).

Foucault emphasizes that his account of po$rer is not

reducible to an analysis that casts power in terms of the

hegemony of the ruting crass. Foucaurt,s critique of posing the
probrem in terms of crass anarysis ís popper-like13: the problem

Iíes not in a lack of explanatory pohrer, but in its excess. one

can always exprain phenomena away by \deducing' the explanation

from the dominance of the bourgeois class--the fact that the

bourgeois is dominant guarantees the \correctness, of alr such

deductions (PK, p.100). The problem, rather, is to see how

13cf . KarI Popper, rrscience: Conjectures
Janet A. Kourany (ed.), Scientific Knowledcre
Publishing Co. , 1,987) , pp. L39-L57 .

and Refutationsrr,
(Belmont: I^ladsworth
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rrmechanisms of power, ât a given moment, in a precise conjecture

and by means of a certain number of transformations, have become

economically advantageous and politically useful (pK, p. 101¡ . rr

These mechanisms of power are inseparabre from claims to
knowledge. Irlhat precisely is the reLationship between power and

knowledge? There are, as Ian Hacking suggests, two bad short
anshlers (neither of which is Foucault's, but are rather, Hacking

suggests, misconstruars of Foucault) : " (1) knowledge provides an

instrument that those in power can wield for their own ends ì (2)

a nev¡ body of knowledge brings into being a new class of peopre

or institutions that can exercise a nev¡ kind of power.r14 We may

be tempted to assert either of these equations as an explanation

of the maintenance or emerg'ence of the bourgeoisie as the ruting
class by linking this emergence to the possession of a new

science of economics that made possible the accumulatíon of
capital (which in turn secured their dominance as ov/ners of the

means of production). Foucault suggests, however, that the
process of the accumulation of capitaÌ--made possible by the

development of a nelÄ/ mode of production--cannot be separated from

the process of the rraccumulation of menrr (Dp p . 22L), which was

made possible by disciplinary power. The practica]- problems

involved in making the most efficient use of the new conmodity of
labour power and organizing the division of labour--the design of

t4l.r, Hacking, rrThe Archaeology of
Hoy (ed. ) , Foucault: A Critical Reader
1986), p.27.

Foucaultrr, David Couzens
(London: Basil Blackwell,
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factories, the introduction of the work-day--v/ere solved by ra
\knowredge' of the body that is not exactly the science of its
functioning, and a mastery of its forces that is more than the

ability to conquer them (DP, p. 26),rr that ilpermits time and

labour, rather than wealth and commodities, to be extracted from

bodies (PK, p. 104) . rr

Foucault's point is that this arnbiguous power/knowledge

rerationshipl5 permeates our institutions: hospitals, schoors,

pÌaces of work, prisons, courts. The crassificati-ons and norms

that serve on the one hand to divide e.9., the hearthy from the

sick, the mentally from the physically irl, the criminal from the

insane, the productive from the unproductive, and on the other,
to regulate, observe, and discipline the patients, students,

workers and criminals seem to be simultaneously claims to truth
by the human sciences and techniques of power exercised by

society. How does this differ from both of Hacking's rrbad. short
answersrr? f woul-d suggest this is illustrated by Hackingts claim

that both formulations--(1-) knowledge provides an instrument that
those in power can wield for their oÌ^rn ends; and (z) a new body

of knowledge brings into being a ne$/ class of people or

institut,ions that can exercise a new kind of power--paralle1 two

opposed theses about ideology:

(1) a ruling class generates an ideology that suits its
own interests; and (2) a nev/ ideology, with new values,

15i 
. ".body that

mastery of
themrl

, the one that characterizes
is not exactly the science of
its forces that is more than

rra \knowledge, of the
its functioning, and a
the ability to conquer
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creates a niche for a new ruling class. (Hacking, p.
27)

But Foucaurt's point is that the question of the relationship
between pov¡er and knowledge is not a matter of ideology.

tllt is quite possible that the major mechanisms of
povrer have been accompanied by ideological
production...but I do not believe that what has taken
place can be said to be ideological. ft is both more
and much less than ideology. It is the production of
effective instruments for the formation and
accumulation of knowledge--methods of observation,
techniques of registration, procedures for
investigation and research, apparatuses of control.
All this means that poh¡er, when it is exercised through
these subtle mechanisms, cannot but evolve, organise
and put into circulation a knowledge, or rather
apparatuses of knowledge, which are not ideological
constructs. (PK, p. l-02)

Thus, Foucault suggests, rrthe political problem, to sum up, is
not error, illusion, alienated consciousness or ideology; it is
truth itself (PK, p.133).tt The problem does not consist rin

drawing the 1j-ne between that in a discourse which falls under

the category of scientifícity or truth, and that which comes

under some other category, but in seeing how effects of truth are

produced within discourses which in thernselves are neither true
nor false (PK, p. 118¡.tt

Let me spelI out these last f ew cl_airns. The concept of
ideology against which Foucaurt contrasts his power/knowledge
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thesis is neither the orthodox Marxist conception that r reviewed

in chapter Two, nor Habermas's revision of this concept in tight
of advanced capitalism. The interpretation of \ideology, against

which FoucaulÈ sets his views is the more popular received notion
of ideology as a false world-view perpetuated by the ruling class

in the interests of rnaintaining the extant mode of production.

Given this interpretation of \ideologyr' Foucault claims that the

operation of disciplinary po\¡/er is more than ideology because

these operations are not simply misrepresentations of material
interests, or institutions put into place to defend a certain
political order; rather, they make possible the very functioning
of a society not ruled by the (explicit) sword. At the same

time, the functioning of disciplinary po$/er is -Less than ideology

because the knowledge claims of the disciplines do not provide a

coherent world view whereby a given order is legitinized¡ they

are scattered, discontinuous, often isolated. The rrknowledgerl

produced by the disciplines is not iTlusory as ideological
knowledge is; it, is not pohrer hiding under the cloak of
knowledge. The rrproduction of effects of truthrt is the

realization or materialization of the truth claims of the

disciplines in practice; the disciplines díscipline. By stating
that, this rrproductionrr occurs within rrdiscourses which are

themselves neither true nor falserf, Foucault is disatlowing an

appeal outside of the discourses of the disciplines that would

wish to adjudicate over the truth and falsity of their claims.

The \truth' of these claims is determined by their realization in
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practice. That is, Foucault is arguing that there is no formal

test by which a given claim in the human sciences is accepted as

\true', in the sense that, ê.g., ILT' seems to suggest. Rather,

Foucault would argue, talk of \assigning the t-value rrtruerr to a

proposition p' does not adequately describe the process of a

propositionts coming to be regarded as \truet within the human

sciences. The criterion by which a given proposition may be

regarded as true within the human sciences--if it is even

appropriate to read something as formal as a \criteríont out of
Foucaultts account of power/knowledge--is more like: .p is true
iff the normative consequences of adopting p (i.e., the practical
implÍcatj-ons for the institutional practice of human science to
the extent that regarding p as true has regulative consequences)

accords with the extant structures of power in society (not
rstructures of power, in the sense of the ruling class, but in
the sense in which individuats are classified, and, on the basis

of this classif icat,ion, regulated) .1ó

16It 
=hould be noted that Foucault's analysis does not

exclude the possibility that scientific theories may nevertheless
be true, in the sense of \truth-as-correspondence. t This point
is analogous to the point I made in Chapter Three that any
epistemic theory of truth is logicaIly compatible with
metaphysical realism: i.e., whatever vre may say about our
epistemic practices and our practice of assigning truth-varue \t'
to a given proposition, it is always possible that our extant
theories match up with a mj-nd-and discourse-independent reality
to a greater or lesser degree. Similarly, Foucaultts analysis
does not rule out the possibility that a similar rmapping' occurs
with the human sciences to a greater or lesser degree.

Foucault himself also noted that his analysis is not aimed
at rejecting the clairn that the human sciences have not satisfied
some IocalIy specified practical ends:

ttMy problem is. . . to know how garnes of truth can put
themselves in place and be linked to relationships of power. Vte
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Now, unlike (at least certain popular currents of) Marxism,

Foucault is not attempting to contrast, sâyr craims advanced in
the interests of preserving' pov/er vs. cLaims advanced in the

service of furthering the pursuit of truth. Foucaurt's claim

about the power/knowledge relationship in the disciplines is an

explicit rejection of the rrscience on the one hand/the

ideologicar use of science on the otherrr disjunction. This is
where the distance of his analysis from a critique of ideology is
most clear and relevant. He is not rnaking any claims about who

the disciplines serve, oy that they serve anybody in particurar;
the rrpower/knowì-edgerr thesis does not reduce science to one grand

Lysenko affair. ft is not that pohrer cloaks itsetf with claims

to rrknowledgerr as a means of legitimation; Foucault's analysis is
not aimed at disclosing an \occult MachiavelrianisnrlT aE work in
the human sciences. His claim is, rather, that the very

establishment of claims as rrtruerr (and thus tegitimate) is
simultaneously an exercise of pov/er--a pohrer exercised, not by

those who put forward these claims, but by the specific content

can show, for exampre, that the medicalization of madness, i.e.,
the organization of medical knowledge around individuals labelled
as "madr tt has been linked, ât some time or other, to a whole
series of social or economic processes, but also institutions and
practices of power. This fact in no way irnpairs the scientific
validity of the therapeutic efficacy of psychiatry. rt does not
guarantee it but it does not cancel it out either.rl

Foucault, rfThe Ethic of Care for the Self as a practice of
Freedomrr, James Bernauer and David Rasmussen (eds.), The Fina1
Foucault (Carnbridge: MIT Press, L98B) , p. l-6.

174 ph..se used by Foulek Ringelheirn in an interview with
Foucaurt. rrwhat caIls for Punishment?rr, reprinted in Foucaurt
Live, p. 284.
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of these claims themselves (whatever they may be at a particular
tine): by defining the normal, the disciplines define the
permissible.

r would argue that, in a manner simirar to young's critique
of liberaÌism, Foucault's analysis of the power/knowledge

relationship at work in the human sciences and the role the human

sciences play in our received notions of personhood draws into
question the neo-Kantian excrusion of non-universatizabre

interests from matters of justice. Again like youngr, Foucault

suggests to us that the individuals over which liberalism
quantifies when it speaks of equality of persons before the raw

are delimited by means of a process of exclusion. unrike young,

Foucault points not to the exclusion of the body at the

theoretical IeveI, but at the excrusion of particular person at
the political levelr e.g, the insane, the sick, the criminal.
The theory of right, Foucault argues, is superimposed upon the

practice of disciplines.

I woul-d argue that it follows from Foucault,'s analysis that
autonorny is not sirnply a poritical right, nor is it sornething

that we can speak of as guaranteed by human naturer or secured by

the structures of human commerce. To act autonomousry is, among

other things, to be able to take responsibility for one's

actions. It is also, hohrever, to be allowed to take

responsibility for one's actions. As youngrs analysis of
liberalisrn pointed to a misplacement of the position of agency

with respect to the decision of what aspects of a person's life
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are to remain private, Foucault's analysis seems t,o point to a

certain rnisplacement as to the locus of agency with respect to
the decision of assuming responsibirity for oners actions. That

is, e.9., the mad are not simpry forgiven the burden of assuming

responsibility for themselves, they are lorbidden to assume such

responsibility. The human sciences' tool kit carries a double-

edged sword.

Foucault's analysis thus leads to questioning the neo-

Kantian adoption of Kant's formula of the moral judgement as the
judgement free from pathology. Even when rpathological

judgement' becomes reinterpreted along purely procedural 1ines,

as with Habermas, the idea of a non-pathologicar discursive
situation (the \idea1 speech situationr) is predicated (in
Habermas's analysis) on the idea of a collection of individuals
who many be quantified over as equals (in this case, equal

participants in the dialogue, rather than equal bearers of
rights). Foucault's anarysis grounds young,s more theoretical
misgivings about the process of abstraction upon which such a

quantification must be based in a more ernpiricar study of the

means by which we--in the age in the human sciences--cÌassify and

order subjects. Foucaultrs analysis, in short, undermines any

pretensions to a purely descriptive (or politically

inconsequentially normative) procedure whereby persons are

granted the competent status required for participation in debate

in the public rea1m. In Habermasrs terms, I would suggest that
Foucaurt might argue that procedurar pathorogy cuts deeper than
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Habermas's analysis points to. The process of exclusion, that
is, occurs not only at the level at which persons may assert

themselves in public, but at the level at which persons are

deemed qualified to enter into such participation. As with
Young's critique of liberalism, I would argue that it follows
from Foucaultts analysis of the disciplines that the equation of
the moral with universalizable interests may be approximated in
practice in the form of public consensus-building only if the

mechanisms that secure persons \equal, participation in the

dialogue are superimposed upon a system of inequity and

exclusion. It follows from thísr âs with Young's analysis, that,
pace fl,Tpr it is perhaps precisely the interests of persons that
are non-universalizable that ought to be the objects of our moral

concern and agendas for politicat reform.

ConcLusion: The nature of autonomy

The Young-Foucault critique of neo-Kantian politicat
theoryls brings to the fore the question of whether autonomy

ought to be cast in procedural or in substantive terrns, or as

some balance between the two. As Nedelsky points out, the idea

18let me qualify rny use of the phrase \the young-Foucault
critique'. I am not suggesting that Young and Foucault were
allied, nor even that they agree on precisely what the problems
are in the neo-Kantian approach. But, âs I argued above, I think
that together, their anaÌyses offer a broadly-based critique of
the neo-Kantians. So please read \the Young-Foucau1t critique'
as a phrase capturing what I have argued to be the complimentary
elernents of their respect,ive critiques of liberalism and neo-
Kantianism.
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of autonomy as a barance between procedural and substantive

elements is central to liberal theory (Nedelsky, pp. i-6-19).

That is, while acting autonomously involves full participation in
collective decision-making, at the same time, it seems to
requirer âs werl, the protection of certain rights against what

Mill called the rrtyranny of the majority.rrle young and Foucaurt

seem to invite a contemporary version of the fear Nedelsky tells
us r¡ras felt by Arnerican Federalists at the turn of the century

concerning popular tyranny: that the procedural mechanisms of
representation al-Iow structural space wherein the claims of the

individual may be overruled by the claims of the collective. The

contemporary version of this fear does not derive from the

possibility allowed by the denocratic process of the emergence of

a quantítative collective that threatens the voice of the

individual. rt derives, rather, from the inability of the formal

mechanisms of political representation--however carefutly
constructed--to prevent what we night caII a quaTitativeTy

exclusive coll-ective body from exercising political hegemony.

That is, the Young-Foucault critique of a purely procedural

interpretation of autonomy does not attack the notion of pure

procedural justice on behalf of the quantitative minority who

lose in the process of majority rule. Their concern, rather, is
with, oD the one hand, those excluded from the process--those

whose interests concern the body (Young) ,. those who fail the

leJohtt Stuart Mill, On Liberty (Il1inois: Harlan Davidson,
L947) , p. 4.
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competency tests of the human scíences (Foucault) --, and, on the

other hand, the mechanisrns that must be in prace to secure the

homogeneity required among the dialogue-participants so that they

may enjoy the equitable distribution of rights--the systematic

exclusion of the body and its concerns (young); the policing of
behaviour (Foucault). In short, I am arguing that r¡re can read

Young and Foucault not as concerned to question the possibility
of an inequitable or unjust procedural outcome (as are liberal
theorists who emphasize pre-political rights), but as concerned

rather to uncover the theoretical and practical mechanisms

required to secure a body of citizens who are requal before the

Iaw', or are requal participants in consensus-formation. t

Two significant questions may be raised about young and

Foucault, neither of whích is easily answered. (f-) Insofar as

Young and Foucault challenge the procedural interpretation of
autonomy, are they more than present-day analogues of the

American Federalists? That is, do their analyses not sirnply

point to the need to revise the procedural-substantive balance in
the liberal conception of autonomy (and thus, are their
criticisms merely internal to liberatisrn) ? (Z) ff the

traditional elements of the substantive side of the liberal
conception of autonomy (e.9., pre-political rights â Ia Locke)

are predicated on a process of exclusion, or are merely

superimposed upon the mechanisms of discipline, but a purely

procedural conception of autonomy is inadequate, then what

substantive assumptions must ptay the role that is played by
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traditional liberal substantive assurnptions in the concept of
autonorny? In short, if the Iíberal tradition v¡as incorrect about

the substantive assumptions adrnissíb1e within a theory of
autonomy, but correct about the need to include some such

assurnptions, then what ought these assumptions to be?

These questions cannot be clearly disengaged from each

other. fn simpleét form their ansv/ers are : (1) young and

Foucault are not internal critics of liberalism, because (Z)

while they point to the inadequacy of a procedural conception of
autonomy, their critiques also undermj-ne the idea of pre-
procedurally established substantive claims concerning personhood

and autonomy. Let me try to spell this out.

To read Young and Foucault as internal critics of liberalism
is to miss the point of their critiques. Young and Foucault are

not pointing to ways in which the practj-ce of liberar politics
has not lived up to the ideals of liberal theory. They are

arguing, rather, that the ideal-s of liberal theory demand an

unrecognized system of exclusion to al-Iow these ideals to be

approximated in practice. To the extent that such a process of

exclusion is incompatibte with liberal values, then we can read

Young and Foucault as internal critics of liberalism. Their
point,, hovrever, is that these processes of exclusion are

necessitated by the process of realizing liberal ideas in
practice.

The second question above seems to come down to the issue of
whether Young and Foucault are making categorical claims about
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the process of defending pre-procedurally articulated rights.
That is, does it follow from the Young-Foucault critique that any

attempt at universalizing interest must involve a process of
exclusion embedded in a system of normatizing power? or is it,
rather, that once we abandon the liberal framework, and with it
the assumptions concerning personhood that inform the Iiberal
conception of autonomy, erê will be able to articulate a

conception of autonomy that is free from the need to invest
itserf in mechanisms of excrusion? At this point, young's and.

Foucaurt's analyses are merely suggestive. vthiler oD the one

hand, it seems unjustifiabry visionary to suppose that some post-

liberal politics will overcome the liberal investment in
processes of exclusion, on the other hand it seems that arguing

that no possibì-e political organization conceivable can avoid

these trappings precisely involves what Rorty would call an

unjustifiably generalized parasitism argument. That is, a

categorical claim to the effect that, in Foucault's terms, aII
political organízation must invest in disciplinary por^rer (or some

analogue), seems to stake a claim to a transcendental status that
would be difficult to defend.

Both of the questions f asked of Young and Foucault above

assume that the procedural/substantive distinction is exhaustive

with respect to conceptions of autonomy. Further, these

questions, as werr as my discussion in general, also assume that
the procedural/substantive distinction may be drawn, if not

precisely, then adequately. Perhaps the confusion and difficulty
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surrounding the attempt to make Younq's and Foucaultts analyses

answer these two questions is occasioned by the fact that their
analyses point to the procedural/substantive distínction as a
riberal dichotomy to be challenged along with the charlenge to
public/private, politics/market, etc. This, I think, is an

enormously suggestive and perplexing outcome. Vühat, exactly,
would it mean to think of autonomy in non-procedural or non-

substantive terms? [rlhat would it mean, that is, to tark about

autonomy and make no reference either to the ability of a subject
to engage in decision-making, or to the ability of a subject to
enjoy certain rights with respect to the demands of others? The

probrem here, it seems, is that we cannot formurate the idea of
autonomy without first assuming some level of personhood, at
least to the point that \persons, may be quantified over (or, if
the concept of \quantificatj-on' is troubl-esome, or carries with
it philosophical concerns extraneous to this discussion, then

substitute: at least to the point that \persons, has a place in
our language-gane). Young and Foucault seem to be attacking this
assumption, or the ease with which we speak of persons who are or

are not autonomous. The Young-Foucaurt critique suggests that
there is, in liberalism, a political investment in the issue of
personhood, and that the question of \autonomy' is at least
dependent on the question of what or who is to count, in
political terms, âs a person (citizen, subject, etc. ). Their

critique draws into question the procedural/substantive

distinction not so much at the leve1 of the distinction as it,
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applies to persons, but, rather, insofar
depends upon a non-controversial concept

as

of

the distinction
personhood. Young

and Foucault both question an assumption conmon to traditional
liberal and contemporary neo-Kantian political theory: that
politics intrudes into the issue of autonomy after the

establishment of the nature of personhood. This assumption is
reft undefended by neo-Kantian politicar theory. r would argiue

that the positive program of poriticar critique defended by neo-

Kantianism must come to terrns with this challenge.

fn sum, then, f have argued that neo-Kantian political
theory has successfully naturalized Kant's account of autonofly,

but has done so only with ìtranscendental residue. t Neo-Kantians

share with Kant the idea that autonomy has both transcendental

and poriticar elements, neither of which can be reduced to the

other. f have argued that the attack on the neo-Kantian account

of autonomy from the transcendental side fails to the extent that
the critiques of transcendental arguments and transcendental

vindications of political values in current literature do not

apply to the modest transcendentalism that characterized fLTp.

However, f have argued, there is a powerful critique to the

political side of the neo-Kantian account of autonomy that has

not yet been but which must be answered by neo-Kantianism, if the

contemporary vindication of the critique of ideology is to be

defensible.
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CONCLUSION

This essay is basically a review of some of the major

currents in contemporary political theory. It has been my

primary objective to argue that \Â/e can find a certain unity among

many of the apparently disparate positions in contemporary

political theory if we collect these positions under the rubric
of certain questions reft to us by Kant. r think that such a

project of historical reconstruction is useful because, as

Charles Taylor has argued, wê are afforded greater understanding

of received ideas when v/e recover their original formulations.

In this context, given that I review French and German as weII as

Anglo-American theorists, I also offer such a reconstruction in
an attempt to further the bridging of the analytic-continental
gap in contemporary philosophy.

In its most basic form, the Kantian picture that I have

argued still has a hold on contemporary political theory can be

expressed formulaically thus:

S1- Certain philosophical conditions + certain
political conditions : autonomy;

52 Autonomy = the grounding of political critique.
The burk of my thesis has been an examination of the debates

surrounding $J-: what the philosophical and political conditions
that serve as preconditions for autonomy must be (Rawls vs.

Haberrnas); whether these philosophical conditions can be

transcendentally vindicated (stroud and Rorty vs. Habermas);

whether we need to appear to these phiì-osophical conditions
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(Rorty vs. ILT'); whether rå/e can formally delimit these political
conditions (Young and FoucauLt vs. fLTp). It has not been a

matter of editorial decision to restrict my discussion of the

current riterature to an examination of the various issues

surrounding g1-, to the exclusion of 52. ft is rather, I would

argue, a reflection of the current state of political theory.

The significance of Kant for contemporary poIítica1 theory is
perhaps best illustrated by the fact that the 1ink between

autonomy and the grounding of potitical critique (S2) has

remained, by and large, unchallenged. I think that youngts and

Foucault's critiques, while perhaps more directly addressing the

formura given in g1- than in 52, arso point to the beginnings of
such a challenge to the second part of the Kantian forrnula. r
think, further, that this challenge to the autonomy-political
critique l-ink is the most important issue emerging out of
contemporary political theory. But before f spell out what I
think this issue amounts to (that is, the issues surrounding g2),

Iet me review the argument in the chapters above (that is, the

debates surrounding g1) .

In Chapter One, drawing on OrNeill and--to a lesser degree--

Foucaurt, r defended a reading of Kant that proposes that we not

look to Kant's writings to find a political theory, but rather
that r,re recognize a political element to the whole critical
philosophy. The heart of Kantrs critique of pure reason is the

Copernican principle: the cl-aim that knowledge is restricted to
possible experience, and thaÈ we can learn from experience only
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as much as the structure of reason alloh/s us. In contemporary

terms, Kant was proposing (and was perhâpsr as putnam suggests,

the first to propose) a purely epistemological theory of truth.
Kant thus praced certain traditional metaphysicar concerns

outside the boundaries of legitirnate knowledge, insofar as these

concerns could not be settled by an appeal to possible

experience. Arnong the issues from which knowtedge r,üas thus

prohibited by Kant was the question of the extent to which our

actions as moral agents is free from determination by causes

outside ourselves. Kant argued that we could never know--in the
only sense that \knowing' is possibre--whether T^re $/ere free in
this sense, because the issue could never be settred by appear to
experience. However, Kant gave practical reason (ethics) the

licence he had revoked from theoreticar reason (episternotogy).

Insofar as ethics is concerned with what ought to be, rather than

what is, ethics is not constrained to operate within the

boundaries of the empirically verifiabl-e. As such, in ethicsr r^rê

are justified to assume that our actions are free--and thus, wê

are bound to assume responsibility for our actions. However, to
be truly autonomous, Kant argued, wê must not onry possess free
wilr, but the free will must have political space in which to
act. Autonomy, for Kant, thus has two components; it is both a

transcendental and a political matter.

rn contemporary terms, we can say that, according to Kant,

if we assume an epistemological theory of truth--that is, if we

regard rtruth/ as a function of the satisfaction our epistemic
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criteria, rather than a function of the extent to which our

epistemic activities map the worrd which we seek to describe--
then we are Ied to regard as the final tribunal of our epistemic

claims and moral judgements the rational consensus of our fetlow
inquirers. Now, for Kant, the \rationalt component of ìrational

consensus' was defined in accordance with the idea of judgernent

absolutely free from material interest. Freedom from material
interest was conceivable, according to Kant, only inasmuch as hre

could conceive of ourserves as noumenal beings--as things-in-
themselves independent of tirne and space. contemporary neo-

Kantian political philosophy has at its core an attempt to revise
Kant so as to keep the basic structure of hís meta-ethics, but do

ar¡ray with the equation of rational judgement with freedom from

material interests and residence in the nournenal realm. Rawls

and Habermas propose two distinct accounts of rational judgement

that serve the role played ín Kant's meta-ethics by the noumenaÌ

reaIm, but do so with less ontotogical extravagance: the veil of
ignorance, and the ideal speech situation. For both Rawls and

Habermasr âs weII, rational judgement no longer appears as

freedom from materiar interest, but freedom from ilr-defined
material interest. The veil of ignorance and the idear speech

situation serve, for Rawls and Habermas, respectivelyr âs

regulative ideals that serve to counter the pathological

influences on rational judgement. Raw1s reinterprets the

pathological substantively, identifying it with the intrusion of
the morally arbitrary into moral judgernent. Habermas
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reinterprets the pathological procedurally, identifying it with
structural constraints on the process of consensus-formation.

Neither Rawls nor Habermas, however, can complete their
naturalization of Kantian meta-ethics without transcendental

residue. That is, whÍ1e Rawls and Habermas argue ably for the

morar irnplications of irnparti-al reasoning, neither Rawls nor

Habermas can exprain that we ought to be rational. As Habermas

recognizes expticitry, and Rawls implicitly, such an explantation

must take recourse to the transcendental. That is, both Rawls

and Habermas are constrained to argue that morar agents do not

have the option to .opt out, of behaving rationally; they must

argue, that is, that acting at all commits one to the schemes of
rationality they propose. No\^/, the idea of transcendental

philosophy has come under sustained attack from various positions

in contemporary philosophy. I argued that the kind of
transcendental argument required by contemporary neo-Kantian

political philosophy--distinguished from traditional
transcendental arguments insofar as the position to be defeated

by these contemporary transcendentalists is not the epistemic

sceptic, but rather the moral nihilist--successfully escapes the

major criticisms in the literature. r argued, further, that this
form of neo-Kantian politicar philosophy can be described as a

procedural interpretation of ideal rinit theory. By this r mean

to say that at the core of the neo-Kantian tradition represented

by Habermas, Apel, and Putnam was the idea that our epistemic and

moral judgrments had as their final tribunal the judgements of our
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hIASfellow-inquirers under conditions wherein consensus-formation

free from coercion. f argued, finaIly, that, while Rortyrs

nisgivings about neo-Kantianism give us good. reasons to prefer
ILT, over the Rawlsian revision of Kant, Rorty's misgivings

concerning idear linit theory did not apply to the procedural

interpretation proposed by Habermas and company. r suggested,

finarry, that Rorty's anti-transcendental pragirnatism is not

nearly as distant from rLTo on the philosophical rnap as Rorty

would like to suppose, and, further, that Rortyrs \compliment,

theory of truth, pace Rorty, commits us to the kind of ideal
linit that Habermas, Apel, and putnam ask us to accept.

fn terms of my general argument, I defended neo-Kantian

poriticar phirosophy against the critics who attack the neo-

Kantian account of autonomy from the transcendentar side.

However, in the finar chapter, r argued that neo-Kantianism is
not so immune from the criticisms launched by certain theorists
against the political side of the fLT, account of autonomy.

Young and Foucault argue that \rational consensus, as an standard

appried to our epistemic and moral practices can inforrn the

construction of the polity only at the expense of a political
investment in mechanisms of excrusion. young argues that the

equality required among participants in consensus-formation can

be achieved onry by excluding morally relevant erements of
personhood. Foucaurt argues that particurar persons must be

excluded to produce the homogeneity required of a populous over

which rights may be distributed equally. In short, young and
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Foucault argue that politics intervenes not only at the level of

autonomy, âs the neo-Kantian recognize, but at the prior levet of
personhood.

I would argue that Youngts and Foucaultts critiques of neo-

Kantianism address not only the neo-Kantian account of aut,onomy

(i.e., Sf in the formulaic statement above), but also the

equation of autonomy with the grounding of political critique
(i.e., 52). As I argued in Chapter Four, f think we can read the

analyses that Young and Foucault offer us as questioning the

essentiaÌly liberal interpretation of autonomy as an concept

specifiable in either procedural- or substantive terms, or at some

conjunction of the procedural and the substantive. Their

analyses draw this framework into question because both Young and

Foucault try to show, in different r¡¡ays, that politics inserts
itself at what we could caII an earlier or more fundamental leve1

than what is captured by the casting of autonomy in terms of the

procedural/substantive distinction. If we cast autonomy in
either proceduraÌ or substantive terms, or in terms of some

balance between the twor wê are committed to predicating over

persons (or, alternatively, assigning \personst a place in our

Ianguage-game). Young and Foucault argue that this act of

predicating over persons involves a certain political investment.

They argue, that is, that any \facts, about persons are infused

with va1ue, and often infused with power.

How does this challenge the autonomy-political critique
link? This link captures a basic intuition: that the more
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disengaged we are from our political culture the more capable we

are of criticizing the institutions that sustain this political
culture. According to Kant, and the neo-Kantians, there are

formal mechanisms that provide for this disengagement. For Kant,

our resídence in the noumenal realm provided us with the capacity

to reason impartiarry. rn terms of the grounding of poritical
critique, for Kant, the sense in which we are members of the

kingdom of ends allows us to assume a justified critical posture

toward the kingdoms of the earth. rn Apet,s terms, for rl,Tpr our

membership in the unlimited communication community aIlows us to
assume a justified critical posture toward the limited contingent

communication community of which we are also members. so it is
precisely the extent to which we have the capacity for autonomous

judgement--a capacity guaranteed by our membership in the

unlirnited communication community (Ape1), or our participation in
dialogue approximately free from coercion (Habermas) --that marks

the extent to which we can justifiably assume a critical posture

to the institutions and practices that characterize the human

societies in which we are members.

Youngts and Foucaultrs arguments undermine this autonomy-

political critique link by challenging the tacit assumption that
the concepts of autonorny inforrning this link are free from the

intrusion of politics. That is, Young's and Foucault's argurnents

suggest that politics and power are at work at the level of
designating the \persons, who participate in the dialogue at the

ideal limit of freedom from coercion. The point, basically, is
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this: \autonomy' as described by neo-Kantianism cannot be linked
with a disengagement frorn contíngent political practices (and

thus as a grounding of political critique), because this
conception of autonomy is constrained to predicate over persons,

and the process of delimiting personhood is jtsel.f embedded. in
contingent political practíces.

f would argue that it is precisely becauser on the one hand,

the autonomy-grounding of political critique link has rernained

largely unchalrenged, and becauser oil the other hand, Foucaultrs

work challenges this link, that Foucault has been met with
charges of normative confusion, accused of throwing cold water on

reform, and charged with relativistic self-refutation. with his
histories, Foucault tried to show us how personhood, and not

sinply, è.9., \citizenship', could be historicized and

politicized. No one meets the clairn that \citizenshipt can be

hístoricized and politicized with charges of relativistic self-
refutation. I{ith the exception perhaps of hard-core Lockeansr vrê

aII seem prepared to accept that our status as mernbers of a

polity is relative to time and pIace. f would suggest that
historicizing and politicizing citizenship is non-controversial

because such an analysis l-eaves a space for a non-relative

concept of personhood. We can understand Foucaultrs work as an

investigation into the consequences of suspending the assurnption

that such a gap exists between e.g. , citizenship and personhood.

r wourd argue, further, that his work succeeds in questioning the

possibility of formulating a críterion of demarcation between
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citizenship and personhood thaL is free from an investment in
some economy of power. vtithout a non-political criterion of
demarcation, the link between autonomy and grounding of political
critique is fundamentally undermined. That is, if we cannot

retreat to a revel- of personhood free from the intrusion of
politics, then we cannot disengage ourselves from the

institutions and practices toward which we direct our analyses.

It is this consequence of Foucaultrs analysis that leads

many of his critics to suggest that Foucaultrs work is
relativistically self-refuting. The response to this challenge,

r would argue, is to question the tacit assumption underrying

these critiques that the process of historicization and

politicization has boundaries beyond whích it cannot legitinately
pass. That is, why is it that we can accept the historicization
and politicization of \citizenship', but draw a rine at the point
of \personhood'? lvhy does the logical cl-aim of the serf-refuting
status of relativism apply at the latter point and not, the

former? I suspect the self-refutation charge is motivated

exactly by the assumption that Foucault is drawing into question:

that there is a leve1 of personhood prior to and independent of

citizenship. Now, at a certain Ievel, this response is
irrefutable. Foucault's analysis is entirely cornpatible with any

purely ontological theory of personhood. Here, oddly enough, I
think Rorty comes to Foucault's rescue. Recarr, as r covered in
Chapter Three, that Rorty argued for the adoption of a

nethodological anti-essentiatism with respect to personhood in
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the domain of political theory. In short, Rorty argued that, for
the purposes of normative political theory, ìapparent persons,

are as good as \real persons., The stronger point is that, even

if there are such things as rreal persons', no politicatly

normative consequences follows from the nature of such rreal

persons.' That is, it is rny intuition--which I cannot defend

here--that any ontological theory of personhood is compatible

with any normative political theory. The burden falls on

Foucaul-t's critics who must argue for two clairns: (1) we can

establi-sh, once and for all, the ontological status of
personhood, and (2) hre can demonstrate how some particular
normative political theory follows with deductive security from

the ontological status of personhood. My intuition--which,
again, f cannot defend here--is that neither of these claims can

be conclusively settled.
In sum, I arn arguing that the critics who charge Foucault

with relativistic self-refutation base their criticism on (1)

placing an arbitrary boundary beyond which the program of

historicizing and potiticizíng cannot legitirnately pass (i.e.,
accepting the relativizinq of citizenship but not personhood),

and/or (2) holding out for the \apparent persons/rea1 persons,

distinction by arguing that the ontological status of personhood

can both be determined, and have dÍrect consequences for
normative political theory. f am defending Foucault by arguing

that (1) there is no way to justify halting the process of

historicization and politicization before the level of
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personhood, and (2) even if the ontological status of personhood

coul-d be determined--which I doubt--, it would have no

inplications for normative political theory.

I am not suggesting, however, that Foucault's analysis does

not have serious consequences for normative political theory.

Indeed, it follows from my reading of Foucault that the neo-

Kantian grounding of political critique that, I defended in this
thesis is strongly undermined by Foucaultrs (and Young's)

challenges to the neo-Kantian account of autonomy. But f do not

think that the neo-Kantian tradition must thus be abandoned. I
would suggest that the most important problern that emerges from

the current dialogue in contemporary political theory involves

the reconciliation of the insights of the neo-Kantian tradítion
with the challenges offered by Foucault and Young. That is, I
think that the procedural interpretation of ideal limit theory

does provide us with a non-arbitrary starting point for normative

political theory. However, Foucault and Young succeed in
demonstrating that this neo-Kantianism has at its core an account

of autonomy that is in need of serious revision. The task is,
therefore, to neither abandon the program of articulating a

defensibÌe groundíng for politÍcaI critique, nor to reject the

challenges that show us how much the attempts to do so have so

far been unable to disengage themselves from contingent political
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practices and structures of povrer.l More specifically, poritical
theorists must come to terms with the consequences that a

thorough-going politicization of personhood has for the concept

of autonomy and the critique of ideology.

lstephen K. White has already outlined what such a research
program night look like. See his rrPoststructuralism and
PoliticaÌ Reflection'r, Politica1 Theorv 1,622 (l-9BB), pp. tB6-2O7.
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APPENDIXS K.ANT DEFENDED ÀGAINST STROUD AND RORTY

As I indicated above, âD earlier draft of this thesis
included a defence of Kant against Stroudrs \verification

principle' criticism and Rorty's argument that TAs require a

scheme-content distinction and faith in privileged access to
one's own subjectivity. These passages, honever, are rather
parenthetical with respect to my overall argument. So in the

interests of preserving a clear narrative current to my paper, I
have moved thern into this appendix.

S 1 Recall that Stroud argued that transcendentaÌ arguments

cannot satisfy what Genova call-ed the \objectivity thesisr--in
Kant's words, the demonstration that the ttsubjective conditions

of thought can have objective validitytt (A 89/B L22)--without

recourse to a covert verification principle. That is, Stroud

argued, wê can only get from our use of concepts (meaning) and

the conditions whereby those concepts obtain in the world (truth)
if we make some essentíal link between meaningfulness and truth
in a way that securing the conditions of the former means

securing the conditions of the latter. This link, Stroud argues,

is a forrn of the verification principle.

In Genova,s terms, Stroud is arguing that the move from a

metaphysical deduction (MD) to a transcendental deduction (TD)

reuqires a covert verification principle. An MD rrprovides a

priori justification of a unique fconceptual framework]--a
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Iconceptual framework] which is a necessary presupposition of all
possible contingent interpretations of experience.rr (Genova, pp.

479-480). A TD establishes the objectivity thesis, arguing that
this unique conceptual framework is objectively varid. stroud

argues that the sceptic is free to intervene at the point of
transition from the MD to the TD. He argues the MD-TD move can

be accomplished only by smuggling in a verification principte.
As Genova points out, Kant was obviously a$/are of the gap

that stroud points to (and that stroud argues is filled with a

tacit verification principle). The MD/TD distinction that cenova

draws come from Kant.l Yet Kant often speaks as though there

were no gap to fiIl. fn the first edition version of the

Transcendental Deduction, Kant claims,

[the concepts] which contain a priorí the pure thought
involved in every experience, we find in the
categories. If we can prove that by their means alone
an object can be thought, this will be a sufficient
deduction of them, and will justify their objective
validity. (A e6-A e7)

In terms of the distinctions introduced above, Kant seems to be

rnoving from an MD (the claim that these concepts are a priori and

unique), based on an HD (the conditional claim that these

lcenova points to two other distinction in Kant that
parallel the MD/TD distinction: Kant's two characterizations of
an object (any intentional object of consciousness as opposed to
the episternic object that stands under the schematized
categories), and Kantts contrast between an objectively
underdetermined experience and an objectively determined
experience (Genova, p. 479). These distinctions draw on materiat
in the first Critique--primarily the section on rrschematismrr--
with which I have not dealt, so f will not discuss this further
substantiation of the clairn that Kant was wel-l- al¡rare of the gap
to which Stroud's critique points.
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concepts are necessary for thought), to a TD (the claim that
these objects enjoy ,tobjective vatidityrt). Kant appears to argue

that providing vindication of these concepts by an MD (,'If $/e can

prove that by their means alone an object can be thoughttt) will
simultaneously achieve the goals of a TD (,,...and will justify

their objective validitytt). This argurnent thus seems to be

committing the same sort of equivocation that Stroud argued must

be grounded in a covert verification principle.

Genova argues that, in Kant, Stroud's gap is fÍI1ed not by

covert verification principle, but rather by the
ìmetaphilosophical context, of Kantrs Copernican Revolution. rrThe

reason why Kant can make this logical connection [between the

subjective necessity of the categories and their objective

validityl rtt Genova argues, "is that his Copernican principle
provides Kant a basis on which he can establish a new criterion
of objectivityr! (Genova, p. 487). The hypothesis that Kant

transfers via analogy from (what he takes to be) the nethodology

of mathematics and physics--that rrv/e may have more success in the

tasks of metaphysics, if !,re suppose that objects must conform to
our knowledgerr, rather than supposing that our knowledge must

conform to objects--implies that the notions of objects and

objectivity must shift away from rnetaphysical realism.

What is to be construed as an object of knowledge is
not something that is given independently of our
cognitive activity. If that r¡/ere the case, a priori
knowledge [which, given the Copernican principle, is to
be the object of the inquiry into the conditions of
experiencel would be out of the question because no
necessary truths could be derived from the experience
of such independent objects. . .Vlhen representations
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represent an object (as opposed to being merely
subjective), there is not thereby a determínable
conformity between the representation and some non-
epistenic transcendent thing, but a determinable nexus
between the representations and other representations
in conformity wíth universal rules.¿ (Genova, p. 497')

Vüithin this perspective, Kant's demonstration that certain
concepts are necessary for experience and have a priori vatidíty
(that, is, are not derived from empirical generalization--as Hume

thought \causality' was) will suffice to close the gap between

subjective necessity and objective validity, because--according

to the Copernican principle--there can be no further intelligible
appeal to an appearance/reality hypothesis. This further appeal

would have to evoke things-in-themselves as distinct from things

as they appear to us, and, griven that the boundaries of knowledge

are co-extensíve with the boundaries of experience, we can have

no knowledge of things-in-themselves. Thus, such an appeal is
non-sensical.

How satisfying is Kant's response (or, rather, Genovars

response to Stroud on Kant's behalf)? An important point to make

is that, âs Genova notes, Kant,s Copernican principle is not

equivalent to a VP.

The fCopernican] principl-e, as vre have seen, postulates
that an object of knowledge is not something that can
be given independently of our cognitive activity--but

2this point serves to foreshadov/ a perspective f will defend
later in this chapter: that procedural ILf is a direct descendant
of the critical philosophy. ILT philosophers ask us to abandon
truth as correspondence for truth as rational assertability, and
thus make objectivity a function of the rules of consensus-
formation (in a manner analogous to Kantts connection of
objectivity with the rules of thought given by the a priori
concepts of understanding) .
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this is not equivalent to saying that one could not
have a significant belief without knowing how, in
principle, the belief could be verified or falsified;
or that one could not have a significant concept
without knowing how, in principle, to determine whether
or not the concept could be instantiated. (Genova, p.
4e2)

Genova argues that the Copernican principle does not appear as a
covert premise in Kant's TD, but rather as a background meta-

philosophical context. The legitirnacy of Kantts TD thus falls to
the question of whether this background principle can be shown to
be a philosophical liability (Genova, p. 495).

It not at all clear how we are to adjudicate over such Big-

Picture-l-evel questions as whether the Copernican principle is a

philosophical liability. Kant, of course, had a criterion in
mind. Recall that he supported his endorsement of the Copernican

principle by appeal to the success that he argued mathematics and

physics enjoyed by their employment of this principle. So

something like \greater explanatory success' appears to have been

his overriding concern. Such a goal or virtue, however, is
itself theory-laden: ü/e need criteria to unpack the terms
rgreater' and \successt in this overriding criterion. At this
leve1 of analysis, as weII, it is appropriate to question Kant's
philosophy of science. [rle may weII be prepared to agree with his
assessment of mathematics13 but contemporary philosophy of
scíence hardly takes physics to be an a priori discipline. As

3rh.t is, his assessment of mathematics as
exclusively Euclidean. f don,t think the move
geometry marked a move in mathematics to the a

a priori, not as
to non-Euclidean
posteriori.
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such, it may be argued that Kant's argument for the Copernican

hypothesis breaks down at the point of his assessment of the

methodology of natural science. Indeed, one of the most obvious

problems with the first Critique is that the Transcendental

Deduction accords a priori status to a fundamentally Newt,onian

picture of the world. Does it follow from our abandonment of
Newtonian physics that we ought also to abandon the

transcendental a priori?

There seem to be two responses to this problem. The first,
advocated primarily by Jay Rosenbergr4 is that we replace Kant's

idea of an ahistorical conceptual core with core pluralism.

However, this revision only begs the transcendental question, as

it leaves unanswered the issue of how j-t is we can generate

conceptual schemes in the first pl-ace, i.e., it does not address

the question of the precondition of experience (or perhâps, the

preconditions of constructing theories about experience). The

other alternative, which f have defended, is a revision of Kant

that recasts the transcendental questions in procedural terms:

what I have called the procedural interpretation of ideal límit
theory.

The ideal linít theory revisíon of Kant, hov/ever, leaves

unansvrered the big picture guestion that was raised above. ILT'

asks that we abandon correspondence theories of truth for a

\rational assertability' theory of truth (i.e, a proposition is

acf. Jay Rosenberg,
Journal of Phílosophy 72

rrTranscendental Arguments Revisítedrr,
(L975), pp. 6]-L-624.
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true iff it is rational to assert it). Like Kant, ideal linit
theorists propose epistemological theories of truth. Whiler âs I
argued above, Kant did offer some justÍfication for his
epistemological theory of truth--i.e., the science-analogy appeat

for the Copernican hypothesis--it strikes ne that his approach

does not stand or fall on the defensibility of this
justificatÍon. That Kant v¡as v/rong about science--as vJe would

claim today--does not mean that he was also incorrect about the

basic structures of knowledge, but only that this appeal no

longer has the force it had in Kant's day. The strongest

argument in favour of an epistemic theory of truth (i.e., that
\truth' is a tag we put on justified episternic practices) would

be a refutation of a metaphysi-cal theory of truth (i.e., that
ttruth' is a function of how our episternic activities match up

with the world). Nov/, while Kant offered some arguments against

the latter conception of truth (cf. B xx), and putnam defends his
version of ideal limit theory after purportedly refuting
metaphysical theories of truth5, I do not think this issue can be

conclusively settled. Any episternic theory of truth wiII be

Iogically compatible with a metaphysical theory of truth. Even

if it is argued--as Kant and Putnam argue--that we cannot make

sense of truth independent of our epistemic activities, this
claim is sti1l cornpatible with the existence of a reality
índependent of our thinking and practices with which our picture

5Cf. Putnam, Reason, Truth, and History (Cambridge:
Canbridge University Press, L981) .
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of the world agrees to a greater or lesser degree. Successful

arguments of Kant,s and Putnamts type can persuade us to abandon

metaphysical realist- theories of truth because such theories lack

any utility, but they cannot conclusively defeat the realist
position. This does not mean that the Kant-ideal limit theory

account ís íneorrect, but that it cannot have final say in the

metaphysical realist's terms.

Does this mean that Stroud's gap is reopened in the

transcendental project? Perhaps, but at the very abstract

rnetaphilosophical Ìevel of the realism issue. As Genova argues,

the sceptical gap in Kant can be opened only with the rejection
of the Copernican principle. The defensibility of this rejection
seems to turn on a question of burden of proof. From the

realist/sceptic's position, the burden falls on Kant to show why

we ought to adopt the Copernican principle and abandon the

metaphysical realist alternative. From Kant's perspective, the

burden fa1ls on the sceptic/realist to defend why we should

maintain the realist position (or, in the case of the sceptic,

not be content until the realist position is defeated on the

realist's turf) when this position does not capture our episternic

practices (as Kant and Putnam argue). I do not think that this
issue admj-ts of resolution. However, I would argue that the

adoption of an episternological theory of truth--for Kant, the

Copernican principle, for ILT, a \rational assertability' theory

of truth--involves issues large enough and of such apparent lack

of resolvability that the assumption of such a theory of truth is
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not irresponsible.

So we can say, finally, that Stroud was correct in arguing

that the sceptic is not fuIly answered by the claims of a TA, but

that the gap to which the sceptic's doubts may take recourse

occurs further up the levels of philosophÍcal abstraction than

was suggested by Stroud's claim that TAs rest on covert

verif ication principles. ó

S 2 Rorty argues that Kantian TAs presuppose a distinction
between scheme and content, tte.g., one between concepts and

intuitions, or thought and the objects of thought, or words and

the worldrr (TASRP, p. 79). This presupposition is shared with

other forms of argumentation; for an argument to be a Kant.ian TA,

it must also satisfy the following conditions:

Ia] The scheme-content distinction is construed as a
distinction between that which is better known to us
(our subjectivity, roughly) and that which is less
known to us.
tbl Our \legitimízinq/ transcendental knowledge of the
necessary truth that content will correspond to scheme,
is rnade possible by the fact_that our subjectivity (the
scheme) creates the content.T
(TASRP, p. 79')

Rorty argues that Kant's TA thus becomes problematic when one

becomes dubious about the notion of privileged access to onets

own subjectivity (TASRP, p. 80).

ó'Higher üp', at least, for Kant and ideal limit theorists.
Stroud's criticism may well be sound with respect to Strawson and
Shoemaker, but this question is outside of my current focus.

Taccording to Kant's Copernican principle.
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f would argue that Rorty's analysis of Kant. is incorrect.
Vühile the heart of Kant's epistemology v/as an explanation of the

necessity of organizing experÍence under categories, it does not

seem to me that his task was analogous to trying to articulate
the correspondence between, e.9., rrthought and the objects of

thought,r or words and the world.rr While in many passages of the

first Critiques Kant argues that experi-ence requires something

other than the agent experiencing--"otherwise $/e should be landed

in the absurd conclusion that there can be appearance without

anything that appearsrt (B xxvi)--, it was not Kant's goal to
explain how experience linked up with the world. On the

contrary, Kant argued that, while \,üe are forced to thínk of

objects-in-themselves--e1se we fall into contradiction like the
ffabsurd conclusionrr mentioned above--we cannoL know these

objects. Further, Kant argued, the supposition that r{re can know

these objects, that we can try to fit our scheme to the world,

Iands us in Humean scepticism. As Genova argues in a passage

cited above, by the Copernican princíp1e \objectivity' takes on a

meaning quite different from what we find in realj-sm: rrWhen

representatíons represent an object (as opposed to being merely

subjective), there is not thereby a determinable conformity

beLween the representation and some non-epistemic thing, but a

determinable nexus between the representations and other

representations in conformity with universal rules.rr (Genova, p.

sprimarily the Preface to the Second Edition, the Analogies,
the Transcendental Deduction and the Refutation of Idealism.
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487). Now Rorty does not get Kant v/rong here, but I think he is
forcing Kant into an inappropriate conceptual slot. Rorty does

not impute a traditional correspondence theory of truth to Kant,

but argues that, according to Kant, rr[o]ur rlegitimízingt

transcendental knowl-edge of the necessary truth that content will
correspond to scheme, is made possible by the fact that our

subjectivity (the scheme) creates the content. rr Now while this
account is certainly accurate given a particular interpretation
of scheme and content, I am suggesting that lumping Kantrs

epistemology together with traditional realist epistemologies--

wherein scheme/content is j-nterpreted as ttthought/the objects of
thoughtrr or frword/worl-drr--obscures irnportant differences between

Kant's transcendental idealisrn and this type of reaLism. Most

fundamentally, this latter form of realism seems to irnply a

metaphysical theory of truth, while Kant,s epistemology--I have

argued--is a purely epistemologicat theory of truth.
Nor do f think that Rorty's claim that Kantian TAs depend

upon the notion of privileged access to oners own subjectivity is
quite accurate. To be sure, Kant's Copernican principle asks us

to turn inward to discover the conditions of experience and the

criteria of legitinate epistemic judgernent. But Kant is not like
Descartes (a tradition in which, in this context, Rorty places

him): Kant does not think we have certainty about the objects of
introspection. Kant does not try to build knowledge of the world

from the austere self-certifying propositions at which hre can

arrive through self-refl-ection. Kant's recourse to the activity
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of reason in the production of knowledge hras not occasioned by a

faith, oD Kant's part, âs to the infallibility of, say, what the

positivists called \brute sense datum reports.' Kantts

Copernican principle asks us to understand objects as conforming

to thought because an epistemology that assumes that thought

conforms to objects ends up in contradictions and irresolvable
scepticism. Furthermore, history indicated to Kant that while

metaphysicians could find no agreement on any issue, mathematics

and physics were on the road to progress. This progress, Kant

argued, v¡as made possible by the assumption of what he introduced

into metaphysics as his Copernican principle. Kantrs

Transcendental Deduction is not based on a faith in the

infallibility of self-reflection, but on the claim that vre can

provide a legitirnation of knowledge only if we begin with the

activity of the knower.

So by arguing that Kant's TA requires a scheme-content

distinction and faith in privileged access to ownrs orün

subjectivity, Rorty is obscuring important differences between

Kant and metaphysical realists on the one hand, and between Kant

and Cartesians on the other.
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